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Abstract
We push further our study of the all-order asymptotic expansion in β matrix models with a
confining, off-critical potential, in the regime where the support of the equilibrium measure is a union
of segments. We first address the case where the filling fractions of those segments are fixed, and show
the existence of a 1{N expansion to all orders. Then, we study the asymptotic of the sum over filling
fractions, in order to obtain the full asymptotic expansion for the initial problem in the multi-cut
regime. We describe the application of our results to study the all-order small dispersion asymptotics
of solutions of the Toda chain related to the one hermitian matrix model (β “ 2) as well as orthogonal
polynomials outside the bulk.
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1 Introduction
This paper deals with the all-order asymptotic expansion for the partition function and multilinear
statistics of β matrix models. These laws represent a generalization of the joint distribution of the
N eigenvalues of the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble [Meh04]. The convergence of the empirical measure
of the eigenvalues is well-known (see e.g. [dMPS95]), and we are interested in the all-order finite size
corrections to the moments of this empirical measure. This problem has received a lot of attention in
the regime when the eigenvalues condensate on a single segment, usually called the one-cut regime.
In this case, a central limit theorem for linear statistics has been proved by Johansson [Joh98], while
a full 1{N expansion was derived first for β “ 2 [APS01, EM03, BI05], then for any β ą 0 in
[BG11]. On the other hand, the multi-cut regime remained poorly understood at a rigorous level until
recently, except for β “ 2 which is related to integrable systems, and can be treated with the powerful
asymptotic analysis techniques for Riemann-Hilbert problems, see e.g. [DKM`99b]. Nevertheless,
a heuristic derivation of the asymptotic expansion for the multi-cut regime was proposed to leading
order by Bonnet, David and Eynard [BDE00], and extended to all orders in [Eyn09], in terms of Theta
functions and their derivatives. It features oscillatory behavior, whose origin lies in the tunneling of
eigenvalues between the different connected components of the support. These heuristics, initially
written for β “ 2, trivially extend to β ą 0, see e.g. [Bor11].
Lately, M. Shcherbina has established this asymptotic expansion up to terms of order 1 [Shc11,
Shc12]. This allows for instance the observation that linear statistics do not always satisfy a central
limit theorem (this fact was already noticed for β “ 2 in [Pas06]). In this paper, we go beyond the
Op1q and put the heuristics of [Eyn09] to all orders on a firm mathematical ground. As a consequence
for β “ 2, we can establish the full asymptotic expansion outside of the bulk for the orthogonal
polynomials with real-analytic potentials, and the all-order asymptotic expansion of certain solutions of
the Toda lattice in the continuum limit. The same method allows to justify rigorously the asymptotics
of skew-orthogonal polynomials (β “ 1 and 4) away from the bulk, derived heuristically in [Eyn01].
To our knowledge, the Riemann-Hilbert analysis of skew-orthogonal polynomials, although possible
in principle, is cumbersome and has not been performed so far, so our method provides the first proof
of those asymptotics.
1.1 Definitions
We consider the probability measure µV ;BN,β on B
N given by:
dµV ;BN,βpλq “
1
ZV ;BN,β
Nź
i“1
dλi 1Bpλiq e´ βN2 V pλiq
ź
1ďiăjďN
|λi ´ λj |β . (1.1) {eqmes}
B is a union of closed intervals of RYt˘8u, β is a positive number, and ZV ;BN,β is the partition function
so that (1.1) has total mass 1. This model is usually called the β ensemble [Meh04, DE02, For10]. We
introduce the unnormalized empirical measure MN of the eigenvalues:
MN “
Nÿ
i“1
δλi , (1.2)
and we consider several types of statistics for MN . We sometimes denote Λ “ diagpλ1, . . . , λN q.
1
Correlators
We introduce the Stieltjes transform of the n-th order moments of the empirical measure, called
disconnected correlators:
ĂWnpx1, . . . , xnq “ µV ;BN,β”´ˆ dMN pξ1qx1 ´ ξ1 ¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
dMN pξnq
xn ´ ξn
¯ı
. (1.3)
They are holomorphic functions of xi P CzB. It is more convenient to consider the correlators to study
large N asymptotics:
Wnpx1, . . . , xnq “ Bt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Btn
´
lnZ
V´ 2βN
řn
i“1
ti
xi´‚ ;B
N,β
¯ˇˇˇ
ti“0
“ µV ;BN,β
” nź
i“1
Tr
1
xj ´ Λ
ı
c
. (1.4)
By construction, the coefficients of their expansion as a Laurent series in the variable xi Ñ8 give the
n-th order cumulants of MN . If I is a set, we introduce the notation xI “ pxiqiPI for a set of variables
indexed by I. The two type of correlators are related by:
ĂWnpx1, . . . , xnq “ nÿ
s“1
ÿ
J1 9Y¨¨¨ 9YJs“I
sź
i“1
W|Ji|pxJiq. (1.5)
where 9Y stands for the disjoint union. If ϕn is an analytic function in n variables in a neighborhood
of Bn, the n-linear statistics can be deduced as contour integrals of the disconnected correlators:
µV ;BN,β
” Nÿ
i1,...,in“1
ϕnpλi1 , . . . , λinq
ı
“
˛
B
dξ1
2ipi
¨ ¨ ¨
˛
B
dξn
2ipi
ϕnpξ1, . . . , ξnqĂWnpξ1, . . . , ξnq. (1.6) {repw}
We remark that the knowledge of the correlators for an analytic family of potentials pVtqt determines
the partition function up to an integration constant, since:
Bt lnZVt;BN,β “ ´
βN
2
µVt;BN,β
” Nÿ
i“1
BtVtpλiq
ı
“ ´βN
2
˛
B
dξ
2ipi
BtVtpξqW1pξq (1.7)
Kernels
Let c be a n-uple of non zero complex numbers. We introduce the n-kernels:
Kn,cpx1, . . . , xnq “ µV ;BN,β
«
nź
j“1
detcj pxj ´ Λq
ff
“ Z
V´ 2βN
řn
j“1 cj lnpxj´‚q;B
N,β
ZV ;BN,β
. (1.8)
When cj are integers, the kernels are holomorphic functions of xj P CzB. When cj are not integers, the
kernels are multivalued holomorphic functions of xj in CzB, with monodromies around the connected
components of B and around 8.
In particular, for β “ 2, K1,1pxq is the monic N -th orthogonal polynomial associated to the weight
1Bpxq e´N V pxqdx on the real line, and K2,p1,´1qpx, yq is the N -th Christoffel-Darboux kernel associated
to those orthogonal polynomials, see Section 2.
2
1.2 Equilibrium measure and multi-cut regime
By standard results of potential theory and large deviations, see [Joh98, BAG97] or the textbooks
[Dei99, Theorem 6] or [AGZ10, Theorem 2.6.1 and Corollary 2.6.3] (note there that B “ R, but the
generalization to integration over general sets B is straightforward), we have:
Theorem 1.1 Assume that V : BÑ R is a continuous function, and if V depends on N , assume also
that V Ñ V t0u in the space of continuous functions over B for the sup norm. Moreover, if τ8 P B,
assume that:
lim inf
xÑτ8
V t0upxq
2 ln |x| ą 1. (1.9)
We consider the normalized empirical measure LN “ N´1MN in the space PpBq of probability mea-
sures on B equipped with its weak topology. Then, the law of LN under µ
V ;B
N,β satisfies a large deviation
principle with scale N2 and good rate function I given by:
Irµs :“ Erµs ´ inf
νPPpBq
Erνs, Erµs “ β
2
¨
dµpξqdµpηq
´V t0upξq ` V t0upηq
2
´ ln |ξ ´ η|
¯
. (1.10) {Enf}
As a consequence, LN converges almost surely and in expectation to the unique probability measure
µeq :“ µV ;Beq on B which minimizes E. µeq has compact support, denoted S. It is characterized by the
existence of a constant C such that:
@x P B, 2
ˆ
B
dµeqpξq ln |x´ ξ| ´ V t0upxq ď C, (1.11) {ina}
with equality realized µeq almost surely.
The goal of this article is to establish an all-order expansion of the partition function, the correlators
and the kernels, in all such situations.
1.3 Assumptions
We will refer throughout the text to the following set of assumptions.
Hypothesis 1.1
‚ (Regularity) V : BÑ R is continuous, and if V depends on N , it has a limit V t0u in the space
of continuous functions over rb´, b`s for the sup norm.
‚ (Confinement) If τ8 P B, lim infxÑτ8 V pxq2 ln |x| ą 1. If V depends on N , we require its limit V t0u
to satisfy this condition.
‚ (g ` 1-cut regime) The support of µV ;Beq is of the form S “
Ťg
h“0 Sh where Sh “ rα´h , α`h s with
α´h ă α`h .
‚ (Control of large deviations) The effective potential UV ;Bpxq “ V pxq ´ 2 ´ ln |x´ ξ|dµV ;Beq pξq for
x P B achieves its minimum value for x P S only.
‚ (Offcriticality) µeq has a density of the form:
dµeq
dx
“ Spxq
pi
gź
h“0
pα`h ´ xqρ
`
h {2px´ α´h qρ
´
h {2, (1.12) {eqns}
where ρ‚h is `1 (resp. ´1) if the corresponding edge is soft (resp. hard), Spxq ą 0 in S.
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Hard edges are boundary points of B. Note that if V t0u is real-analytic in a neighborhood of B,
the pg ` 1q-cut regime hypothesis is always satisfied (the support consists of a finite disjoint union
of segments) and S is analytic in a neighborhood of S. We will hereafter say that V is regular and
confining in B if it satisfies the two first assumptions above.
We will also require regularity of the potential:
Hypothesis 1.2
‚ (Analyticity) V extends as a holomorphic function in some open neighborhood U of S.
‚ (1{N expansion of the potential) There exists a sequence pV tkuqkě0 of holomorphic functions in
U and constants pvtkuqkě0 such that, for any K ě 0,
sup
ξPU
ˇˇˇ
V pξq ´
Kÿ
k“0
N´k V tkupξq
ˇˇˇ
ď vtKuN´pK`1q. (1.13) {expV}
In Section 6, we shall weaken Hypothesis 1.2 by allowing complex perturbations of order 1{N and
harmonic functions instead of analytic functions:
Hypothesis 1.3 V : BÑ C can be decomposed as V “ V1 ` V2 where:
‚ For j “ 1, 2, Vj extends to a holomorphic function in some neighborhood U of B. There exists a
sequence of holomorphic functions pVtkuj qkě0 and constants pvtkuj qkě0 so that, for any K ě 0:
sup
ξPU
ˇˇˇ
Vjpξq ´
Kÿ
k“0
N´k Vtkuj pξq
ˇˇˇ
ď vtKuj N´pK`1q. (1.14)
‚ V t0u “ Vt0u1 ` Vt0u2 is real-valued on B.
The topology for which we study the large N expansion of the correlators is described in § 5, and
amounts to controlling the (moments of order m)ˆCm uniformly in m for some constant C ą 0. We
now describe our strategy and announce our results.
1.4 Main result with fixed filling fractions
Before coming to the multi-cut regime, we analyze a different model where the number of λ’s in a
small enlargement of Sh is fixed. Let A “ Ťgh“0 Ah where Ah “ ra´h , a`h s are pairwise disjoint segments
such that a´h ă α´h ă α`h ă a`h . We introduce the set:
Eg :“
!
 P p0, 1qg,
gÿ
h“1
h ă 1
)
. (1.15) {Egcaldef}
If N “ pN1, . . . , Ngq is an integer vector such that  “ NN P Eg, we denote N0 “ N ´
řg
h“1Nh, and
consider the probability measure on
śg
h“0 A
Nh
h :
dµV ;AN,β,pλq “
1
ZV ;AN,,β
gź
h“0
” Nhź
i“1
dλh,i 1Ahpλh,iq e´
βN
2 V pλh,iq
ź
1ďiăjďN
|λh,i ´ λh,j |β
ı
ˆ
ź
0ďhăh1ďg
ź
1ďiďNh
1ďjďNh1
|λh,i ´ λh1,j |β . (1.16)
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The empirical measure MN and the correlators Wn;NN
px1, . . . , xnq for this model are defined as in
§ 1.1 with µV ;AN,β replaced by µV ;AN,β,NN . We call h “
Nh
N the filling fraction of Ah. It follows from the
definitions that: ˛
Ah
dξ
2ipi
Wn;NN
pξ, x2, . . . , xnq “ δn,1Nh “ δn,1Nh. (1.17) {nrm}
We will refer to (1.1) as the initial model, and to (1.16) as the model with fixed filling fractions.
Standard results from potential theory or straightforward generalization of [AGZ10, Theorem 2.6.1
and Corollary 2.6.3] imply:
Theorem 1.2 Assume V regular and confining on A. We consider the normalized empirical measures
LN,h “ 1Nh
řNh
i“1 δλh,i P PpAhq for h P t0, . . . , gu. Take a sequence N “ pN1, . . . , Ngq of g-uple of
integers, indexed by N , such that
řg
h“1Nh ď N , and such that N{N converges to a given  P Eg
when N Ñ8. Then, the law of pLN,hq0ďhďg under µV ;AN,β,N{N satisfies a large deviation principle with
scale N2 and good rate function
Irµ0, . . . , µgs “ E
” gÿ
h“0
hµh
ı
´ inf
νhPPpAhq
E
” gÿ
h“0
hνh
ı
,
where 0 “ 1 ´ řgh“1 h, N0 “ N ´ řgh“1Nh and E is defined in (1.10). As a consequence, the
empirical measure LN, “ řgh“0 NhN LN,h converges almost surely and in expectation towards the unique
probability measure µeq; on A which minimizes E among probability measures with partial masses
µrAhs “ h. They are characterized by the existence of constants C;h such that:
@x P Ah, 2
ˆ
B
dµeq;pξq ln |x´ ξ| ´ V t0upxq ď C;h, (1.18) {ina0}
with equality realized µeq; almost surely. µeq; can be decomposed as a sum of positive measures µeq;,h
having compact support in Ah, denoted S,h. Moreover, if V
t0u is real-analytic in a neighborhood of
A, S,h consists of a finite union of segments.
Later in the text, we shall consider µeq,N{N with N “ pN1, . . . , Ngq integer numbers so that řNh ď
N : this will denote the unique solution of (1.18) with  “ N{N . µeq appearing in Theorem 1.1
coincides with µeq;‹ for the optimal value ‹ “ pµeqrAhsq1ďhďg, and in this case S‹,h is actually the
segment rα´h , α`h s. The key point – justified in Appendix A – is that, for  close enough to ‹, the
support S,h remains connected, and the model with fixed filling fraction enjoys a 1{N expansion.
Theorem 1.3 If V satisfies Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.3 on A, there exists t ą 0 such that, uniformly for
integers N “ pN1, . . . , Ngq such that N{N P Eg and |N{N ´ ‹| ă t, we have an expansion for the
correlators, for any K ě 0
Wn;N{N px1, . . . , xnq “
Kÿ
kěn´2
N´kW tkun;N{N px1, . . . , xnq `OpN´Kq. (1.19) {expco}
Up to a fixed OpN´Kq and for a fixed n, (1.19) holds uniformly for x1, . . . , xn in compact regions of
CzA . W tkun; can be extended into smooth functions of  P Eg close enough to ‹.
We prove this theorem, independently of the nature soft/hard of the edges, in Section 5 with real-
analytic potential (i.e. Hypothesis 1.2 instead of 1.3). The result is extended to harmonic potentials
(i.e. Hypothesis 1.3) in Section 6.1. Actually, we provide in Proposition 5.6 an explicit control of the
errors in terms of the distance of x1, . . . , xk to A, and its proof makes clear that the expansion of the
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correlators is not expected to be uniform for x1, . . . , xn chosen in a compact of CzA independently of
n and K (namely it is uniform only for K fixed).
We then compute in Section 7 the expansion of the partition function thanks to the expansion
of W1;N{N and W2;N{N , by an interpolation decreasing the strength of pairwise interactions between
particles in different segments while preserving the equilibrium measure. At the end of the inter-
polation, we are left with a product of pg ` 1q partition functions in a 1-cut regime, for which the
asymptotic expansion is established in [BG11].
Theorem 1.4 If V satisfies Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.3 on A, there exists t ą 0 such that, uniformly for
integer numbers N such that N{N P Eg and |N{N ´ ‹| ă t, we have:
N !śg
h“0pNhq!
ZV ;AN,β;N{N “ N pβ{2qN`κ exp
´ ÿ
kě´2
N´k F tkuβ,N{N rV s `OpN´8q
¯
, (1.20) {sqiqq}
with κ “ ´g{2`řgh“0 κρ´h ,ρ`h , where:
κ`` “ 3` β{2` 2{β
12
, κ`´ “ κ´` “ β{2` 2{β
6
, κ´´ “ ´1` 2{β ` β{2
4
, (1.21)
and we recall ρ‚h “ 1 for a soft edge and ρ‚h “ ´1 for a hard edge. Besides, F tkuβ, rV s extends as a
smooth function of  close enough to ‹, and at the value  “ ‹, the derivative of F t´2uβ, rV s vanishes
and its Hessian is negative definite.
We denote ZV ;AN,β, the asymptotic series depending on  P Eg:
ZV ;AN,β,‹ “ N pβ{2qN`κ exp
´ ÿ
kě´2
N´k F tkuβ,‹rV s `OpN´8q
¯
. (1.22) {ildeZ}
If we substitute  “ N{N as in Theorem 1.4, it gives the asymptotic expansion of the partition
function of the fixed filling fraction model with unordered eigenvalues. Up to a given OpN´Kq, all
expansions are uniform with respect to the parameters of the potential and of  chosen in a compact
set so that the assumptions hold. The power of N in prefactor is universal in the sense that it only
depends on the nature of the edges, and its value can be extracted from the large N expansion of
Selberg type integrals, see [BG11]. Theorems 1.3-1.4 are the generalizations to the fixed filling fraction
model of our earlier results about existence of the 1{N expansion in the one-cut regime [BG11] (see
also [Joh98, APS01, EM03, BI05, GMS07, KS10] for previous results concerning the one-cut regime
in β “ 2 or general β ensembles).
Once these asymptotic expansions are shown to exist, by consistency its coefficients W
tku
n, are
computed by the β topological recursion of Eynard and Chekhov [CE06], and likewise for its coefficients
F
tku
β, up to an integration constant independent of the potential. We mean, more precisely, that for
any two potentials V and V˜ satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.4 and leading to a pg ` 1q-cut
regime
F
tku
β, rV s ´ F tkuβ, rV˜ s “
tk{2uÿ
G“0
´β
2
¯1´G´
1´ 2
β
¯k`2´2G `F rG,k`2´2Gs rV s ´ F rG,k`2´2Gs rV˜ s˘
where F pG,mq rV s are the quantities computed by the topological recursion of [CE06] with initial data
W
t´1u
1; and W
t0u
2; determined by the potential V and the filling fractions . If V is chosen independent
of β, the F ’s are independent of β, hence the coefficients asymptotic expansion displays, up to a
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constant of integration, a remarkable structure of Laurent polynomial in β{2. When β “ 2, only the
F pG,0q :“ F pGq remain, and up to an integration constant the asymptotic expansion is an expansion
in 1{N2.
To our knowledge, the absolute (= including integration constant) comparison of the coefficients
of asymptotic expansion of the β-ensembles to all order and of the invariants F pG,mq produced by the
topological recursion has not been performed. However, for the two first leading order, this comparison
is known, as we actually have
F
t´2u
β, rV s “
β
2
¨
ln |x´ y|dµeq;pxqdµeq;pyq “ ´β2 inf
νhPPpAhq
E
”ÿ
h
hνh
ı
F
t´1u
β, rV s “ p1´ β{2qEntropypµVeqq ` pβ{2q lnppiβ{eq ´ ln Γp1` β{2q
The formula for F t´2u is obvious from potential theory, and it coincides with pβ{2qF p0q from topolog-
ical recursion. We justify the formula for F t´1u in Theorem 7.1 and the entropy term also coincides
with p1´ β{2qF p0,1q, while the second term is an integration constant which is not seen in [CE06].
1.5 Main results in the multi-cut regime
Let us come back to the initial model (1.1). We can always take A “ Ťgh“0 Ah Ď B a small enlargement
of the support S respecting the setup of § 1.4. It is well known that the partition function ZV ;BN,β can be
replaced by ZV ;AN,β up to exponentially small corrections when N is large (see [PS11, BG11] for results
in this direction, and we give a proof for completeness in § 3.1 below). The latter can be decomposed
as a sum over all possible ways of sharing the λ’s between the segments Ah, namely:
ZV,AN,β “
ÿ
N0,...,Ngřg
h“0Nh“N
N !śg
h“0Nh!
ZV ;AN,β,N{N , (1.23) {sum1}
where we have denoted N0 “ N ´řgh“1Nh the number of λ’s put in the segment A0. So, we can use
our results for the model with fixed filling fractions to analyze the asymptotic behavior of each term
in the sum, and then find the asymptotic expansion of the sum taking into account the interference
of all contributions.
In order to state the result, we need to introduce the Siegel Theta function with characteristics
µ,ν P Cg. If τ be a g ˆ g matrix of complex numbers such that Im τ ą 0, it is the entire function of
v P Cg defined by the exponentially fast converging series:
ϑ
„
µ
ν

pv|τ q “
ÿ
mPZg
exp
´
ipipm` µq ¨ τ ¨ pm` µq ` 2ipipv ` νq ¨ pm` µq
¯
. (1.24)
Among its essential properties, we mention:
‚ for any characteristics µ,ν, it satisfies the diffusion-like equation 4ipiBτh,h1ϑ “ BvhBvh1ϑ.
‚ it is a quasi-periodic function with lattice Zg ‘ τ pZgq: for any m0,n0 P Zg,
ϑ
„
µ
ν

pv `m0 ` τ ¨n0|τ q “ exp
`
2ipim0 ¨µ´ 2ipin0 ¨ pv ` νq ´ ipin0 ¨ τ ¨n0
˘
ϑ
„
µ
ν

pv|τ q. (1.25)
‚ it has a nice transformation law under τ Ñ pAτ `BqpCτ `Dq´1 where A,B,C,D are the
g ˆ g blocks of a 2g ˆ 2g symplectic matrix [Mum84].
‚ when τ is the matrix of periods of a genus g Riemann surface, it satisfies the Fay identity [Fay70].
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We define the gradient operator∇v acting on the variable v of this function. For instance, the diffusion
equation takes the form 4ipiBτϑ “ ∇b2v ϑ.
Theorem 1.5 Assume Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.3. Let ‹ “ pµeqrShsq1ďhďg. Given the coefficients of
the expansion in the fixed filling fraction model from Theorem 1.4, we denote pF tku‹,β qp`q their tensor of
`-th order derivatives with respect to , evaluated at ‹. Then, the partition function has an asymptotic
expansion of the form, with C “ B or A:
ZV ;CN,β “ ZV ;AN,β,‹
#´ ÿ
kě0
N´k T tkuβ,‹
“∇v
2ipi
‰¯
ϑ
„´
N‹
0

pvβ,‹|τβ,‹q `OpN´8q
+
. (1.26) {300}
In this expression, ZV ;AN,β,‹ is the asymptotic series defined in (1.22) and evaluated at  “ ‹. If X is
a vector with g components, we set T
t0u
β, rXs :“ 1, and for k ě 1:
T
tku
β, rXs “
kÿ
r“1
1
r!
ÿ
`1,...,`rě1
m1,...,mrě´2řr
i“1 `i`mi“k
´ râ
i“1
pF tmiuβ, qp`iq
`i!
¯
¨Xbpřri“1 `iq, (1.27) {TMde}
where ¨ denotes the canonical scalar product on the tensor space. We have also introduced:
vβ,‹ “
pF t´1uβ, q1
2ipi
, τβ,‹ “
pF t´2uβ,‹ q2
2ipi
. (1.28)
Being more explicit but less compact, we may rewrite:
T
tku
β,‹
“∇v
2ipi
‰
ϑ
„´
N‹
0

pv‹,β |τ q “
kÿ
r“1
1
r!
ÿ
`1,...,`rě1
m1,...,mrě´2řr
i“1 `i`mi“k
´ râ
i“1
pF tmiuβ,‹ qp`iq
`i!
¯
(1.29)
¨
´ ÿ
mPZg
pm´N‹qbp
řr
i“1 `iq eipipm´N‹q¨τ‹,β¨pm´N‹q`2ipivβ,‹¨pm´N‹q
¯
.
For β “ 2, this result has been derived heuristically to leading order in [BDE00], and to all orders
in [Eyn09]. These heuristic arguments can be extended straightforwardly to all values of β, see e.g.
[Bor11]. Our work justifies their heuristic argument. To prove this result, we exploit the Schwinger-
Dyson equations for the β ensemble with fixed filling fractions taking advantage of a rough control
on the large N behavior of the correlators. The result of Theorem 1.5 has been derived up to op1q by
Shcherbina [Shc12] for real-analytic potentials, with different techniques, based on the representation
of
ś
1ďhăh1ďg |λh,i´λh1,j |β , which is the exponential of a quadratic statistic, as expectation value of a
linear statistics coupled to a Brownian motion. The rough a priori controls on the correlators do not
allow at present the description of the op1q by such methods. The results in [Shc12] were also written in
a different form: F
t0u
β, appearing in Z was identified with a combination of Fredholm determinants (see
also the physics paper [WZ06]), whereas this representation does not come naturally in our approach.
Also, the step of the analysis of Section 8 consisting in replacing the sum over nonnegative integers
such that N0` . . .`Ng “ N in (1.23), by a sum over N P Zg, thus reconstructing the theta function,
was not performed in [Shc12].
Let us make a few remarks. The 2ipi appears because we used the standard definition of the Siegel
theta function, and should not hide the fact that all terms in (1.29) are real-valued. Here, the matrix:
τ‹,β “
HessianpF t´2u‹,β q
2ipi
(1.30) {30}
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involved in the theta function has purely imaginary entries, and Im τ‹,β is definite positive according
to Theorem 1.4, hence the theta function in the right-hand side makes sense. Notice also that for
it is Zg-periodic in its characteristics µ, hence we can replace ´N‹ by ´N‹ ` tN‹u, and this is
responsible for modulations of frequency Op1{Nq in the asymptotic expansion, and thus breakdown of
the 1{N expansion. Still, the model has “subsequential” asymptotic expansions in 1{N . For instance,
in a symmetric two cuts (g “ 1) model, we have ‹ “ 1{2 and thus the right-hand side is an asymptotic
expansion in powers of 1{N depending on the parity of N .
Let us give the two first orders of (1.29):
T
t1u
β,‹ rXs “
1
6
pF t´2uβ,‹ q3 ¨Xb3 `
1
2
pF t´1uβ,‹ q2 ¨Xb2 ` pF t0uβ,‹ q1 ¨X, (1.31)
and:
T
t2u
β,‹ rXs “
1
72
“pF t´2uβ,‹ q3‰b2 ¨Xb6 ` 112 “pF t´2uβ,‹ q3 b pF t´1uβ,‹ q2‰ ¨Xb5
`
´1
6
“pF t´2uβ,‹ q3 b pF t0uβ,‹ q1‰` 18 “pF t´1uβ,‹ q2‰b2 ` 124 pF t´2uβ,‹ qp4q¯ ¨Xb4
`
´1
2
“pF t´1uβ,‹ q2 b pF t0uβ,‹ q1‰` 16 pF t´1uβ,‹ q3¯ ¨Xb3
`
´1
2
“pF t0uβ,‹ q1‰b2 ` 12 pF t0uβ,‹ q2¯ ¨Xb2 ` pF t1uβ,‹ q1 ¨X. (1.32)
We stress now a point of this theory of the topological recursion [CE06, ?] relevant in the present
case. When V is a polynomial and  is close enough to ‹, the density of the equilibrium measure can
be analytically continued to a hyperelliptic curve of genus g, denoted C and called spectral curve. Its
equation is:
y2 “
gź
h“0
px´ α´,hqρ
`
h px´ α`,hqρ
´
h . (1.33) {hype}
LetAh be the cycle in C surrounding A,h “ rα´,h, α`,hs. The familyA “ pAhq1ďhďg can be completed
by a family of cycles B so that pA,Bq is a symplectic basis of homology of C. The correlators W rG,Ksn;
are meromorphic functions on Cn , computed recursively by a residue formula on C. In particular, the
analytic continuation of
ω02px1, x2q “Wr0,0s2; px1, x2qdx1dx2 `
2
β
dx1 dx2
px1 ´ x2q2 (1.34)
is the unique 2-form on C, which has vanishing A periods, and has for only singularity a double
pole with leading coefficient 2β and without residue at coinciding points. Then, it is a property of
the topological recursion that the derivatives of F
rG,Ks
 can be computed as B-cycle integrals of the
correlators: for any pG,Kq ‰ p0, 0q, p0, 1q,
pF tku qp`q “
˛
B
dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨
˛
B
dx`W
tku
`; px1, . . . , x`q, (1.35)
In particular:
pW t´1u1; q1pxq “ 2ipi$pxq (1.36)
where $ ¨dx is the basis of holomorphic 1-forms on C dual toA, i.e. characterized by
¸
Ah $h1pxqdx “
δh,h1 . Besides, pF t´2uβ, q2 – which appears in the Theta function of (1.26) via (1.30) – is pβ{2q times
the Riemann matrix of periods of the curve. This last relation has a long history, and follows from
the identification of p2{βqF t´2uβ, “ F r0,0s with the prepotential of the Hurwitz space associated to the
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family of curves (1.33) – considered as a Frobenius manifold – computed by Dubrovin [Dub91], as
well as with the tau function of the Whitham hierarchy as shown by Krichever [Kri92]. A derivation
in the context of matrix model is e.g. given in [CM02] – although a priori differentiability of F
t´2u
β, is
not justified in [CM02], it is guaranteed by our results of Section A.2.
This formula at  “ ‹ can be used to compute the functions T tkuβ, rXs appearing in (1.27). The
derivation with respect to  is not a natural operation in the initial model when N is finite, since
Nh are forced to be integers in (1.16). But we show that the coefficients of expansion themselves are
smooth functions of , and thus B makes sense.
For β “ 2, unlike the one-cut regime where the asymptotic expansion was in 1{N2 up to constants
independent of the potential, the multi-cut regime features an asymptotic expansion with non-trivial
terms in powers of 1{N . For instance we have a contribution at order 1{N of
T
t1u
‹,β“2rXs “
1
6
pF t´2u‹,β q3 ¨Xb3 ` pF t0u‹,βq1 ¨X. (1.37)
In a two-cut regime (g “ 1), a sufficient condition for all terms of order N´p2k`1q to vanish (again, up
to integration constant already present in Z) is that ‹ “ 1{2 and ZV ;AN, “ ZV ;AN,1´, i.e. the potential
has two symmetric wells. In this case, we have an expansion in powers of 1{N2 for the partition
function, whose coefficients depend on the parity of N . In general, we also observe that vβ“2,‹ “ 0,
i.e. Thetanullwerten appear in the expansion.
In Section 8.3, we describe the fluctuations of linear statistics in the multi-cut regime as the sum
of two independent random variables, one being Gaussian, and the other converging in law only on
subsequences in general, but converging to 0 for a codimension g subspace of test functions.
Theorem 1.6 For ϕ analytic test function in a neighborhood of A:
µV ;AN,β
“
eis
`řN
i“1 ϕpλiq´N
´
ϕpξqdµeqpξq
˘‰ „
NÑ8 exp
´
isMβ,‹rϕs´s
2
2
Qβ,‹rϕ,ϕs
¯ ϑ„´ N‹0
`
vβ,‹ ` suβ,‹rϕs
ˇˇ
τβ,‹
˘
ϑ
„´
N‹
0
`
vβ,‹
ˇˇ
τβ,‹
˘
where all the terms are defined in § 8.3.
1.6 Asymptotic expansion of kernels and correlators
Once the result on large N expansion of the partition function is obtained, we can easily infer the
asymptotic expansion of the correlators and the kernels by perturbing the potential by terms of order
1{N , maybe complex-valued, as allowed by Hypothesis 1.3.
1.6.1 Leading behavior of the correlators
Although we could write down the expansion for the correlators as a corollary of Theorem 1.5, we
bound ourselves to point out their leading behavior. Whereas Wn behaves as OpN2´nq in the one-cut
regime or in the model with fixed filling fractions, Wn for n ě 3 does not decay when N is large in a
pg ` 1q-cut regime with g ě 1. More precisely:
Theorem 1.7 Assume Hypothesis 1.1, 1.3 and number of cuts pg ` 1q ě 2. We have, for uniform
convergence when x1, . . . , xn belongs to any compact of pCzAqn:
W2px1, x2q “W t0u2,‹ px1, x2q `
´
$px1q b$px2q
¯
¨∇b2v lnϑ
„´
N‹
0
`
v‹,β
ˇˇ
τ‹,β
˘` op1q , (1.38)
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and for any n ě 3:
Wnpx1, . . . , xnq “
´ nâ
i“1
$pxiq
¯
¨∇bnv lnϑ
„´
N‹
0
`
v‹,β
ˇˇ
τ‹,β
˘` op1q . (1.39)
Integrating this result over A-cycles provide the leading order behavior of n-th order moments of the
filling fractions N . We will also describe in Section 8.2 the fluctuations of the filling fractions: we
find that they converge to a discrete Gaussian random variable.
1.6.2 Kernels
We explain in § 6.3 that the following result concerning the kernel – defined in (1.8) – is a consequence
of Theorem 1.3:
Corollary 1.8 Assume Hypothesis 1.1 and 1.3. There exists t ą 0 such that, for any sequence of
integer vectors N “ pN1, . . . , Ngq such that |N{N ´ ‹| ă t, the n-kernels in the model with fixed
filling fractions have an asymptotic expansion of the form:
Kn,c;px1, . . . , xnq “ exp
” ÿ
kě´1
N´k
´ k`2ÿ
n“1
1
n!
Lbnx,crW tkun; s
¯
`OpN´8q
ı
, (1.40) {ineq}
where Lx,c is the linear form :
Lx,crf s “
nÿ
j“1
cj
ˆ xj
8
fpxqdx. (1.41) {linf}
Up to a given OpN´Kq, this expansion is uniform for x1, . . . , xn in any compact of CzA.
Hereafter, if γ is a smooth path in CzS, we set Lγ “
´
γ
, and Lbnγ is given by:
Lbnγ rW tkun s “
ˆ
γ
dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
γ
dxnW
tku
n px1, . . . , xnq.
A priori, the integrals in the right-hand side of (1.40) depend on the homology class in CzA of paths
8 Ñ xi. A basis of homology cycles in CzA is given by A “ pAhq0ďhďg, and we deduce from (1.17)
that: ˛
Ah
dξ
2ipi
W
tku
n;N{N pξ, x2, . . . , xnq “ δn,1δk,´1Nh{N (1.42) {sqq}
Therefore, the only multivaluedness of the right-hand side comes from the first term N
´
dξ W
t´1u
1;N{N pξq,
and given (1.42) and observing that Nh are integers, we see that it exactly reproduces the mon-
odromies of the kernels depending on cj .
We now come to the multi-cut regime of the initial model. If X is a vector with g components,
and L is a linear form on the space of holomorphic functions on CzS, let us define:
T˜
tku
,β rL,Xs “
kÿ
r“1
1
r!
ÿ
`1,...,`rě1
m1,...,mrě´2
n1,...,nrě0řr
i“1 `i`mi`ni“k
´ râ
i“1
LbnirpW tmiuni; qp`iqs
ni! `i!
¯
¨Xbpřri“1 `iq, (1.43)
where we took as convention W
tku
n“0; “ F tku . Then, as a consequence of Theorem 1.5:
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Corollary 1.9 Assume Hypothesis 1.1 and 1.3. With the notations of Corollary 1.8, the n-kernels
have an asymptotic expansion1:
Kn,cpxq “ Kn,c,‹pxqp1`OpN´8qq (1.44)
ˆ
´ř
kě0N´k T˜
tku
‹,β
“Lx,c, ∇v2ipi ‰¯ϑ„´ N‹0
`
vβ,‹ ` Lx,cr$s
ˇˇ
τβ,‹
˘
´ř
kě0N´k T
tku
β,‹
“∇v
2ipi
‰¯
ϑ
„´
N‹
0
`
vβ,‹
ˇˇ
τβ,‹
˘ ,
where Lx,c “ řnj“1 cj ´ xj8 and $dx is the basis of holomorphic 1-forms.
A diagrammatic representation for the terms of such expansion was proposed in [BE12, Appendix A].
2 Application to (skew) orthogonal polynomials and inte-
grable systems
The 1-hermitian matrix model (i.e. β “ 2) is related to the Toda chain and orthogonal polynomials
(see e.g. [Dei99]). Similarly, the 1-symmetric (resp. quaternionic self-dual) matrix model corresponds
to β “ 1 (resp. β “ 4), and is related to the Pfaff lattice and skew-orthogonal polynomials [Eyn01,
AvM02, AHvM02]. Therefore, our results establish the all-order asymptotics of certain solutions
(those related to matrix integrals) of the Toda chain and the Pfaff lattice in the continuum limit, and
the all-order asymptotics of (skew) orthogonal polynomials away from the bulk. We illustrate it for
orthogonal polynomials with respect to an analytic weight defined on the whole real line. It could be
applied equally well to orthogonal polynomials with respect to an analytic weight on a finite union
of segments of the real axis. We review with less details in § 2.4 the definition of skew-orthogonal
polynomials and the way to obtain them from Corollary 1.9.
The leading order asymptotic of orthogonal polynomials is well-known since the work of Deift et
al. [DKM`97, DKM`99b, DKM`99a], using the asymptotic analysis of Riemann-Hilbert problems
which was pioneered in [DZ95]. In principle, it is possible to push the Riemann-Hilbert analysis
beyond leading order, but this approach being very cumbersome, it has not been performed yet to
our knowledge. Notwithstanding, the all-order expansion has a nice structure, and was heuristically
derived by Eynard [Eyn06] based on the general works [BDE00, Eyn09]. In this article, we provide a
proof of those heuristics.
Unlike the Riemann-Hilbert technique which becomes cumbersome to study the asymptotics of
skew-orthogonal polynomials (i.e. β “ 1 and 4) and thus has not been performed up to now, our
method could be applied without difficulty to those values of β, and would allow to justify the heuristics
of Eynard [Eyn01] formulated for the leading order, and describe all subleading orders. In other words,
it provides a purely probabilistic approach to address asymptotic problems in integrable systems. It
also suggests that the appearance of theta functions is not intrinsically related to integrability. In
particular, we see in Theorem 2.2 that for β “ 2, the theta function appearing in the leading order is
associated to the matrix of periods of the hyperelliptic curve C‹ defined by the equilibrium measure.
Actually the theta function is just the basic block to construct analytic functions on this curve, and
this is the reason why it pops up in the Riemann-Hilbert analysis. However, for β ‰ 2, the theta
function comes is associated to pβ{2q times the matrix of periods of C‹ , which might be or not the
matrix of period of a curve, and anyway is not that of C‹ . So, the monodromy problem solved by this
1We warn the reader that 1 denotes a derivative with respect to filling fractions, not with respect to variables of the
correlators.
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theta function is not directly related to the equilibrium measure, which makes for instance for β “ 1
or 4 its construction via Riemann-Hilbert techniques a priori more involved.
Contrarily to Riemann-Hilbert techniques however, we are not yet in position within our method
to consider the asymptotic in the bulk, at the edges, or the double-scaling limit for varying weights
close to a critical point, or the case of complex-values weights which has been studied in [BM09]. It
would be very interesting to find a way out of these technical restrictions within our method.
2.1 Setting
We first review the standard relations between orthogonal polynomials on the real line, random ma-
trices and integrable systems, see e.g. [CG12, Section 5]. In this section, β “ 2 and we omit to
precise it in the notations. Let Vtpλq “ V pλq`řdk“1 tkλk. Let pPn,N pxqqně0 be the monic orthogonal
polynomials associated to the weight dwpxq “ dx e´NVtpxq on B “ R. We choose V and restrict in
consequence tk so that the weight decreases quickly at ˘8. If we denote hn,N the L2pdwq norm of
Pn,N , the polynomials Pˆn,N “ Pn,N{
a
hn,N are orthonormal. They satisfy a three-term recurrence
relation:
xPˆn,N pxq “
a
hn,N Pˆn`1,N pxq ` βn,N Pˆn,N pxq `
a
hn´1,N Pˆn´1,N pxq. (2.1)
The recurrence coefficients are solutions of a Toda chain: if we set
un,N “ lnhn,N , vn,N “ ´βn,N , (2.2)
we have:
Bt1un,N “ vn,N ´ vn´1,N , Bt1vn,N “ eun`1,N ´ eun,N , (2.3) {Toda}
and the coefficients tk generate higher Toda flows. The recurrence coefficients also satisfy the string
equations: a
hn,N rV 1pQN qsn,n´1 “ n
N
, rV 1pQN qsn,n “ 0, (2.4) {string}
where QN is the semi-infinite matrix:
QN “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
a
h1,N β1,N
β1,N
a
h2,N β2,N
β2,N
a
h3,N β3,N
. . .
. . .
. . .
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚. (2.5)
The equations 2.4 determine in terms of V the initial condition for the system (2.3). The partition
function T ptq “ ZVt;RN is the Tau function associated to the solution pun,N ptq, vn,N ptqqně1 of (2.3).
The partition function itself can be computed as [Meh04, PS11]:
ZV ;RN “ N !
N´1ź
j“1
hj,N . (2.6)
We insist on the dependence on N and V by writing hj,N “ hjpNV q. Therefore, the norms can be
retrieved as:
hnpNV q “
śn
j“1 hjpNV qśn´1
j“1 hjpNV q
“ 1
n` 1
Z
NV {pn`1q;R
n`1
Z
NV {n;R
n
“ 1
n` 1
Z
V
sp1`1{nq ;R
n`1
Z
V {s;R
n
, s “ n
N
. (2.7) {squ}
The regime where n,N Ñ 8 but s “ n{N remains fixed and positive correspond to the small
dispersion regime in the Toda chain, where 1{n plays the role of the dispersion parameter.
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2.2 Small dispersion asymptotics of hn,N
When Vt0{s0 satisfies Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.2 for a given set of times ps0, t0q, Vt{s satisfies the same
assumptions at least for ps, tq in some neighborhood U of ps0, t0q, and Theorem 1.5 determines the
asymptotic expansion of TN ptq “ ZVt,RN up to OpN´8q. Besides, we can apply Theorem 1.5 to study
the ratio in the right-hand side of (2.7) when nÑ8.
Theorem 2.1 In the regime n,N Ñ8, s “ n{N ą 0 fixed, and Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.2 are satisfied
with soft edges, we have the asymptotic expansion:
un,N “ n
`
2F r0s‹ ´ LVt{srWr0s1;‹s
˘` F r0s‹ ´ LVt{srWr0s1;‹s ` 12Lb2Vt{srWr0s2,‹s
` ln
¨˚
˚˝ϑ
„´ pn` 1q ‹
0
`
LVt{sr$s
ˇˇ
τ‹
˘
ϑ
„´
n ‹
0

p0ˇˇτ‹˘
‹˛‹‚
´ ln
´
1` 1
n
¯
`
ÿ
Gě0, mě0
2´2G´mă0
pn` 1q2´2G´mLbmVt{srWrGsm,‹s
` ln
¨˚
˚˝1`
´ř
kě1pn` 1q´k T˜ tku‹
“LVt{s ; ∇2ipi ‰¯ϑ„´ pn` 1q ‹0
`
LVt{sr$s
ˇˇ
τ‹
˘
ϑ
„´ pn` 1q ‹
0
`
LVt{sr$s
ˇˇ
τ‹
˘ ‹˛‹‚
´ ln
¨˚
˚˝1`
´ř
kě1 n´k T
tku‹
“ ∇
2ipi
‰¯
ϑ
„´
n ‹
0
`
0
ˇˇ
τ‹
˘
ϑ
„´
n ‹
0
`
0
ˇˇ
τ‹
˘ ‹˛‹‚
(2.8)
Here, ‹ are the filling fractions of µ
Vt{s
eq and LVt{s is the linear form defined by:
LVt{srf s “
˛
S
dξ
2ipi
Vtpξq
s
fpξq (2.9)
When Vt{s leads to a one-cut regime, this asymptotic expansion features oscillations. Numerical
evidence for such oscillations first appeared in [Jur91], where nice plots of hn´1,N{hn,N displaying the
phase transitions can be found for a sextic potential.
We have not performed the expansion of 1{pn ` 1q in powers of 1{n to make the structure more
transparent. We recall that all the quantities WrGsm,‹ can be computed from the equilibrium measure
associated to the potential Vt, so making those asymptotic explicit just requires to solve the scalar
Riemann-Hilbert problem for µsVteq . Notice that the number g ` 1 of cuts a priori depends on ps0, t0q,
and we do not address the issue of transitions between regimes with different number of cuts (because
we cannot relax at present our off-criticality assumption), which are expected to be universal [Dub08].
We collect here for β “ 2 some notations that appeared throughout the introduction:
WrGs0,‹ “ F rGs‹ “ F t2G´2u‹ , WrGsn,‹ “W t2G´2`nun;‹ , τ‹ “
pF r0s‹ q2
2ipi
, (2.10)
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and
T tku‹ rXs “
kÿ
r“1
1
r!
ÿ
`1,...,`rě1
G1,...,Grě0
`i`2Gi´2ą0řr
i“1p`i`2Gi´2q“k
´ râ
i“1
pF rGis‹ qp`iq
`i!
¯
¨Xbpřri“1 `iq, (2.11)
T˜ tku‹ rL ; Xs “
kÿ
r“1
1
r!
ÿ
`1,...,`rě1
G1,...,Grě0
n1,...,nrě0
`i`2Gi´2`nią0řr
i“1p`i`2Gi´2`niq“k
´ râ
i“1
LbnirpWrGisni,‹ qp`iqs
ni! `i!
¯
¨Xbpřri“1 `iq. (2.12)
2.3 Asymptotic expansion of orthogonal polynomials away from the bulk
The orthogonal polynomials can be computed thanks to Heine formula [Sze39]:
Pnpxq “ µVt{s;Rn
“ nź
i“1
px´ λiq
‰ “ K1,1pxq. (2.13)
Hence, as a corollary of Theorem 1.9:
Theorem 2.2 In the regime n,N Ñ8, s “ n{N ą 0 fixed, and Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.2 are satisfied,
for x P CzS, we have the asymptotic expansion:
Pnpxq “ exp
´ ÿ
mě1
ÿ
Gě0
n2´2G´m
Lbmx rWrGsm,‹s
m!
¯`
1`Opn´8q˘ (2.14)
ˆ
´ř
kě0 n´k T˜ tku
“Lx ; ∇v2ipi ‰¯ϑ„´ n ‹0
`
Lxr$s
ˇˇ
τ‹
˘
´ř
kě0 n´k T tku
“∇v
2ipi
‰¯
ϑ
„´
n ‹
0
`
0
ˇˇ
τ‹
˘ ,
where Lx “
´ x
8. Up to a given Opn´Kq, this expansion is uniform for x in any compact of CzS.
We remark that Lxr$s is the Abel map evaluated between the points x and 8. The variable s “ n{N
rescales the potential, and therefore the equilibrium measure and all the coefficient of expansion
depend on s.
As such, the results presented in this article do not allow the study of the asymptotic expansion
of orthogonal polynomials in the bulk, i.e. for x P S. Indeed, this requires to perturb the potential
V pλq by a term ´ 1n lnpλ´ xq having a singularity at x P S, a case going beyond our Hypothesis 1.3.
Similarly, we cannot address at present the regime of transitions between a g cut regime and a g1-cut
regime with g ‰ g1, because off-criticality was a key assumption in our derivation. Although it is the
most interesting in regard of universality, the question of deriving uniform asymptotics, even at the
leading order, valid for the crossover around a critical point is still open from the point of view of our
methods.
2.4 Asymptotic expansion of skew-orthogonal polynomials
The expectation values of
śN
i“1px ´ λiq in the β ensembles for β “ 1 and 4 are skew-orthogonal
polynomials. Let us review this point, and just mention that the application of Corollary 1.9 implies
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all-order asymptotic for skew-orthogonal polynomials away from the bulk. Here, the relevant skew-
symmetric bilinear products are:
xf, gyβ“1,n “
ˆ
R2
dxdy e´npV pxq`V pyqq sgnpx´ yq fpxqgpyq (2.15)
xf, gyβ“4,n “
ˆ
R
dx e´nV pxq
`
fpxqg1pxq ´ f 1pxqgpxq˘ (2.16)
A family of polynomials pPN pxqqNě0 is skew-orthogonal if:
@j, k ě 0, @Pj , Pky “ `δj,k´1 ´ δj´1,k˘hj (2.17)
For a given skew-symmetric product, the family of skew-orthogonal polynomials is not unique, since
one can add to P2N`1 any multiple of P2N , and this does not change the skew-norms hN . If we add
the requirement that the degree 2N term in P2N`1 vanish, the skew-orthogonal polynomials are then
unique. The generalization of Heine formula was proved in [Eyn01]:
Theorem 2.3 Let PN,n,β be the monic skew-orthogonal polynomials associated to (2.15) or (2.16).
Set Nβ“1 “ 2N and Nβ“4 “ N . We have:
P2N,n,βpxq “ µnV {NβNβ ,β
” Nβź
i“1
px´ λiq
ı
P2N`1,n,βpxq “ µnV {NβNβ ,β
«´
x`
Nβÿ
i“1
λi
¯ Nβź
i“1
px´ λiq
ff
(2.18)
and we know from Corollary 1.9 how to compute the asymptotics of the right hand side. The partition
function itself can be deduced from the skew-norms [Meh04]:
Z
nV {Nβ
Nβ ,β
“ Nβ !
Nβ´1ź
j“0
hj (2.19)
and it has been shown that ZNβ ,β“1 is a tau-function of the Pfaff lattice [AHvM02, AvM02].
3 Large deviations and concentration of measure
3.1 Restriction to a vicinity of the support
Our first step is to show that the interval of integration in (1.1) can be restricted to a vicinity of
the support of the equilibrium measure, up to exponentially small corrections when N is large. The
proofs are very similar to the one-cut case [BG11], and we remind briefly their idea in § 3.2. Let V
be a regular and confining potential, and µV ;Beq the equilibrium measure determined by Theorem 1.1.
We denote by S its (compact) support. We define the effective potential by:
UV ;Bpxq “ V t0upxq ´ 2
ˆ
B
dµV ;Beq pξq ln |x´ ξ|, U˜V ;Bpxq “ UV ;Bpxq ´ inf
ξPBU
V ;Bpξq (3.1) {eq31}
when x P B, and `8 otherwise.
Lemma 3.1 If V is regular, confining, and converges uniformly to V t0u on B, then we have large
deviation estimates: for any F Ď BzS closed and O Ď BzS open,
lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
lnµV ;BN,β rDi λi P Fs ď ´
β
2
inf
xPF U˜
V ;Bpxq, (3.2)
lim inf
NÑ8
1
N
lnµV ;BN,β rDi λi P Os ě ´
β
2
inf
xPO U˜
V ;Bpxq. (3.3)
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Definition 3.1 We say that V satisfies a control of large deviations on B if U˜V,B is positive on BzS.
Note that U˜V,B vanishes at the boundary of S. According to Lemma 3.1, such a property implies
that large deviations outside S are exponentially small when N is large.
Corollary 3.2 Let V be regular, confining, satisfying a control of large deviations on B, and assume
BBX S “ H. Let A Ď B be a finite union of segments such that S Ă A˚. There exists ηpAq ą 0 so that:
ZV ;BN,β “ ZV ;AN,β p1`Ope´NηpAqqq, (3.4)
and for any n ě 1, there exists a universal constant γn ą 0 so that, for any x1, . . . , xn P pCzBqn:ˇˇ
WV ;Bn px1, . . . , xnq ´WV ;An px1, . . . , xnq
ˇˇ ď γn e´NηpAqśn
i“1 dpxi,Bq
. (3.5) {eq:coinW}
It is useful to have a local version of this result:
Corollary 3.3 Let V be regular, confining, satisfying a control of large deviations on B, and assume
BB X S “ H. Let A Ď B be a finite union of segments such that S Ă A˚. If a0 is the left edge of a
connected component of A, let us define Aa “ A Y ra, a0s. For any ε ą 0 small enough, there exists
ηε ą 0 so that, for N large enough and any a P pa0 ´ ε, a0q, we have:ˇˇˇ
Ba lnZV ;AaN,β
ˇˇˇ
ď e´Nηε , (3.6) {36}
and, for N large enough and any n ě 1 and x1, . . . , xn P pCzAaq:ˇˇBaWV ;Aan px1, . . . , xnqˇˇ ď γn e´Nηεśn
i“1 dpxi,Aaq
. (3.7) {37}
A similar result holds for the right edge of a connected component of A.
From now on, even though we want initially to study the model on BN , we are going first to study
the model on AN , where A is a small (but fixed) enlargement of S as allowed above. In particular,
when S is a disjoint union of finite segments pShqgh“0, we can take A to be a disjoint union of finite
segments pAhqgh“0 such that Sh Ă A˚h. We next state similar results for the fixed filling fraction model
of Section 1.4. Remind that, part of the data defining this model is a sequence (indexed by N) of
g-uple of integers N “ pN1, . . . , Ngq such that řgh“0Nh “ N , and such that  “ N{N converges to a
point in
Eg :“
!
 P p0, 1qg,
gÿ
h“1
h ă 1
)
.
In this context, the effective potential is defined, for x P Ah by the formula
UV ;A pxq :“ V t0upxq ´ 2
ˆ
A
dµV ;Aeq;pξq ln |x´ ξ|, U˜V,A pxq :“ UV,A pxq ´ inf
ξPAh
and for x R Ťgh“0 Ah we declare UV ;A “ U˜V ;A “ `8.
Proposition 3.4 If V is regular, confining, and uniformly to V t0u on A. Then, for any closed set F
and open set O of R,
lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
lnµV ;AN,N{N,β rDi λi P Fs ď ´
β
2
inf
xPF U˜
V ;A
 pxq, (3.8)
lim inf
NÑ8
1
N
lnµV ;AN,N{N,β rDi λi P Os ě ´
β
2
inf
xPO U˜
V ;A
 pxq. (3.9)
Moreover, Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 also extend to this setting.
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3.2 Sketch of the proof of Lemma 3.1
We only sketch the proof, since it is similar to [BG11] as well as [AGZ10, section 2.6.2]. The only
technical difference is that the lower bound is achieved here by introducing the functions Hx, and φx,K
below, rather than localizing LN´1 to probability measures on some smaller sets than B in [BG11].
We first give the proof for the initial model and at the end of the proof precise the necessary changes
to deal with the model with fixed filling fractions.
Recall that LN “ N´1 řNi“1 δλi denotes the normalized empirical measure. We observe that:
ΥV ;BN,βpFq
ΥV ;BN,βpBq
ď µV ;BN,β
“Di λi P Fs ď N ΥV ;BN,βpFq
ΥV ;BN,βpBq
(3.10) {proba}
where, for any measurable set X:
ΥV ;BN,βpXq “ µ
NV
N´1 ;B
N´1,β
„ˆ
X
dξ exp
!
´ Nβ
2
V pξq ` pN ´ 1qβ
ˆ
B
dLN´1pλq ln |ξ ´ λ|
)
(3.11)
We shall hereafter estimate 1N ln Υ
V ;B
N,βpXq. We first prove a lower bound for ΥV ;BN,βpXq with X open. For
any x P X we can find ε ą 0 such that px´ ε, x` εq Ă X. Let δεpV q “ supt|V pxq´V pyq|, |x´ y| ď εu.
Using twice Jensen inequality, we get
ΥV ;BN,βpXq ě µ
NV
N´1 ;B
N´1,β
„ˆ x`ε
x´ε
dξ exp
!
´ Nβ
2
V pξq ` pN ´ 1qβ
ˆ
B
dLN´1pηq ln |ξ ´ η|
¯)
ě e´Nβ2
`
V pxq`δεpV q
˘
µ
NV
N´1 ;B
N´1,β
„ˆ x`ε
x´ε
dξ exp
!
pN ´ 1qβ
ˆ
B
dLN´1pλq ln |ξ ´ λ|
)
ě 2ε e´Nβ2
`
V pxq`δεpV q
˘
exp
!
pN ´ 1qβ µ NVN´1 ;BN´1,β
” ˆ
B
dLN´1pλqHx,εpλq
ı)
ě 2ε e´Nβ2
`
V pxq`δεpV q
˘
exp
!
pN ´ 1qβ µ NVN´1 ;BN´1,β
”ˆ
B
dLN´1pλqφx,KpλqHx,εpλq
ı)
(3.12)
where we have set:
Hx,εpλq “
ˆ x`ε
x´ε
dξ
2ε
ln |ξ ´ λ| (3.13)
and φx,K is a continuous function which vanishes outside of a large compact K including the support
of µV ;Beq , is equal to one on a ball around x with radius 1 ` ε and on the support of µV ;Beq , and takes
values in r0, 1s. For any fixed ε ą 0, φx,KHx,ε is bounded continuous, so we have by Theorem 1.1:
ΥV ;BN,βpXq ě 2ε e´
Nβ
2
`
V pxq`δεpV q
˘
exp
!
pN ´ 1qβ
ˆ
B
dµV ;Beq pλqφx,KpλqHx,εpλq `NRpε,Nq
)
(3.14)
with limNÑ8Rpε,Nq “ 0 for all ε ą 0. Letting N Ñ8, we deduce sinceˆ
B
dµV ;Beq pλqφx,KpλqHx,εpλq “
ˆ
B
dµV ;Beq pλqHx,εpλq
and since V converges uniformly towards V t0u, that
lim inf
NÑ8
1
N
ln ΥV ;BN,βpXq ě ´
β
2
δεpV t0uq ´ β
2
´
V t0upxq ´ 2
ˆ
dµV ;Beq pλqHx,εpλq
¯
(3.15)
Exchanging the integration over ξ and λ, observing that ξ Ñ ´ dµV ;Beq pλq ln |ξ ´ λ| is continuous and
then letting εÑ 0, we conclude that for all x P X,
lim inf
NÑ8
1
N
ln ΥV ;BN,βpXq ě ´
β
2
U˜V ;Bpxq (3.16) {qw}
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where we have recognized the effective potential of (3.1). We finally optimize over x P X to get the
desired lower bound. To prove the upper bound, we note that for any M ą 0,
ΥV ;BN,βpXq ď µ
NV
N´1 ;B
N´1,β
„ˆ
X
dξ exp
!
´ Nβ
2
V pξq ` pN ´ 1qβ
ˆ
B
dLN´1pλq ln max
`|ξ ´ λ|,M´1˘) .
(3.17)
Observe that there exists C0 and c ą 0 and d finite such that for |ξ| ě C0 and all probability
measures µ on B
Wµpξq “ V pξq ´ 2
ˆ
B
dµpλq ln max`|ξ ´ λ|,M´1˘ ě c ln |ξ| ` d
by the confinement Hypothesis 1.1. As a consequence, if X Ă r´C,Csc for some C large enough, we
deduce that:
ΥV ;BN,βpXq ď
ˆ
X
dξ e´
β
2 V pξq e´pN´1q
β
2 pc ln |ξ|`dq ď e´N β4 c lnC (3.18) {qw2}
where the last bound holds for N large enough. Combining (3.16), (3.18) and (3.10) shows that
lim sup
CÑ8
lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
lnµV ;BN,β
“Di |λi| ě Cs “ ´8 .
Hence, we may restrict ourselves to X bounded. Moreover, the same bound extends to µ
NV
N´1 ;B
N´1,β so
that we can restrict the expectation over LN´1 to probability measures supported on r´C,Cs up to
an arbitrary small error e´NepCq, provided C is large enough and where epCq goes to infinity with
C. Note also that V pξq ´ 2 ´
B
dLN´1pλq ln max
`|ξ ´ λ|,M´1˘ is uniformly bounded from below by a
constant D. As λ Ñ ln max`|ξ ´ λ|,M´1˘ is bounded continuous on compacts, we can then use the
large deviation principles of Theorem 1.1 to deduce that for any ε ą 0, any C ě C0,
ΥV ;BN,βpXq ď eN
2R˜pε,N,Cq ` e´NpepCq´ β2Dq (3.19)
`
ˆ
X
dξ exp
!
´ Nβ
2
V pξq ` pN ´ 1qβ
ˆ
B
dµV ;Beq pλq ln max
`|ξ ´ λ|,M´1˘`NMε)
with
lim sup
NÑ8
R˜pε,N,Cq “ lim sup
NÑ8
1
N2
lnµ
NV
N´1 ;B
N´1,βptLN´1pr´C,Csq “ 1uXtdpLN´1, µV ;Beq q ą εuq ă 0. (3.20)
Moreover, ξ Ñ V pξq ´ ´ dµV ;Beq pλq ln max`|ξ ´ λ|,M´1˘ is bounded continuous so that a standard
Laplace method yields, as V goes to V t0u,
lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
ln ΥV ;BN,βpXq ď max
"
´inf
ξPX
”β
2
´
V t0upξq´
ˆ
B
dµV ;Beq pλq ln max
`|ξ´λ|,M´1˘¯ı,´pepCq´β
2
Dq
*
.
(3.21)
We finally choose C large enough so that the first term is larger than the second. Then, by the
monotone convergence theorem we deduce that
´
dµV ;Beq pλq ln max
`|ξ ´ λ|,M´1˘ increases as M goes
to infinity towards
´
dµV ;Beq pλq ln |ξ ´ λ|. This completes the proof of the large deviation in the initial
model.
For the fixed filling fraction model, we make the decomposition
µV ;AN,,βrDi : λi P Xs “
gÿ
h“0
µV ;AN,,βpDi P r1, Nhs : λh,i P XX Ahq
with
ΥV ;BN,β,hpXX Ahq
ΥV ;BN,β,hpAhq
ď µV ;BN,,βpDi P r1, Nhs : λh,i P XX Ahq ď Nh
ΥV ;BN,β,hpXX Ahq
ΥV ;BN,β,hpAhq
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and
ΥV ;BN,β,hpXX Ahq “ µ
NV
N´1 ;A
N,´1h{N,β
„ˆ
XXAh
dξ exp
!
´ Nβ
2
V pξq ` pN ´ 1qβ
ˆ
B
dLN´1pλq ln |ξ ´ λ|
¯)
where ´ 1h{N corresponds to the filling fraction where one eigenvalue has been suppressed from Ah.
The estimates for ΥV ;BN,β,hpXXAhq are done exactly as above and the result follows since the logarithm
of a finite sum of exponentially small terms is equivalent to the logarithm of the maximal term. l
3.3 Concentration of measure and consequences
We will need rough a priori bounds on the correlators, which can be derived by purely probabilistic
methods. This type of result first appeared in the work of [dMPS95, Joh98] and more recently
[KS10, MMS12]. Given their importance, we find useful to prove independently the bound we need
by elementary means.
Hereafter, we will say that a function f : RÑ C is b-Ho¨lder if
κbpfq “ sup
x‰y
|fpxq ´ fpyq|
|x´ y|b ă 8. (3.22)
Our final goal is to control pLN ´µeqqrϕs for a class of functions ϕ which is large enough, in particular
contains analytic functions on a neighborhood of the interval of integration A. This problem can be
settled by controlling the “distance” between LN and µeq for an appropriate notion of distance. We
introduce the pseudo-distance D between probability measures given by:
Dpµ, νq “
ˆ
´
¨
drµ´ νspxqdrµ´ νspyq ln |x´ y|
˙1{2
(3.23) {dee}
It can be represented in terms of Fourier transform of the measures:
Dpµ, νq “
ˆˆ 8
0
ds
|s|
ˇˇppµ´ pνqpsqˇˇ2˙1{2 (3.24) {pseu}
Since LN has atoms, its pseudo-distance to another measure is in general infinite. There are several
methods to circumvent this issue, and one of them, that we borrow from [MMS12], is to define a
regularized measure rLuN (see the beginning of § 3.4.1 below) from LN . Then, the result of concentration
takes the form:
Lemma 3.5 Let V be regular, C3, confining, satisfying a control of large deviations on A. There
exists C ą 0 so that, for t small enough and N large enough:
µV ;AN,β
“
DrrLuN , µV ;Aeq s ě t‰ ď eCN lnN´N2t2 . (3.25)
Moreover, for any N “ pN1, . . . , Ngq so that  “N{N P Eg,
µV ;AN,,β
“
DrrLuN , µV ;Aeq;s ě t‰ ď eCN lnN´N2t2 . (3.26) {concfix}
We prove it in § 3.4.1 below. The assumption V of class C3 ensures that the effective potential (3.1)
defined from the equilibrium measure is a 12 -Ho¨lder function (and even Lipschitz if all edges are soft)
on the compact set A, as one can observe on (A.18) given in Appendix A. This lemma allows an a
priori control of expectation values of test functions:
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Corollary 3.6 Let V be regular, C3, confining, satisfying a control of large deviations on A, and
satisfying (1.13) for K “ 0 (that is NpV ´ V t0uq is uniformly bounded on A). Let b ą 0, and assume
ϕ : RÑ C is a b-Ho¨lder function with constant κbpϕq, and such that:
|ϕ|1{2 :“
´ˆ
R
ds |s| |pϕpsq|2¯1{2 ă 8. (3.27)
Then, there exists C3 ą 0 such that, for t small enough and N large enough:
µV ;AN,β
”ˇˇˇˆ
A
drLN ´ µV ;Aeq spxqϕpxq
ˇˇˇ
ě 2κbpϕqpb` 1qN2b ` t |ϕ|1{2
ı
ď eC3N lnN´N2t2 . (3.28)
and for any N “ pN1, . . . , Ngq so that  “N{N P Eg,
µV ;AN,,β
”ˇˇˇ ˆ
A
drLN ´ µV ;Aeq;spxqϕpxq
ˇˇˇ
ě 2κbpϕqpb` 1qN2b ` t |ϕ|1{2
ı
ď eC3N lnN´N2t2 . (3.29)
As a special case, we can obtain a rough a priori control on the correlators. Recall the notation, for
 P Eg,
W
t´1u
1; pxq “
ˆ
dµV ;Aeq;pξq
x´ ξ
Corollary 3.7 Let V be regular, C3, confining and satisfying a control of large deviations on A. Let
D1 ą 0, and:
wN “
?
N lnN, fpδq “
a| ln δ|
δ
, dpx,Aq “ inf
ξPA |x´ ξ| ě
D1?
N3 lnN
(3.30)
There exists a constant γ1pA, D1q ą 0 so that, for N large enough, for any N “ pN1, . . . , Ngq so that
 “N{N P Eg: ˇˇ
W1;pxq ´NW t´1u1; pxq
ˇˇ ď γ1pA, D1qwN f`dpx,Aq˘. (3.31) {apriori0}
Similarly, for any n ě 2, there exist constants γnpA, D1q ą 0 so that, for N large enough:
ˇˇ
Wn;px1, . . . , xnq
ˇˇ ď γnpA, D1qwnN nź
i“1
f
`
dpxi,Aq
˘
. (3.32) {apriori}
In the pg ` 1q-cut regime with g ě 1, we denote pShq0ďhďg the connected components of the support
of µV ;Beq , and we take A “
Ťg
h“0 Ah, where Ah “ ra´h , a`h s Ď B are pairwise disjoint bounded segments
such that Sh Ă A˚h. For any configuration λ P AN , we denote Nh the number of λi’s in Ah, and
N “ pNhq1ďhďg. The following result gives an estimate for large deviations of N away from N‹ in
the large N limit.
Corollary 3.8 Let A be as above, and V be C3, confining, satisfying a control of large deviations on
A, and leading to a pg ` 1q-cut regime. There exists a positive constant C such that, for N large
enough and uniformly in t:
µV ;AN,β
“|N ´N‹| ą t?N lnN‰ ď eN lnNpC´t2q. (3.33)
As an outcome of this article, we will be more precise in Section 8.2 about large deviations of filling
fractions when the potential satisfies the stronger Hypotheses 1.1-1.3.
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3.4 Concentration of LN : Proof of Lemma 3.5
Throughout this section, proofs will be given for the initial model: they are exactly the same for the
fixed filling fractions model.
3.4.1 Regularization of LN
We start by following an idea introduced by Ma¨ıda and Maurel-Segala [MMS12, Proposition 3.2]. Let
σN , ηN Ñ 0 be two sequences of positive numbers. To any configuration of points λ1 ď . . . ď λN in
A, we associate another configuration rλ1, . . . , rλN by the formula:
rλ1 “ λ1, rλi`1 “ rλi `maxpλi`1 ´ λi, σN q . (3.34) {minia}
It has the properties:
@i ‰ j, |rλi ´ rλj | ě σN , |λi ´ λj | ď |rλi ´ rλj |, |rλi ´ λi| ď pi´ 1qσN . (3.35) {gf}
Let us denote by rLN “ N´1 řNi“1 δrλi the new counting measure. Then, we define rLuN be the convo-
lution of rLN with the uniform measure on r0, ηNσN s.
We are going to compare the logarithmic energy of LN to that of rLuN , which has the advantage of
having no atom. We first have: ÿ
i‰j
ln |λi ´ λj | ď
ÿ
i‰j
ln
ˇˇrλi ´ rλj ˇˇ (3.36) {lkjh}
because ln is increasing and the spacings of λ˜’s are larger than the spacings of λ’s. Let:
Σpµq :“
¨
ln |x´ y|dµpxqdµpyq
denote the logarithmic energy of a probability measure µ. Then
N2ΣprLuN q ´ÿ
i‰j
ln |rλi´ rλj | “ ÿ
i‰j
¨
r0,1s2
dudv ln
ˇˇˇ
1` ηNσN pu´ vq
λ˜i ´ λ˜j
ˇˇˇ
`
Nÿ
i“1
¨
r0,1s2
dudv ln
ˇˇ
ηNσN pu´ vq
ˇˇ
Thanks to the minimal distance σN enforced between the rλi’s in (3.35), σN ˇˇpu ´ vq{pλ˜i ´ λ˜jqˇˇ is
bounded by 1, so that for ηN ď 1{2 (thus for N large enough),ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
i‰j
¨
r0,1s2
dudv ln
ˇˇˇ
1` ηNσN pu´ vq
λ˜i ´ λ˜j
ˇˇˇˇˇˇˇ
ď 2NpN ´ 1qηN .
Since pu, vq ÞÑ ln |u´ v| is integrable in r0, 1s2, we find for some constants c1, c2 ą 0:ˇˇˇ ÿ
i‰j
ln |rλi ´ rλj | ´N2ΣprLuN qˇˇˇ ď c1N ˇˇ lnpηNσN qˇˇ` c2N2ηN
so that finally, with (3.36), we have proved that for any pλiq1ďiďN P RN :ÿ
i‰j
ln |λi ´ λj | ď N2ΣprLuN q ` c1N ˇˇ lnpηNσN qˇˇ` c2N2ηN . (3.37) {lkj}
Besides, if b ą 0 and ϕ : AÑ C is a b-Ho¨lder function with constant κbpϕq, we have by (3.35):ˇˇˇˆ
A
drLN ´ rLuN spxqϕpxqˇˇˇ ď κbpϕqN
Nÿ
i“1
pi´ 1qbrσN p1` 2ηN qsb ď 2κbpϕqp1` bq pNσN q
b . (3.38) {Ca3}
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3.4.2 Deviations of rLuN
We would like to estimate the probability of deviations of rLuN from the equilibrium measure µeq “ µV ;Aeq .
We need first a lower bound on ZV ;AN,β similar to that of [BAG97] obtained by localizing the ordered
eigenvalues at a distance N´3 of the quantiles λcli of the equilibrium measure µV ;Aeq , which are defined
as:
λcli “ inf
!
x P A, µV ;Aeq
`r´8, xs˘ ě i
N
)
. (3.39)
Since V is C2, dµV ;Aeq is continuous on the interior of its support, and diverges only at hard edges,
where it blows at most like the inverse of a squareroot. Therefore, there exists a constant C ą 0 such
that, for N large enough:
|λcli ´ λcli´1| ě CN2 . (3.40) {LB40}
Then, since V is a fortiori C1 on A compact,
ZV ;AN,β ě N !
ˆ
|δi|ďN´3
ź
1ďiăjďN
|λcli ´ λclj ` δi ´ δj |β
Nź
i“1
e´
βN
2 V pλcli `δiqdδi
ě N !N´3Ne´C1N
ź
1ďiăjďN
|λcli ´ λclj |β
Nź
i“1
e´
Nβ
2
řN
i“1 V pλcli q, (3.41)
for some constant C1 ą 0. Therefore, denoting ∆` “ tpx, yq P A2, x ă y
(
, we have:
¨
∆`
ln |x´ y|dµV ;Aeq pxqdµV ;Aeq pyq ď
ÿ
iăj
ˆ λcli`1
λcli
ˆ λclj`1
λclj
ln |x´ y|dµV ;Aeq pxqdµV ;Aeq pyq
ď 1
N2
ÿ
iăj
ln |λcli ´ λclj`1|
ď 1
N2
ÿ
iăj
ln |λcli ´ λclj | ` 1N ln
´N2
C
¯
. (3.42)
Moreover, by Taylor’s expansion, there exists θi P r0, 1s such thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N
Nÿ
i“1
V pλcli q ´
ˆ
V pxqdµV ;Aeq pxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
i“1
ˆ λcli`1
λcli
V 1pλcli ` θipx´ λcli qqpx´ λcli qdµV ;Aeq pxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď }V 1}8 1
N
ÿ
i
pλcli`1 ´ λcli q ď C }V
1}8
N
Then, as N´1
řN
i“1 δλcli is a sequence of measures converging to the minimizer µeq of the energy
functional E introduced in (1.10), we find:
ZV ;AN,β ě exp
!
´ pβ{2qC2N lnN ´N2ErµV ;Aeq s
)
(3.43) {lowe}
for some positive constant C2.
Now, let us denote SN ptq the event tDrrLuN , µV ;Aeq s ě tu. Observing that
µV ;AN,βrSN ptqs “
1
ZV ;AN,β
ˆ
SN ptq
e
β
2
`ř
i‰j ln |λi´λj |´N2
´
dLN pxqV pxq
˘ Nź
i“1
dλi (3.44)
and using the comparison (3.37) of § 3.4.1, we find, with the notations of Theorem 1.2:
µV ;AN,βrSN ptqs ď
e
β
2 RN
ZV ;AN,β
ˆ
SN ptq
e
βN2
2
`
ΣrrLuN s´´ drLuN pxqV t0upxq˘ Nź
i“1
dλi
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with:
RN “ N3σN κ1pV q ` c2N2ηN ` c1N | lnpσNηN q| `N}NpV ´ V t0uq}A8 .
We then decompose:
ErrLuN s “ β2 ´´ ΣrrLuN s `
ˆ
A
drLuN pxqV t0upxq¯
“ ErµV ;Aeq s ` β2
´ˆ
A
UV ;ApxqdprLuN ´ dµV ;Aeq qpxq `D2rrLuN , µV ;Aeq s¯.
UV ;A is the effective potential defined in (3.1), and since it is integrated against a measure of zero
mass, we can replace it with U˜V ;A. According to the characterization of the equilibrium measure,rUV ;A vanishes µV ;Aeq -everywhere, hence:
ErrLuN s “ ErµV ;Aeq s ` β2 ´D2rrLuN , µV ;Aeq s `
ˆ
A
rUV ;ApxqdrLuN pxq¯,
and we obtain:
µV ;AN,βrSN ptqs ď
epβ{2qRN´N
2 ErµV ;Aeq s
ZV ;AN,β
ˆ
SN ptq
e´
βN2
2
`
D2rrLuN ,µeqs`´ drLuN pxq rUV ;Apxq˘ Nź
i“1
dλi .
Since rUV ;A is at least 12 -Ho¨lder on A (and even Lipschitz if all edges are soft),we find by (3.38):
µV ;AN,βrSN ptqs ď
e
β
2
`
RN`κ1{2p rUV ;AqN5{2σ1{2N ˘´N2 ErµV ;Aeq s
ZV ;AN,β
ˆ
SN ptq
e´
βN2
2 D
2rrLuN ,µeqs Nź
i“1
e´
βN
2
rUV ;Apλiq dλi.
(3.45)
We now use the lower bound (3.43) for the partition function, and the definition of the event SN ptq,
in order to obtain:
µV ;AN,βrSN ptqs ď e
β
2 pRN`κ1{2p rUV ;AqN5{2σ1{2N `C2N lnN´N2t2q´ˆ
A
dλ e´
βN
2
rUV ;Apλq¯N
ď e β2 pR˜N`C2N lnN´N2t2q,
with:
R˜N “ RN ` κ1{2prUV ;AqN5{2σ1{2N ` 2Nβ ln `pAq. (3.46) {LB346}
Indeed, since rUV ;A is nonnegative on A, we observed that the integral in bracket is bounded by the
total length `pAq of the range of integration, which is here finite. We now choose:
σN “ 1
N3
, ηN “ 1
N
, (3.47) {chois1}
which guarantees that R˜N P OpN lnNq. Thus, there exists a positive constant C3 such that, for N
large enough:
µV ;AN,βrSN ptqs ď e
β
2 pC3N lnN´N2t2q, (3.48)
which concludes the proof of Proposition 3.5. We may rephrase this result by saying that the proba-
bility of SN ptq becomes small for t larger than
a
2C3 lnN{N .
The proof of (3.26) for fixed filling faction is similar since the same algebra holds, c.f. (A.7) (with
measures with same mass on the Ah).
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3.5 Large deviations for test functions
3.5.1 Proof of Corollary 3.6
Since ϕ is b-Ho¨lder, we can use the comparison (3.38) with σN “ N´3 chosen in (3.47):ˇˇˇˆ
A
drLN ´ rLuN spxqϕpxqˇˇˇ ď 2κbpϕqpb` 1qN2b (3.49) {bnm}
Then, we compute in Fourier space and using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:ˇˇˇˆ
A
drrLuN ´ µeqspxqϕpxqˇˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˆ
R
ds
`prLuN ´ xµeq˘psq pϕp´sqˇˇˇ
ď |ϕ|1{2
´ˆ
R
ds
|s|
ˇˇpprLuN ´ xµeqqpsqˇˇ2¯1{2, (3.50)
and we recognize in the last factor the definition (3.24) of the pseudo-distance:ˇˇˇ ˆ
A
drrLuN ´ µeqspxqϕpxqˇˇˇ ď ?2 |ϕ|1{2DrrLuN , µeqs. (3.51) {346}
Corollary 3.6 then follows from this inequality combined with Lemma 3.5.
3.5.2 Bounds on correlators and filling fractions (Proof of Corollary 3.7 and 3.8)
Let Aη “ tx P R, dpx,Aq ď ηu. The support of rLuN is included in A1{N2 . If µ is a probability
measure, let Wµ denote its Stieltjes transform. We have:
rWLN ´Wµeqspxq “
ˆ
A
drLN ´ µeqspξqψxpξq, ψxpξq “ ψRx pξq ` iψIxpξq “ 1x´ ξ . (3.52) {firstine}
Since ψx is Lipschitz on A1{N2 with constant κ1pψxq “ d´2px,A1{N2q, we have for N large enough:ˇˇrWLN ´WrLuN spxqˇˇ ď 1N2 d2px,Aq . (3.53) {nji}
We focus on estimating WrLuN ´Wµeq . We have the freedom to replace ψ‚x by any function φ‚x which
coincides with ψ‚x on A1{N2 since the support of rLuN and µeq are included in A1{N2 , and then :ˇˇ“WrLuN ´Wµeqs‰pxq ď ?2`|φRx |1{2 ` |φIx|1{2˘DrrLuN , µeqs . (3.54) {boundin}
We wish to choose φ‚x so that our estimates depends on the distance to A1{N2 (whereas the choice of
the function ψ‚x would only gives bounds in terms of the distance to the real line, and therefore would
not allow bounds for x P RzA1{N2). We now explain a suitable choice of φ‚x. Let ax,h,1{N2 P Ah,1{N2
the point such that dpx,Ah,1{N2q “ |x´ ax,h,1{N2 |. Then, for ξ P Ah,1{N2 , we have:ˇˇpψ‚xq1pξqˇˇ ď 1dpx,Ah,1{N2q2 ` pξ ´ ax,h,1{N2q2
and therefore:
@ξ P A1{N2 ,
ˇˇpψ‚xq1pξqˇˇ ď gÿ
h“0
1
dpx,Ah,1{N2q2 ` pξ ´ ax,h,1{N2q2 . (3.55) {psirhs}
Then, we take a function pφ‚xq1 which coincides with pψ‚xq1 on A1{N2 , extends it continuously on R,
with compact support included in r´M{2,M{2s for some M large enough, independent of N , and
such that:
@ξ P R, ˇˇpφ‚xq1pξqˇˇ ď gÿ
h“0
1
dpx,Ah,1{N2q2 ` pξ ´ ax,h,1{N2q2 . (3.56) {phirhs}
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We denote φ‚x the primitive of this function, and use it in (3.54). We compute:
|φ‚x|21{2 “
ˆ
R
|s| |xφ‚xpsq|2ds “ ˆ
R
1
|s| |
zpφ‚xq1psq|2ds
“ ´2
ˆ
R2
ln |ξ1 ´ ξ2| pφ‚xq1pξ1qpφ‚xq1pξ2qdξ1dξ2
ď 2
ˆ
R2
ˇˇ
ln |ξ1 ´ ξ2|
ˇˇ |pφ‚xq1pξ1q| |pφ‚xq1pξ2q|dξ1dξ2 (3.57)
We note that, for any a1, a2 P r´M,M s, b1, b2 P R, we find a finite constant C (depending only on
M) such that
ˆ ˇˇ
ln |ξ1 ´ ξ2|
ˇˇ dξ1
pξ1 ´ a1q2 ` b21
dξ2
pξ2 ´ a2q2 ` b22
ď C
b1b2
p1` | ln |b1|| ` | ln |b2||q .
So, after we insert the bounds in (3.56) in (3.57), we obtainˇˇ
φ‚x
ˇˇ2
1{2 ď
D ln dpx,A1{N2q
d2px,A1{N2q
for some constant D ą 0 depending only on A1{N2 . If dpx,Aq ě 2{N2 and for N large enough, we can
also write with a larger constant D: ˇˇ
φ‚x
ˇˇ2
1{2 ď
D ln dpx,Aq
d2px,Aq
Then, with (3.49), (3.52) and (3.51):ˇˇˇ 1
N
W1pxq ´Wµeqpxq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
µV ;AN,β
“WLN pxq ´Wµeqpxq‰ˇˇˇ
ď 1
N2d2px,Aq ` 2D
c
lnN
N
a| ln dpx,Aq|
dpx,Aq (3.58)
If we restrict ourselves to x P CzA such that:
dpx,Aq ě D
1
?
N3 lnN
(3.59)
for some constant D1 ą 0, then:ˇˇˇ 1
N
W1pxq ´Wµeqpxq
ˇˇˇ
ď p2D `D2q
c
lnN
N
a| ln dpx,Aq|
dpx,Aq (3.60)
for some constant D2 ą 0.
Now let us consider the higher correlators. For any n ě 2, the same arguments show that there
exists a finite constant cn so that for any xi such that dpxi,Aq ě D1?N3 lnN ,
mnpx1, . . . , xnq :“ µV ;AN,β
” nź
i“1
pWLN ´Wµeqqpxiq
ı
satisfies
|mnpx1, . . . , xnq| ď cnpN lnNqn{2
nź
i“1
a| ln dpxi,Aq|
dpxi,Aq .
As WV ;An is an homogeneous polynomial of degree n in the moments pmkq1ďkďn, we conclude that:
|Wnpx1, . . . , xnq| ď γn pN lnNqn{2
nź
i“1
a| ln dpxi,Aq|
dpxi,Aq . (3.61)
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for some constant γn ą 0, which depends only on A. This concludes the proof of Corollary 3.7.
Similarly, to have a hand on filling fraction, we write:
Nh ´N‹,h “ N
ˆ
drLN ´ µeqspξq1Ahpξq. (3.62)
Following the same steps to extend the function x ÞÑ 1Ahpxq initially defined on A by a function
defined on R and with finite | ¨ |1{2 norm, we can apply Corollary 3.6 to deduce Corollary 3.8. l
4 Schwinger-Dyson equations for β ensembles
Let A “ Ťgh“0 Ah be a finite union of pairwise disjoint bounded segments, and V be a C1 function
of A. Schwinger-Dyson equations for the initial model µV ;AN,β can be derived by integration by parts.
Since the derivation does not use any information on the location of the λ’s, it is equally valid for the
model with fixed filling fractions µV ;AN,,β , in which Nh “ Nh are integers.
Since these equations are well-known (and have been reproved in [BG11]), we state them without
proof. They can be written in several equivalent forms, and here we recast them in a way which is
convenient for our analysis. We assume that V extends to a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of
A, so that they can be written in terms of contour integrals of correlators – an extension to V harmonic
will be mentioned in § 6.1. We introduce (arbitrarily for the moment) a partition BA “ pBAq`YpBAq´
of the set of edges of the range of integration, and let
Lpxq “
ź
aPpBAq´
px´ aq, L1px, ξq “ Lpxq ´ Lpξq
x´ ξ , L2px; ξ1, ξ2q “
L1px, ξ1q ´ L1px, ξ2q
ξ1 ´ ξ2 . (4.1) {L2def}
Theorem 4.1 Schwinger-Dyson equation in 1 variable. For any x P CzA, we have:
W2px, xq `
`
W1pxq
˘2 ` ´1´ 2
β
¯
BxW1pxq (4.2)
´N
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
Lpξq
Lpxq
V 1pξqW1pξq
x´ ξ ´
2
β
ÿ
aPpBAq`
Lpaq
x´ a Ba lnZ
V ;A
N,β
`
´
1´ 2
β
¯˛
A
dξ
2ipi
L2px; ξ, ξq
Lpxq W1pξq
´
‹
A2
dξ1dξ2
p2ipiq2
L2px; ξ1, ξ2q
Lpxq
`
W2pξ1, ξ2q `W1pξ1qW1pξ2q
˘ “ 0.
And similarly, for higher correlators:
Theorem 4.2 Schwinger-Dyson equation in n ě 2 variables. For any x, x2, . . . , xn P CzA, if we
denote I “ v2, nw, we have:
Wn`1px, x, xIq `
ÿ
JĎI
W|J|`1px, xJqWn´|J|px, xIzJq `
´
1´ 2
β
¯
BxWnpx, xIq (4.3)
´N
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
Lpξq
Lpxq
V 1pξqWnpξ, xIq
x´ ξ ´
2
β
ÿ
aPpBAq`
Lpaq
x´ a BaWn´1pxIq
` 2
β
ÿ
iPI
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
Lpξq
Lpxq
Wn´1pξ, xIztiuq
px´ ξqpxi ´ ξq2 `
´
1´ 2
β
¯˛
A
dξ
2ipi
L2px; ξ, ξq
Lpxq Wnpξ, xIq
´
‹
A2
dξ1dξ2
p2ipiq2
L2px; ξ1, ξ2q
Lpxq
´
Wn`1pξ1, ξ2, xIq `
ÿ
JĎI
W|J|`1pξ1, xJqWn´|J|pξ2, xIzJq
¯
“ 0.
The last line in (4.2) or (4.3) is a rational fraction in x, with poles at a P pBAq`, whose coefficients
are linear combination of moments of λi.
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5 Fixed filling fractions: expansion of correlators
5.1 Notations, assumptions and operator norms
The model with fixed filling fraction corresponds to the case where we condition the number of
eigenvalues in each segment Ah to be a given integer Nh. We set h “ Nh{N for h P J0, gK and
 “ p1, . . . , gq. Throughout this section, the equilibrium measure, the correlators Wn “ Wn;, etc.
all depend on . The vector  itself could also depend on N , but this dependence will remain implicit.
All coefficients we will find in the asymptotic expansion of the correlators will implicitly be functions
of .
As explained in Section 4, the correlators in the fixed filling fraction model satisfy the same
Schwinger-Dyson equation as in the initial model. We analyze them under the following assumptions:
Hypothesis 5.1
‚ A is a disjoint finite union of bounded segments Ah “ ra´h , a`h s.
‚ (Real-analyticity) V : AÑ R extends as a holomorphic function in a neighborhood U Ď C of A.
‚ (Expansion for the potential) There exists a sequence pV tkuqkě0 of holomorphic functions in U
and constants pvtkuqkě0, so that, for any K ě 0:
sup
ξPU
ˇˇˇ
V pξq ´
Kÿ
k“0
N´k V tkupξq
ˇˇˇ
ď vtKuN´pK`1q. (5.1)
‚ (g ` 1-cut regime) The probability measure µeq; is supported on S which is a disjoint union of
pg` 1q segments Sh “ rα´h , α`h s Ď Ah. We set W t´1u1 to be its Stieltjes transform and recall that
lim
NÑ8pN
´1W1pxq ´W t´1u1 pxqq “ 0
uniformly for x in any compact of CzA.
‚ (Off-criticality) ypxq “ pV t0uq1pxq2 ´W t´1u1 pxq takes the form:
ypxq “ Spxq
gź
h“0
b
px´ α`h qρ
`
h px´ α´h qρ
´
h , (5.2) {ydq}
where S does not vanish on A, α‚h are all pairwise distinct, and ρ‚h “ 1 if α‚h P BA, and ρ‚h “ ´1
otherwise.
Later in Section 8, we will come back to the analysis of the initial model, which has µeq “ µeq;‹
as equilibrium measure. We will show in Lemma A.2 that the initial Hypothesis 1.1-1.3 imply the
present Hypothesis 5.1 for  in some neighborhood of ‹, in particular the off-criticality assumption
(5.2) is verified, and thus allowing us to apply the results of the present Section.
Definition 5.2 If δ ą 0, we introduce the norm ‖ ¨ ‖δ on the space Hpnqm1,...,mnpAq of holomorphic
functions on pCzAqn which behave like Op1{xmii q when xi Ñ8:
‖f‖δ “ sup
mini dpxi,Aqěδ
|fpx1, . . . , xnq| “ sup
dpxi,Aq“δ
|fpx1, . . . , xnq|, (5.3)
the last equality following from the maximum principle. If n ě 2, we denote Hpnqm “ Hpnqm,...,m.
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From Cauchy residue formula, we have a naive bound on the derivatives of a function f P Hp1q1 in
terms of f itself:
‖Bmx fpxq‖δ ď
2m`1C
δm`1
‖f‖δ{2. (5.4)
In practice, we will take δ independent of N , and therefore the constants depending on δ will not
matter.
Our goal in the next section is to establish under Hypothesis 5.1 below an asymptotic expansion
for the correlators when N Ñ 8, exploiting the Schwinger-Dyson equations. We already notice that
it is convenient to choose
pBAq˘ “ ta‚h P pBAq, ρ‚h “ ˘1u, (5.5)
as bipartition of BA to write down the Schwinger-Dyson equation, since the terms involving Ba lnZ
and BaWn´1 for a P pBAq` will be exponentially small according to Corollary 3.3. If a “ a‚h, we denote
αpaq “ α‚h.
To perform the asymptotic analysis to all order, we need a rough a priori estimate on the correla-
tors. We have established in § 3.3 (actually under weaker assumptions than Hypothesis 5.1) that for
any δ ą 0:
}W1 ´N W t´1u1 }δ ď
?
N lnN (5.6) {59}
and for any n ě 2:
}Wn}δ ď pN lnNqn{2 . (5.7) {59b}
5.2 Some relevant linear operators
In this subsection, we give the list of linear operators that are used in § 5.3.1 to recast the Schwinger-
Dyson equations in a form suitable for the asymptotic analysis. The precise expression of these
operators is not essential. But we establish bounds on suitable operator norms that are needed later
in the analysis.
5.2.1 Periods
We fix once for all a neighborhood U of A so that S has no zeroes in U, and contours A “ pAhq1ďhďg
surrounding Ah in U. It is not necessary to introduce a contour surrounding A0, since it is homologically
equivalent to ´řgh“1Ah in pCzA.
We define the period operator LA : Hp1q2 Ñ Cg by the formula:
LArf s “
´˛
A1
dξ
2ipi
fpξq , . . . ,
˛
Ag
dξ
2ipi
fpξq
¯
(5.8) {perioddef}
By Cauchy residue formula, the periods of the Stieltjes transform of the empirical measure are the
filling fractions:
LA
”
x ÞÑ
ˆ
dLN pξq
x´ ξ
ı
“ 
Since the pWnqně1 are cumulants and the  are fixed, we have:
LArWnp‚, x2, . . . , xnqs “ δn,1N . (5.9) {lkh}
In other words, we know that in the model with fixed filling fractions, the correlators (as functions of
one of their variables) have to satisfy the g constraints (5.9).
Definition 5.3 If X is an element of pCgqbn, we define its L1-norm:
|X|1 “
ÿ
1ďh1,...,hnďg
|Xh1,...,hn |. (5.10)
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5.2.2 The operator K
We introduce an operator K which is the linearization of the generator of Schwinger-Dyson, around
the equilibrium measure. It is defined on functions f P Hp1q2 pAq by the formula:
Kfpxq “ 2W t´1u1 pxqfpxq ´
1
Lpxq
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
”Lpξq pV t0uq1pξq
x´ ξ ` P
t´1upx; ξq
ı
fpξq, (5.11)
where:
P t´1upx; ξq “
˛
A
dη
2ipi
2L2px; ξ, ηqW t´1u1 pηq (5.12)
We remind that Lpxq “śaPpBAq´px´αpaqq and L2 was defined in (4.1). Notice that W t´1u1 pxq „ 1{x
when x Ñ 8, and P t´1upx, ξq is a polynomial in two variables, of maximal total degree |pBAq´| ´ 2.
Hence:
K : Hp1q2 pAq Ñ Hp1q1 pAq. (5.13)
Notice also that:
ypxq “
`
V t0u
˘1pxq
2
´W t´1u1 pxq “ Spxq
d
L˜pxq
Lpxq , (5.14) {514}
where L˜pxq “śaPpBAq`px´αpaqq, and by the off-criticality assumption the zeroes of S are away from
A. Let us define σpxq “
bś
aPpBAqpx´ αpaqq “
b
L˜pxqLpxq, so that σpxqypxq “ LpxqSpxq . We may rewrite:
Kfpxq “ ´2ypxqfpxq ` Qfpxq
Lpxq , (5.15) {420}
where:
Qfpxq “ ´
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
”Lpξq pV t0uq1pξq ´ Lpxq pV t0uq1pxq
x´ ξ ` P
t´1upx; ξq
ı
fpξq. (5.16)
For any f P Hp1q2 pAq, x ÞÑ Qfpxq is holomorphic in a neighborhood of A. It is clear that ImK Ď
Hp1q1 pAq. Let ϕ P ImK, and f P Hp1q2 pAq such that ϕ “ Kf . We can write:
σpxq fpxq “ Res
ξÑx
dξ
ξ ´ x σpξq fpξq “ ψpxq ´
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
σpξq fpξq
ξ ´ x , (5.17)
where:
ψpxq “ ´ Res
ξÑ8
dξ
ξ ´ x σpξq fpξq. (5.18) {eqpsi}
Since fpxq P Op1{x2q, ψpxq is a polynomial in x of degree at most g ´ 1. Recall that Kf “ ϕ. We
then compute:
σpxqfpxq “ ψpxq ´
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
1
ξ ´ x
σpξq
2ypξq
´
´ ϕpξq ` Qfpξq
Lpξq
¯
“ ψpxq `
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
1
ξ ´ x
1
2Spξq
”
Lpξqϕpξq ` pQfqpξq
ı
“ ψpxq `
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
1
ξ ´ x
Lpξq
2Spξq ϕpξq, (5.19)
using the fact that S has no zeroes on A and pQfq is analytic in a neighborhood of A Let us denote
G : ImKÑ Hp1q2 pAq the linear operator defined by:
rGϕspxq “ 1
σpxq
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
1
ξ ´ x
Lpξq
2Spξq ϕpξq. (5.20) {Gdeq}
One deduces:
fpxq “ ψpxq
σpxq ` pG ˝Kqrf spxq. (5.21) {426f}
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5.2.3 The extended operator pK and its inverse
It was first observed in [Ake96] that ψpxqdx{σpxq defines a holomorphic 1-form on the Riemann surface
Σ : σ2 “ śaPpBAqpx ´ αpaqq. The space H1pΣq of holomorphic 1-forms on Σ has dimension g if all
αpaq are pairwise distinct (which is the case by off-criticality) and the number of cuts is pg ` 1q. So,
if g ě 1, K is not invertible. But we can define an extended operator:
pK : Hp1q2 pAq ÝÑ ImK ˆ Cr
f ÞÝÑ pKf,LArf sq. (5.22)
Since
`
xj´1dx{σpxq˘
0ďjďg´1 are linearly independent over C and holomorphic 1-forms on Σ, it forms
a basis of H1pΣq which can be thus identified with σpxq´1 ¨ Cg´1rxs, where Cg´1rxs is the set of
polynomials in x withe degree less or equal to g ´ 1. On the other hand, the family of linear forms
LA defined in (5.8) are linearly independent (see e.g. [FK07]), hence they determine a unique basis
$hpxq “ ψhpxq
σpxq P σpxq
´1 ¨ Cg´1rxs (5.23) {varpiphi}
such that:
@h, h1 P v1, gw,
˛
Ah
$h1pxqdx “ δh,h1 . (5.24) {sqfd}
Therefore, we can define an operator L´1A : Cg Ñ σpxq´1 ¨ Cg´1rxs by the formula:
L´1A rws “
gÿ
h“1
wh$hpxq (5.25) {jujus}
We deduce that pK is an isomorphism. Indeed, pKrf s “ pϕ,wq iff we have, according to (5.20):
fpxq “ ψpxq
σpxq ` pG ˝Kqrf spxq, and LArf s “ w . (5.26) {define}
Plugging the first equality into the second, we deduce
LA
”ψ
σ
` pG ˝Kqrf s
ı
“ w
which is equivalent to
ψpxq
σpxq “ L
´1
A
“
w ´ LA
“pG ˝Kqrf s‰‰ “ L´1A “w ´ LA“Grϕs‰‰ .
Plugging this back into (5.26), we deduce that pK is invertible, with inverse given by:
pK´1rϕ,wspxq “ L´1A “w ´ LArpGϕqs‰pxq ` Gϕpxq, (5.27) {inveJ}
where G is defined in (5.20). We will use the notation pK´1w rϕs “ pK´1rϕ,ws. In other words, pK´1w rϕs “
f is the unique solution of Kf “ ϕ with A-periods equal to w. It is equal to ψpxqσpxq´1 ` Gϕpxq for
some polynomial ψpxq of degree smaller than g´ 1 so that the A-periods equal to w. The continuity
of this inverse operator is the key ingredient of our method:
Lemma 5.1 ImK is closed in Hp1q2 pAq, and for δ ą 0 small enough, there exist constants C,C 1, C2 ą 0
such that:
@pϕ,wq P ImK ˆ Cg, ‖pK´1w ϕ‖δ ď δ´κ!`CDcpδq ` C 1˘‖ϕ‖δ ` C2|w|1) (5.28) {binv}
with κ “ 1{2. CDcpδq ` C 1 remains bounded as δ goes to zero when the potential is off-critical.
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As a matter of fact, in the analysis of the model with fixed filling fractions, we will only make use ofpK´10 .
Proof. If one is interested in controlling the large N expansion of the correlators explicitly in terms
of the distance of xi’s to A, it is useful to give an explicit bound on the norm of pK´1w . Let δ0 ą 0
be small enough but fixed once for all, and let us move the contour in (5.20) to a contour staying at
distance larger than δ0 from A. If we choose now a point x so that dpx,Aq ă δ0, we can write:
Gϕpxq “ ϕpxqLpxq
2Spxqσpxq ´
ϕpxq
σpxq
˛
dpξ,Aq“δ0
dξ
2ipi
Lpξq
2Spξq
1
x´ ξ `
1
σpxq
˛
dpξ,Aq“δ0
dξ
2ipi
Lpξq
2Spξq
ϕpξq
x´ ξ (5.29)
Hence, there exist constants C˜, C˜ 1 ą 0 depending only on the position of the pairwise disjoint segments
Ah such that, for any δ ą 0 smaller than δ0{2:
‖Gϕ‖δ ď pC˜Dcpδq ` C˜ 1q δ´1{2 ‖ϕ‖δ (5.30) {5313G}
where
Dcpδq “ sup
dpξ,Aq“δ
ˇˇˇLpξq
Spξq
ˇˇˇ
. (5.31)
For δ small enough but fixed, Dcpδq blows up when the parameters of the model are tuned to achieve
a critical point, i.e. it measures a distance to criticality. Besides, we have for the operator LA:ˇˇLArf sˇˇ1 ď C˜ ‖f‖δ (5.32) {5313L}
and for L´1A written in (5.25) we find:
‖L´1A rws‖δ ď
max1ďhďg ‖ψh‖8U
infdpξ,Aq“δ|σpxq| |w|1, (5.33) {532D}
and the denominator behaves like δ´1{2 when δ Ñ 0. We then deduce from (5.27) the existence of
constants C,C 1, C2 ą 0 so that:
‖pK´1w ϕ‖δ ď pC˜Dcpδq ` C˜ 1qδ´κ‖ϕ‖δ ` δ´κ |w ´ LArpGϕqs|1
ď pCDcpδq ` C 1qδ´κ‖ϕ‖δ ` C2δ´κ |w|1
with exponent κ “ 1{2. l
Remark. From the expression (5.27) for the inverse, we observe that, if ϕ is holomorphic in CzS, so
is pK´1w rϕs for any w P Cg, in other words pK´1w pImK XHp1q1 pSqq Ď Hp1q2 pSq.
5.2.4 Other linear operators
Some other linear operators appear naturally in the Schwinger-Dyson equation. We collect them
below. Let us first define, with the notations of (4.1):
∆´1W1pxq “ N´1W1pxq ´W t´1u1 pxq, (5.34)
∆´1P px; ξq “
˛
A
dη
2ipi
2L2px; ξ, ηq∆´1W1pηq, (5.35)
∆0V pxq “ V pxq ´ V t0upxq. (5.36)
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Let also h1, h2 be two holomorphic functions in U. We define:
L1 : Hp1q1 pAq Ñ Hp1q2 pAq L1fpxq “
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
L2px; ξ, ξq
Lpxq fpξq ,
L2 : Hp2q1 pAq Ñ Hp1q1 pAq L2fpxq “
˛
A
dξ1dξ2
p2ipiq2
L2px; ξ1, ξ2q
Lpxq fpξ1, ξ2q ,
Mx1 : Hp1q1 pAq Ñ Hp2q1 pAq Mx1fpxq “
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
Lpξq
Lpxq
fpξq
px´ ξqpx1 ´ ξq2 ,
Nh1,h2 : Hp1q1 pAq Ñ Hp1q1 pAq Nh1,h2fpxq “
1
Lpxq
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
´Lpξqh1pξq
x´ ξ ` h2pξq
¯
fpξq ,
∆K : Hp1q1 pAq Ñ Hp1q1 pAq p∆Kqfpxq “ ´Np∆0V q1,∆´1P px;‚qrf spxq ` 2∆´1W1pxq fpxq
` 1
N
´
1´ 2
β
¯
pBx ` L1qfpxq.
∆J : Hp1q1 pAq Ñ Hp1q1 pAq p∆J qfpxq “ ´Np∆0V q1,∆´1P px;‚q{2rf spxq `∆´1W1pxq fpxq
` 1
N
´
1´ 2
β
¯
pBx ` L1qfpxq (5.37)
We shall encounter ∆K as a correction to the operator K of § 5.2.2, which appears in the Schwinger-
Dyson equations with n ě 2 variables. For n “ 1 variable, we shall need the modified version denoted
∆J , which only differs from ∆K by some symmetry factors 1{2.
All those operators are continuous for appropriate norms, since we have the bounds, for δ0 small
enough but fixed, and δ ă δ0 small enough:
‖L1f‖δ ď
C ‖L2‖U8
DLpδq ‖f‖δ0 ,
‖L2f‖δ ď
C2 ‖L2‖U8
DLpδq ‖f‖δ0 ,
sup
dpx1,Aqěδ
‖Mx1f‖δ ď
C‖L‖U8
DLpδq δ3 ‖f‖δ{2 , (5.38)
‖Nh1,h2f‖δ ď ‖h1‖U8 ‖f‖δ ` C
‖Lh1‖U8 ` ‖h2‖U8
δ0DLpδq ‖f‖δ0 ,
max
 ‖p∆Kqf‖δ, ‖p∆J qf‖δ( ď `‖p∆0V q1‖U8 ` 2 ‖∆´1W1‖δ˘‖f‖δ ` ˇˇˇ1´ 2β ˇˇˇ 2CNδ2 ‖f‖δ{2
`C ‖L p∆0V q
1‖U8 ` ‖∆´1P‖U
2
8
DLpδq δ0 ‖f‖δ0 (5.39)
for any f in the domain of definition of the corresponding operator, and:
C “ `pAq{pi ` pg ` 1q, DLpδq “ inf
dpx,Aqěδ
|Lpxq|. (5.40) {539}
If all edges are soft, DLpδq ” 1, whereas if there exists at least one hard edge, DLpδq scales like δ
when δ Ñ 0.
5.3 Recursive expansion of the correlators
5.3.1 Rewriting Schwinger-Dyson equations
For n ě 2, we can organize the Schwinger-Dyson equation of Theorem 4.2 as follows:“K `∆K‰Wnpx, xIq “ An`1px;xIq `Bnpx;xIq ` Cn´1px;xIq `Dn´1px;xIq, (5.41) {437f}
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where:
An`1px;xIq “ N´1pL2 ´ idqWn`1px, x, xIq,
Bnpx;xIq “ N´1pL2 ´ idq
! ÿ
JĎI
J‰H,I
W|J|`1px, xJqWn´|J|px, xIzJq
)
,
Cn´1px;xIq “ ´ 2
βN
ÿ
iPI
MxiWn´1px, xIztiuq,
Dn´1px;xIq “ 2
βN
ÿ
aPpBAq`
Lpaq
x´ a BaWn´1pxIq. (5.42)
The notation L2Wn`1px, x, xIq stands for L2rWn`1p¨, ¨, xIqspxq, and we will use it several times in the
remaining of the text.
For n “ 1, the equation has the same structure but some terms come with an extra symmetry
factor. With the notation of (5.34), and in view of (4.2), we can write:“K `∆J ‰r∆´1W1spxq “ A2pxq `D0
N
´ 1´ 2{β
N
pBx ` L1qW t´1u1 pxq `Np∆0V q1,0rW t´1u1 spxq (5.43) {AAAB}
where the operator ∆J was introduced in § 5.2.4 and D0 is given by formula (5.42) with the convention
W0 “ lnZV,AN,β .
Since we are in the model with fixed filling fractions, the A-periods of Wnp‚, xIq for n ě 2, and of
∆´1W1, vanish. So, we are left with equations of the form:
pK `∆X qrϕs “ f, ∆X “ ∆K or ∆J
and the function ϕ to determine satisfies LArϕs “ 0 by (5.9). We can then invert K on the subspace
of functions with zero periods and write:
ϕ “ pK´10 “f ´∆X rϕs‰
We will need to check under which conditions the contribution of ∆X is negligible compared to
the contribution of K in (5.41). This is achieved with the following lemma:
Lemma 5.2 There exists a finite constant C3 such that for any δ ą 0, for N large enough, if ∆X is
any of the operator ∆K or ∆J , for any function ϕ P Hp1q1 pAq, we have:
‖pK´10 “∆X rϕs‰‖2δ
‖ϕ‖δ
ď C3
´ ln1{2N
N1{2
ln1{2 δ
δκ`θ
Dcp2δq
DLp2δq
¯
. (5.44) {thehnn}
with κ “ 1{2 coming from the inversion of pK, and θ “ 1 coming from the a priori bound (3.31).
Proof. We have from (5.28):
‖pK´10 “∆X rf s‰‖2δ ď p2δq´κ`CDcp2δq ` C 1˘‖∆X rf s‖2δ, κ “ 1{2 . (5.45) {mumCD}
Since we have the same bound (5.39) for the operator norm of ∆X “ ∆K or ∆J , we can keep the
generic letter X in the proof. We have the a priori bound from Corollary 3.7:
‖∆´1W1‖δ ď C1
c
lnN
N
?
ln δ
δθ
, θ “ 1 ,
which also implies:
‖∆´1P‖U
2
8 ď C 11
c
lnN
N
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with the notations of § 5.2.4. We also remind that by Hypothesis 5.1, ‖∆0V ‖8U P Op1{Nq. We insert
these bounds in (5.39) and use ‖ϕ‖2δ ď ‖ϕ‖δ to find:
‖∆X rϕs‖2δ ď C2
´ plnNq1{2
N1{2
pln δq1{2
δθDLp2δq `
ˇˇˇ
1´ 2
β
ˇˇˇ 1
Nδθ`1
¯
‖ϕ‖δ (5.46)
Together with (5.45) this yields:
‖pK´10 “∆X rϕs‰‖2δ
‖ϕ‖δ
ď C 12
´ ln1{2N
N1{2
ln1{2 δ
δκ`θ
CDcp2δq ` C 1
DLp2δq `
ˇˇˇ
1´ 2
β
ˇˇˇ CDcp2δq ` C 1
Nδκ`θ`1
¯
(5.47) {utgia}
As we pointed out at the end of § 5.2.4, the fact that the potential is off-critical ensures that Dcpδq
remains bounded when δ Ñ 0, while we have in the worst case 1{DLpδq P op1{δq – see (5.40). In any
case, the second term in the above right hand side is negligible with respect to the first one and we
can replace CDcp2δq ` C 1 by Dcpδq up to a change in the constant. l
Hereafter, we shall not use the precise dependency of the constants on δ, simply use the fact that
they are finite when δ is positive independent of N . We will denote cpδq for a generic finite constant
depending only on δ, which may change from line to line.
5.3.2 Initialization and order of magnitude of Wn
The goal of this section is to prove the following bounds, for δ independent of N , and N large enough.
We know from Corollary 3.3 that the D-terms in (5.41)-(5.43) are exponentially small, and remain so
after application of K´10 , so they will never contribute to the order we are looking at, and we will not
bother mentioning them again.
Proposition 5.3 There exists a function W
t0u
1 P Hp1q2 pSq depending only on W t´1u1 , V t0u, V t1u so
that:
W1 “ NW t´1u1 `W t0u1 `∆0W1, (5.48) {W1cor}
so that for all δ ą 0, there exists a finite constant Cpδq such that for N large enough
}∆0W1}δ ď Cpδq plnNq
3{2
N1{2
.
It is given by:
W
t0u
1 pxq “ pK´10 "”´ ´1´ 2β¯pBx ` L1q `NpV t1uq1,0ıW t´1u1
*
pxq (5.49) {W1c}
Proposition 5.4 For any n ě 1, we have :
Wn “ N2´npW tn´2un `∆n´2Wnq (5.50) {weo}
where for n ě 2, we have
W tn´2un px, xIq “ pK´10 ”´ 2β ÿ
iPI
MxiW tn´3un´1 p¨, xIq (5.51)
`pL2 ´ idq
! ÿ
JĎI
J‰H,I
W
t|J|´1u
|J|`1 p¨, xJqW tn´|J|´2un´|J| p¨, xIzJq
)ı
pxq
and for any δ ą 0, there exists a finite constant Cpδ, nq such that for N large enough
}∆n´2Wn}δ ď Cpδ, nq plnNq
2n´1{2
N1{2
. (5.52)
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Prior to those results, we are going to prove:
Lemma 5.5 Denote rn˚ “ 3n ´ 4. For any integers n ě 2 and δ ą 0, there exists a finite constant
Cpn, δq such that for N large enough
}Wn}δ ď Cpn, δqN
n´rn˚
2 plnNqn`rn˚2 . (5.53) {recusa}
Proof. We shall prove by induction that for any integers n ě 2 and r ě 0 such that r ď rn˚, for any
δ ą 0, there exists a finite constant Cpn, r, δq such that for N large enough
}Wn}δ ď Cpn, r, δqN n´r2 plnNqn`r2 . (5.54) {recusa}
The a priori control of correlators (3.32) provides the result for r “ 0. Let s be an integer, and assume
the result is true for any r P v0, sw. Let n be such that s` 1 ď rn˚ “ 3n´ 4. We consider (5.41) which
gives after application of pK´10 that if xI “ px2, . . . , xnq
Wnpx, xIq “ pK´10 “An`1p¨, xIq `Bnp¨, xIq ` Cn´1p¨, xIq `Dn´1p¨, xIq ´∆KrWnsp¨, xIqspxq . (5.55) {qwe}
It is understood that all linear operators appearing here (and defined in § 5.2) act on the variables
which at the end are assigned the value x. This formula gives the correlator Wn in terms of Wn`1
and Wn1 for n
1 ă n. We systematically use the control (5.34) on the operator norm of pK´10 , and the
fact that ∆K only gives negligible contributions compared to the latter (Lemma 5.2). At each step of
application of Lemma 5.2, we have to use the operator norm with smaller δ, namely δ Ñ δ{2. This is
fine since our induction hypothesis holds for all δ ą 0 and we use these bounds only a finite number
of times (in fact at most r times to get the bound at step r). Note here that this reduction a priori
holds only on the variable x as xI is kept fixed, but this is bounded above by the norm where all are
greater are equal to δ{2.
We obtain the following bound on the A-term, by using the induction at pn` 1, sq, and (5.38),
}pK´10 rAn`1s}δ ď cpδq}An`1}δ{2
ď cpδq
N
}Wn`1}δ{2 ď cpδqN Cpn` 1, s, δ{2qN
n`1´s
2 plnNqn`1`s2
so that rearranging terms yields a finite constant cApn, s` 1, δq such that
}pK´10 rAn`1s}δ ď cApn, s` 1, δqN n´ps`1q2 plnNqn`s`12 . (5.56) {orde}
Let us consider the B term. It involves linear combinations of Wj`1Wn´j . Notice that:
s ď rn˚ ´ 1 “ rj˚`1 ` rn˚´j
Thus, it is always possible to decompose (arbitrarily) s “ s1 ` s2 such that s1 ď rj˚`1 and s2 ď rn˚´j ,
and we can use the induction hypothesis with r “ s1 for Wj`1 and with r “ s2 for Wn´j . Multiplying
the bounds and using the control (5.34) on pK´10 and (5.38), we obtain:
}pK´10 rBns}δ ď cpδqN ÿ
J
}W|J|`1}δ{2}Wn´|J|}δ{2 ď cBpn, s` 1, δqN
n´ps`1q
2 plnNqn`s`12 . (5.57)
The C-term involves Wn´1. If s ď rn˚´1, we can use the induction hypothesis with r “ s to find by
(5.38) that
}pK´10 rCn´1s}δ ď cpδqN supdpx,Aqěδ }MxWn´1}δ{2 ď cpδqN }Wn´1}δ{4 ď cCpn, s` 1, δqN lnN N n´ps`1q2 plnNqn`s`12 .
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If s ą rn˚´1, we can only use the induction hypothesis for r “ rn˚´1, and find the bound:
}pK´10 rCn´1s}δ ď c1Cpn, s` 1, δqN n´3´r˚n´12 plnNqn´1`r˚n´12
Using that rn˚ “ rn˚´1 ` 3 and s P rrn˚´1 ` 1, rn˚s, we see that the above right hand side is of the same
order than the A-term. Finally, by (5.44), and the induction hypothesis at s, we find the bound:
}pK´10 “∆KrWns‰}δ ď cpδqˆ lnNN
˙1{2
}Wn}δ{2 ď c∆Kpn, s` 1, δq
ˆ
lnN
N
˙1{2
N
n´s
2 plnNqn`s2
which is of the same order that the bound on the A-term. (5.55) and summing all our bounds on the
error terms proves the bound (5.54) for r “ s` 1 and we can conclude by induction. l
Proof of Proposition 5.3. It appears in (5.43) that N∆´1W1 “W1 ´NW t´1u1 is given by
N∆´1W1 “ W t0u1 `∆0W1 (5.58)
where
W
t0u
1 pxq “ pK´10 ”´ ´1´ 2β¯pBx ` L1qW t´1u1 `NpV t1uq1,0rW t´1u1 sıpxq (5.59)
∆0W1 “ pK´10 !NpNp∆0V q1´pV t1uq1q,0rW t´1u1 s `A2 `D0 ´∆J rN∆´1W1s)
Reminding Remark page 32, W
t0u
1 belongs to Hp1q2 pSq. To bound the norm of the first term in ∆0W1
observe that by Hypothesis 5.1:
N∆0V “ V t1u `∆1V, ‖∆1V ‖U8 P Op1{Nq ,
so that (5.38) yields
}pK´10 pNp∆1V q1,0rW t´1u1 sq}δ ď cpδqN }W t´1u1 }δ ď cpδqN .
For the second term, note that Lemma 5.5 for n “ 2 gives the bound:
}W2}δ ď cpδ, 2qplnNq4 . (5.60)
(5.28) and (5.38) imply
}A2}δ ď cpδq
N
}W2}δ ď cpδq
N
plnNq4 .
Moreover, D0 is exponentially small by Proposition 3.4. By Lemma 5.2 and the a priori bound (3.31)
on ∆´1W1:
}pK´10 r∆J rN∆´1W1ss}δ ď cpδq lnN .
This already shows that }∆0W1}δ is at most of order lnN . To improve this bound observe that
pK´10 r∆J rN∆´1W1ss “ pK´10 rW t0u1 s ` pK´10 r∆J r∆0W1ss .
From Lemma 5.2 we deduce that:
}pK´10 “∆J rW t0u1 s‰}δ ď cpδq plnNq1{2N1{2 , }pK´10 r∆J r∆0W1ss}δ ď cpδq plnNq3{2N1{2 . (5.61) {Ddeki}
We finally deduce from (5.61) and the fact that the other error terms are smaller, the error bound:
}∆0W1}δ ď cpδq plnNq
3{2
N1{2
.
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Proof of Proposition 5.4 We already know the result for n “ 1 by Proposition 5.3. Let n ě 2, and
assume the result holds for all n1 P v1, n´ 1w. We want to use (5.41) once more to compute Wn. We
have Wn “ N2´npW tn´2un ` ∆n´2Wnq with W tn´2un as in (5.52). The error term ∆n´2Wn receives
contributions from
• The term in ∆K. It can be estimated by applying Lemma 5.5 which gives Wn P
O
`
N2´nplnNq2n´2˘ and Lemma 5.2 to show that
}pK´10 “∆KrWns‰}δ ď cpδq plnNq1{2N1{2 }Wn}δ{2 ď cpδqN2´n plnNq2n´2´1{2 .
• The A-term. Applying Lemma 5.5 for Wn`1 and (5.38), we find:
}pK´10 rAn`1s}δ ď cpδqN }Wn`1}δ ď N´n plnNq2n (5.62) {Ajm}
• The B-term contributes to the second term in the definition of W tn´2un , and also from errors
∆n1´2Wn1 with n1 ď n´ 1 to this limiting term. They are by the induction hypothesis of order
N2´n´1{2plnNq2n´1{2.
• The C-term yields the first contribution in W tn´2un and the remaining term from Cn´1 is of the
same order than the error coming from the B-term, divided by plnNq2.
Hence, we deduce by subtracting W
tn´2u
n and applying pK´10 that:
}∆n´2Wn}δ ď cpδq plnNq
2n´1{2
N1{2
(5.63)
which is the desired result for the rank n. We conclude by induction.
l
5.4 Recursive expansion of the correlators
Proposition 5.6 For any n ě 1 and k0 ě n´ 2, we have an expansion of the form:
Wnpx1, . . . , xnq “
k0ÿ
k“n´2
N´kW tkun px1, . . . , xnq `N´k0p∆k0Wnqpx1, . . . , xnq, (5.64)
where:
piq for any n ě 1 and any k P vn ´ 2, k0w, W tkun in Hpnq2 pSq are functions of W t´1u1 and V tju for
0 ď j ď k ` 3´ n. More precisely, they are defined inductively by (5.51) and the equation:
W tk`1un px, xIq “ pK´10 “Etkun p¨, xIq‰pxq, (5.65) {fdiex}
with for n “ 1
E
tku
1 pxq “ pL2 ´ idq
“
W
tku
2 px, xq
‰
`pL2 ´ idq
“ kÿ
l“0
W
tk´lu
1 pxqW tlu1 pxqs
´
´
1´ 2
β
¯
pBx ` L1q
“
W
tku
1 pxq
‰` k`2ÿ
`“1
NpV t`uq1,0
“
W
tk`1´`u
1 pxq
‰
. (5.66)
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whereas for n ě 2
Etkun px;xIq “ pL2 ´ idq
“
W
tku
n`1px, x, xIq
‰
`
ÿ
0ď`ďk
JĎI
pL2 ´ idq
“
W
t`u
|J|`1px, xJqW tk´`un´|J| px, xIzJq
‰
´
´
1´ 2
β
¯
pBx ` L1q
“
W tkun px, xIq
‰` kÿ
`“n´2
NpV tk`1´`uq1,0
“
W t`un px, xIq
‰
´ 2
β
ÿ
iPI
Mxi
“
W
tku
n´1px, xIztiuq
‰
. (5.67)
In the above formula W
t`u
p vanishes if ` ď p´ 1.
piiq for any n ě 1, ∆k0Wn P Hpnq2 pAq and there exists a finite constant cpn, k0, δq so that for any
δ ą 0 for N large enough:
}∆k0Wn}δ ď cpn, k0, δq plnNq
2n´1{2`2pk0´n`2q
N1{2
. (5.68) {uhqa}
Proof. The case k0 “ n ´ 2 follows from § 5.3.2, and we prove the general case by induction on k0,
which can be seen as the continuation of the proof of Proposition 5.4. Assume the result holds for all
n ě 1 and all k ď n´ 2` j “: kn ´ 1 for some j ě 0. We prove it by induction for all n and kn. Let
us decompose:
V “
j`2ÿ
k“0
N´k V tku `N´pj`2q∆j`2V. (5.69)
We already know that the Schwinger-Dyson equation for Wn is satisfied up to order N
1´kn for all n.
We first show that it holds at k1 for n “ 1. Returning to (4.2), we see that
N∆k1´1W1pxq “ W tk1u1 pxq ` pK´10 “Rtk1u1 spxqpxq (5.70)
R
tk1u
1 pxq “ pL2 ´ idq
“
∆k1´1W2px, xq
‰´ ´1´ 2
β
¯
pBx ` L1q∆k1´1W1
`2pL2 ´ idq
“
∆k1´1W1pxqp∆´1W1qpxqs (5.71)
´
´
1´ 2
β
¯
pBx ` L1q
“
∆k1´1W1pxq
‰`Np∆0V q1,0“∆k1´1W1pxq‰
Strictly speaking, we should also add the D-terms, but since they are always exponentially small, we
will systematically omit them. But we have bounded by induction the δ-norms of
• ∆k1´1W1 by cp1, k1 ´ 1, δq plnNq
2´1{2`2k1
N1{2 ,
• ∆k1´1W2 (notice that k2 ě k1) by cp2, k1 ´ 1, δq plnNq
4´1{2`2pk1´1q
N1{2 ,
• ∆´1W1 has norm of order 1{N by Proposition 5.3 and p∆0V q1 has also norm of order 1{N by
hypothesis,
Hence, the continuity of pK´10 implies that
}pK´10 rRtk1us}δ ď cp1, k1, δq plnNq2´1{2`2k1N1{2
which is our inductive bound.
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This proves the induction hypothesis for n “ 1 and k1. Let us assume that it was proved for all
n and kn ´ 1, and for n ď n0 at kn. Let us prove it at n “ n0 ` 1 and k0 with k0 “ kn0 . We can
decompose the remainder for n ě 2 as:
N∆k0´1Wnpx, xIq “ pK´10 rEtk0un p¨;xIq `Rtk0un p¨;xIqspxq . (5.72)
Where E
tku
n was defined in Proposition 5.6, we have set
Rtk0un px;xIq “ pL2 ´ idq
“
∆k0´1Wn`1px, x, xIq
‰
(5.73)
`
ÿ
JĎI
pL2 ´ idq
“
∆k|J|`1W|J|`1px, xJqW tk0´k|J|`1un´|J| px, xIzJq
‰
`
ÿ
JĎI
pL2 ´ idq
“
W
tk0´kn´|J|´1u
|J|`1 px, xJq∆kn´|J|Wn´|J|px, xIzJq
‰
`NNrpV 1´V t0uq1s,0
“
∆k0´1Wnpx, xIq
‰´ 2
β
ÿ
iPI
Mxi
“
∆k0´1Wn´1px, xIztiuq
‰
.
Again, by the continuity of the involved operators, and because k0 ´ k|J|`1 ´ 1 ď kn´|J| ` 1 so that
the induction hypothesis can be used, we get the announced bound. Again, the largest error comes
from the first term and is by induction of order plnNq2pn`1q´1{2`2pk0´1´n`2q{N1{2 which is of the
announced order.
l
This proves the first part of Theorem 1.3 for real-analytic potentials (i.e. the stronger Hypoth-
esis 1.2 instead of 1.3). For given n and k, the bound on the error ∆kWn depends only on a finite
number of constants vtk1u appearing in Hypothesis 5.1.
5.5 Central limit theorem
With Proposition 5.3 at our disposal, we can already establish a central limit theorem for linear
statistics of analytic functions in the fixed filling fraction model.
Proposition 5.7 Let ϕ : A Ñ R extending to a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of S. Let
N “ pN1, . . . , Ngq be a sequence (indexed by N) of g-uples of integers such that řgh“1Nh ď N , denote
 “N{N , and assume all limit points of  are in Eg. Assume Hypothesis 5.1. Then:
µV ;AN,,β
”
exp
´ Nÿ
i“1
ϕpλiq
¯ı
“ exp
´
NLrϕs `Mrϕs ` 1
2
Qrϕ,ϕs ` op1q
¯
, (5.74) {ooe}
where:
Lrϕs “
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
ϕpξqW t´1u1; pξq “
ˆ
A
dµeq;pξqϕpξq (5.75)
Mrhs “
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
ϕpξqW t0u1; pξq (5.76)
W
t0u
1 :“ W t0u1; has been introduced in (5.48), and Q is a quadratic form given in (5.79) or (5.80)
below.
Observe above that  may depend on N , and therefore so does the right hand side of (5.74).
Proof. Let us define Vt “ V ´ 2tβN ϕ. Since the equilibrium measure is the same for Vt and V , we
still have the result of Proposition 5.3 for the model with potential Vt for any t P r0, 1s, with uniform
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errors. We can thus write:
lnµV ;AN,,β
”
exp
´ Nÿ
i“1
ϕpλiq
¯ı
“
ˆ 1
0
dt
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
WVt1;pξqϕpξq
“
ˆ 1
0
dt
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
ϕpξq“N WVt;t´1u1; pξq `WVt;t0u1; pξq‰` op1q (5.77)
As already pointed out, W
Vt;t´1u
1; “WV ;t´1u1; , and from (5.49):
W
Vt;t0u
1; “WV ;t0u1; ´
2t
β
` pK´10 ˝Nϕ1,0˘rWV ;t´1u1; s (5.78)
Hence (5.77) yields (5.74) with:
Qrϕ,ϕs “ ´ 1
β
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
ϕpξq` pK´10 ˝Nϕ1,0˘rWV ;t´1u1; spξq . (5.79) {qhh}
As Qrϕ,ϕs must also be the limiting covariance of řNi“1 ϕpλiq, it can be simplified into:
Qrϕ,ϕs “
‹
A
dξ1 dξ2
p2ipiq2 ϕpξ1qϕpξ2qW
V ;t0u
2; pξ1, ξ2q (5.80) {qhh2}
where W
V ;t0u
2; has been introduced in (5.50). From the proof of Proposition 5.3, we observe that the
op1q in (5.74) is uniform in ϕ such that supdpξ,Aqěδ |ϕpξq| is bounded by a fixed constant. l
In other words, if limNÑ8  “ 8, the random variable Φ “ řNi“1 ϕpλiq ´ N ´ ϕpξqdµeq;pξq
converges almost surely to a Gaussian variable with mean M8rϕs and variance Q8rϕ,ϕs when
N Ñ 8. This is a generalization of the central limit theorem already known in the one-cut regime
[Joh98, BG11]. A similar result was recently obtained in [Shc12]. In the next Section, we are going
to extend it to holomorphic h which could be complex-valued on A (Proposition 6.1).
6 Fixed filling fraction: refined results
In this section, we show how to extend our results to the case of harmonic potentials, and potentials
containing a complex-valued term of order Op1{Nq. The latter is performed by using fine properties
of analytic functions (the two-constants theorem) as was recently proposed in [Shc12].
6.1 Extension to harmonic potentials
The main use of the assumption that V is analytic came from the representation (1.6) of n-linear
statistics described by a holomorphic function, in terms of contour integrals of the n-point correlator.
If ϕ is holomorphic in a neighborhood of A, its complex conjugate ϕ is anti-holomorphic, and we can
also represent:
µV ;AN,,β
” Nÿ
i“1
ϕpλiq
ı
“
˛
A
dx
2ipi
ϕpxqW1;pxq (6.1) {antioce}
In this paragraph, we explain how to use a weaker set of assumptions than Hypothesis 1.2, where
“analyticity” and “1{N expansion of the potential” are weakened as follows.
Hypothesis 6.1
‚ (Harmonicity) V : AÑ R can be decomposed V “ V1`V2, where V1,V2 extends to holomorphic
functions in a neighborhood U of A.
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‚ (1{N expansion of the potential) For j “ 1, 2, there exists a sequence of holomorphic functions
pVtkuj qkě0 and constants pvtkuj qk so that, for any K ě 0:
sup
ξPU
ˇˇˇ
Vjpξq ´
Kÿ
k“0
N´k Vtkuj pξq
ˇˇˇ
ď vtKuj N´pK`1q (6.2) {ve20}
In other words, we only assume V to be harmonic. “Analyticity” corresponds to the special case
V2 ” 0. The main difference lies in the representation (6.1) of expectation values of antiholomorphic
statistics, which come into play at various stages, but do not affect the reasoning. Below chronologi-
cally Section 5, we enumerate the small changes to take into account.
In § 4, in the Schwinger-Dyson equations (Theorem 4.2 and 4.2), we encounter a term:
µV ;AN,,β
” Nÿ
i“1
Lpλiq
Lpxq
V 1pλiq
x´ λi
nź
j“2
´ Nÿ
ij“1
1
xj ´ λij
¯ı
c
. (6.3) {therem}
It is now equal to:
1
Lpxq
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
Lpξq V
1
1pξq
x´ ξ Wn;pξ, xIq ´
1
Lpxq
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
Lpξq V
1
2pξq
x´ ξ Wn;pξ, xIq. (6.4) {therem2}
Remark that (6.3) or (6.4) still defines a holomorphic function of x in CzA. In § 5.2, we can define
the operator K by (5.15) with Qpxq now given by:
Qfpxq “ ´
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
P t´1u pξqpx; ξq fpξq
`
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
LpξqpVt0u1 q1pξq ´ LpxqpVt0u1 q1pxq
ξ ´ x fpξq
`
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
LpξqpVt0u2 q1pξq ´ LpxqpVt0u2 q1pxq
ξ ´ x fpξq. (6.5)
It is still a holomorphic function of x in a neighborhood of A, thus it disappears in the computation
leading to (5.21) for the inverse of K, which still holds. In § 5.2.4, the expression (5.37) for the operator
∆K used in (5.41) should be replaced by:
p∆Kqfpxq “ 2∆´1W1;pxq fpxq ` 1
N
´
1´ 2
β
¯
L1fpxq
´Np∆0V1q1,∆´1Ppx;‚qrf spxq ´Np∆0V2q1,0rf spxq, (6.6)
and the bound of the form (5.39) still holds, and involves the constants v
t0u
1 and v
t0u
2 introduced in
(6.2). ∆J is defined and bounded similarly. In § 5.3.1-5.4, all occurrences of NV 1,0rf spxq should
be replaced by NpV1q1,0rf spxq ` NpV2q1,0rf spxq (and similarly for Np∆kV q1,0 or NpV tkuq1,0). The key
remark is that the terms where V2 appear involve complex conjugates of contour integrals of the type
fpξqW tkun; pξ, xIq or fpξq∆kWn;pξ, xIq where f is some holomorphic function in a neighborhood of A.
Their norm can be controlled in terms of the norms of W
tku
n; or ∆kWn; on contours Γ, as were the
terms involving V1, so the inductive control of errors in the large N expansion of correlators for the
fixed filling fraction model is still valid, leading to the first part of Theorem 1.3, and to the central limit
theorem (Proposition 5.7) for harmonic potentials in a neighborhood of A, which are still real-valued
on A.
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6.2 Complex perturbations of the potential
Proposition 6.1 The central limit theorem (5.74) holds for ϕ : AÑ C, which can be decomposed as
ϕ “ ϕ` ϕ2, where ϕ1, ϕ2 are holomorphic functions in a neighborhood of A.
Proof. We present the proof for ϕ “ t f , where t P C and f : A Ñ R extends to a holomorphic
function in a neighborhood of A. Indeed, the case of f : AÑ R which can be decomposed as f “ f1`f2
with f1, f2 extending to holomorphic functions in a neighborhood of A, can be treated similarly with
the modifications pointed out in § 6.1. Then, if ϕ : AÑ C can be decomposed as ϕ “ ϕ1 ` ϕ2 with
ϕ1, ϕ2 holomorphic, we may decompose further ϕj “ ϕRj ` iϕIj , then write V˜ “ V ´ 2βN pϕR1 ` ϕR2 q
and f “ pϕI1 ´ ϕI2q, and:
µV ;AN,,β
”
exp
´ Nÿ
i“1
hpλiq
¯ı
“ µV ;AN,,β
”
exp
´ Nÿ
i“1
pϕR1 ` ϕR2 qpλiq
¯ı
µV˜ ;AN,,β
”
exp
´ Nÿ
i“1
ifpλiq
¯ı
. (6.7)
The first factor can be treated with the initial central limit theorem (Proposition 5.7), while an
equivalent of the second factor for large N will be deduced from the following proof applied to the
potential V˜ .
This proof is inspired from that of [Shc12, Lemma 1]. From Theorem 1.3 applied to V up to
op1q, we introduce W tkun; for pn, kq “ p1,´1q, p2, 0q, p1, 0q (see (5.50)-(5.48)). If t P R, the central limit
theorem (Proposition 5.7) applied to ϕ “ t f implies:
µV ;AN,,β
”´ Nÿ
i“1
t fpλiq
¯ı
“ GN ptqp1`RN ptqq, GN ptq “ exp
´
NtLrf s ` tM rf s ` t
2
2
Qrf, f s
¯
, (6.8) {rns}
where suptPr´T0,T0s |RN ptq| ď CpT0q ηN and limNÑ8 ηN “ 0. Let T0 ą 0, and introduce the function:
R˜N ptq “ 1
CpT0qηN RN ptq. (6.9)
For any fixed N , it is an entire function of t, and by construction
sup
tPr´T0,T0s
|R˜N ptq| ď 1. (6.10) {born1}
Besides, for any t P C, we haveˇˇˇ
µV ;AN,,β
”
exp
´ Nÿ
i“1
t fpλiq
¯ıˇˇˇ
ď µV ;AN,,β
”
exp
´ Nÿ
i“1
pRe tq fpλiq
¯ı
(6.11)
Therefore, we deduce that
sup
|t|ďT0
|R˜N ptq| ď 1
CpT0qηN
´
1` sup
|t|ďT0
GN pRe tq
|GN ptq|
¯
ď 1
CpT0qηN sup|t|ďT0
exp
´ pIm tq2
2
Qrf, f s
¯
ď 1
C 1pT0qηN (6.12)
for some constant C 1pT0q. By the two-constants lemma [NN22], (6.10)-(6.12) imply
@T P p0, T0q, sup
|t|ďT
|R˜N ptq| ď pC 1pT0qηN q´2φpT,T0q{pi, φpT, T0q “ arctan
´ 2T {T0
1´ pT {T0q2
¯
.
(6.13)
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In particular, for any compact K of the complex plane, we can find an open disk of radius T0 which
contains K, and thus show (6.8) with RN ptq P op1q uniformly in K. l
We observe from the proof that Proposition 6.1 cannot be easily extended to |t| going to 8 with
N . Indeed, the ratio GN pTN pRe tqq{|GN pTN tq| in (6.12) will not be bounded when N Ñ 8, hence
applying the two-constants lemma as above does not show RN ptq Ñ 0.
Corollary 6.2 In the model with fixed filling fractions , assume the potential V0 satisfies Hypothe-
ses 5.1. If ϕ : AÑ C can be decomposed as ϕ “ ϕ1 ` ϕ2 with ϕ1, ϕ2 extending to holomorphic func-
tions in a neighborhood of A, then the model with fixed filling fractions  and potential V “ V0 `ϕ{N
satisfies Hypotheses 5.1. Therefore, the result of Proposition 5.6 also holds. More generally, if there
exists a sequence of holomorphic functions Vtkui , k ě 0, i “ 1, 2 on a neighborhood U of A so that
sup
Ně1
NK`1 sup
ξPU
ˇˇˇ
ϕpξq ´
Kÿ
k“0
N´krVtku1 ` Vtku1 spξq
ˇˇˇ
ă 8
the result of Proposition 5.6 also holds with V “ V0 ` ϕ{N .
Proof. Hypothesis 5.1 constrains only the leading order of the potential, i.e. it holds for pV0, q iff it
holds for pV “ V0 ` ϕ{N, q. Proposition 6.1 implies a fortiori the existence of constants C`, C´ ą 0
and C “ expp´Re p´ ϕpxqdµeq,pxqqq, such that:
C´ CN ď
|ZV ;AN,,β |
|ZV0;AN,,β |
ď C` CN (6.14)
Using this inequality as an input, we can repeat the proof of the large deviation principles given in
Section 3 to check Lemma 3.1 (i.e the restriction to the vicinity of the support) and Corollary 3.7 (i.e.
the a priori control reminded in (5.6)-(5.7)) for the potential V . Then, in the recursive analysis of
the Schwinger-Dyson equation of Section 5 for the model with fixed filling fractions, the fact that the
potential is complex-valued does not matter, so we have established the expansion of the correlators.
l
This proves Theorem 1.3 in full generality.
6.3 1{N expansion of n-kernels
We can apply Corollary 6.2 to study potentials of the form:
Vc,xpξq “ V ´ 2
βN
ÿ
j
cj lnpxj ´ ξq (6.15)
where xj P CzA, and thus derive the asymptotic expansion of the kernels in the complex plane, i.e.
Corollary 1.8 and 1.9. Indeed, let us introduce the random variable Hcpxq “ řnj“1 cjřNi“1 lnpxj´λiq.
We now know from Proposition 6.1 that lnµV ;AN,,β
“
etHcpxq
‰
is an entire function. Therefore, its Taylor
series is convergent for any t P C, and we have:
Kn,c;pxq “ exp
´
lnµV ;AN ;,β
“
etHcpxq
‰¯
“ exp
´ ÿ
rě1
1
r!
˛
Ar
nź
i“1
dξi
2ipi
´ nÿ
j“1
cj lnpxj ´ ξiq
¯
Wr;pξ1, . . . , ξrq
¯
(6.16)
which can also be rewritten:
Kn,c;pxq “ exp
´ ÿ
rě1
1
r!
Lbrc,xrWr;s
¯
(6.17)
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where we introduced:
Lc,xfpxq “
nÿ
j“1
cj
ˆ xj
8
(6.18)
As a consequence of Proposition 5.6, Wn P OpN2´nq and has a 1{N expansion. Therefore, only a
finite number of terms contribute to each order in the n-kernels, and we find:
Proposition 6.3 Assume Hypothesis 1.2. Then, for any K ě ´1, we have the asymptotic expansion:
Kn,c;pxq “ exp
#
Kÿ
k“´1
N´k
´ k`2ÿ
r“1
1
r!
Lx,crW tkur; s ` opN´Kq
¯+
, (6.19)
where δ “ infj dpxj ,Aq and N is large enough. For a fixed K, it is uniform for x in any compact of
pCzAqn. l
7 Fixed filling fractions: 1{N expansion of the partition func-
tion
In this Section, we continue to work within the fixed filling fraction model: N “ pN1, . . . , Ngq is a
sequence of integer vectors, we set  “ N{N (which may depend implicitly on N), and we assume
Hypothesis 5.1.
7.1 First step: 1-cut interpolation
7.1.1 The result
We remind that in the one-cut case g “ 1, the main Theorem 1.5 was proved in [BG11] and ensures
that the partition function has an asymptotic expansion of the form:
ZVN,β “ N pβ{2qN`κ exp
´ ÿ
kě´2
N´k F tkuβ rV s
¯
(7.1) {exp1cut}
The leading term is of order N2, and given by potential theory
F t´2urV s “ β
2
¨
dµVeqpxqdµVeqpyq ln |x´ y| (7.2) {Fmoins2}
It is well-known – and we reprove below with Lemma 7.3 and (7.18) – that the terms of order N is
related to the von Neumann entropy of the equilibrium measure:
Theorem 7.1 We have
F
t´1u
β rV s “ p1´ β{2qEntpµVeqq ` pβ{2q lnppiβ{eq ´ ln Γp1` β{2q
where
Entrµs “ ´
ˆ
ln
´dµ
dx
¯
dµpxq
The exponent κ describing the OplnNq correction is identified in [BG11] as
κ “
$’&’%
3`β{2`2{β
12 if both edges are soft,
β{2`2{β
6 if one edge is soft and the other is hard,´1`2{β`β{2
4 if both edges are hard.
(7.3) {valuee}
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This exponent can be compactly rewritten:
κ “ #soft´#hard
8
`
´β
2
` 2
β
¯´#soft
24
` #hard
8
¯
“ 1
2
`
´´6` β{2` 2{β
24
¯
#soft `
´´3` β{2` 2{β
8
¯
#hard (7.4)
taking into account #soft`#hard “ 2 here.
7.1.2 Strategy to prove this result and computation of coefficients
As we now review, this theorem was proved by interpolating, for fixed location of the cut rγ´, γ`s
and nature of the edges, the partition function ZV ;AN,β with a partition function Z
ref
N,β which is exactly
computable by Selberg integrals. We denote Vref the potential of these reference models. The choice
of reference models will be explicited in Section 7.2, and depends only on the position of edges γ˘ and
of their nature (soft or hard). For the moment, it is enough to mention that its associated equilibrium
measure µrefeq has same support rγ´, γ`s as µVeq, and γ` (resp. γ´) have same nature – hard or soft –
in µrefeq and µ
V
eq. Moreover, Vref will satisfy Hypothesis 5.1. Then, we observe that the measure:
µteq “ p1´ tqµVeq ` tµrefeq
satisfies the characterization of the equilibrium measure for the potential:
Vt “ p1´ tqV ` tVref
Thus, by uniqueness, µteq must be the equilibrium measure for Vt. It is then clear that, if V satisfies
Hypothesis 5.1, so does Vt uniformly for t P r0, 1s. Proposition 5.6 guarantees that the one-point
correlator W t1 for the model with potential Vt on A has an asymptotic expansion, for all K ě 0:
W t1 “
Kÿ
k“´1
N´kW tku;t1 ` opN´Kq (7.5) {W1texp}
and the error is uniform for t P r0, 1s. Therefore, the exact formula:
ln
´ZV ;AN,β
ZrefN,β
¯
“ ´Nβ
2
˛
A
dx
2ipi
pV pxq ´ Vrefpxqq
´ˆ 1
0
W t1pxqdt
¯
turns into an asymptotic expansion:
Lemma 7.2 For any K ě ´2, we have:
ln
´ZV ;AN,β
ZrefN,β
¯
“ β
2
Kÿ
k“´2
N´k F tkuβ rV |Vref s ` opN´Kq (7.6) {interpol1cut}
where
F
tku
β rV |Vref s “
β
2
˛
rγ´,γ`s
dx
2ipi
pVrefpxq ´ V pxqq
´ˆ 1
0
W
tk`1u;t
1 pxqdt
¯
(7.7) {interpol1cuts}
l
Let us explain the principles giving more explicit computations of F
tku
β rV |Vref s. As W t´1u;t1 is the
Stieltjes transform of µteq, we have:
W
t´1u;t
1 “ p1´ tqW t´1u;V1 ` tW t´1u,ref1
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with obvious notations. In this one-cut case, we remind the notations:
σpxq “apx´ γ`qpx´ γ´q, Lpxq “ ź
γ, hard edge
px´ γq
and the decomposition (see (5.14)):
W
t´1u,t
1 pxq “
V 1t pxq
2
´ Stpxq σpxq
Lpxq
By construction, we have:
Stpxq “ p1´ tqSV pxq ` tSrefpxq (7.8) {Slinear}
and it is a property of our choice of reference models that Srefpxq “ Sref is a constant only depending
on γ˘ and the nature of the edges. The proof of the expansion (7.5) – either in [BG11] or here in
Section 5 specialized to the 1-cut case – also provides a recursive computation of the coefficients W
tku;t
1
for k ě 0. The only place where t is involved is via the initial W t´1u;t1 , as well as the inverse operator
K´1t , which reads in the present 1-cut case (see (5.19) with g “ 1):
K´1t fpxq “ 12σpxq
˛
rγ´,γ`s
dξ
2ipi
Lpξq fpξq
Stpξqpξ ´ xq
Therefore, the integral over t of the k-th term in (7.6) is a priori a rational function of t, and can be
in principle explicitly performed.
In the present 1-cut case, L2px; ξ1, ξ2q defined in (4.1) is equal to 1 if the two edges are hard,
0 otherwise. One can then check using that pW1 ´ NW t0u1 qpξq P Op1{ξ2q when ξ Ñ 8 and
W2pξ1, . . . , ξnq P Op1{ξ2i q uniformly for pξjqj‰i away from A, that the terms involving the opera-
tors L1 and L2 in the Schwinger-Dyson equations vanish in the recursive computation of W tkun ’s,
independently of the nature of the edges.
We can easily check that F
t´2u
β rV |Vref s given by (7.7) is indeed the difference of (7.2) for V and
for Vref , since W
t´1u;t
1 being a convex combination with respect to t implies
ˆ 1
0
W
t´1u;t
1 pxqdt “
W
t´1u,V
1 pxq `W t´1u,ref1 pxq
2
To obtain the order N , we need to compute W
t0u;t
1 given by (5.49) taking into account the disap-
pearance of L’s:
W
t0u;t
1 “ K´1t
“´ p1´ 2{βqBxW t´1u;t1 ‰ .
Using (5.14) and the analyticity of V , we find
W
t0u,t
1 pxq “ p2{β ´ 1q
˛
dξ
2ipi
1
ξ ´ x
σpξq
2σpxqBξ ln
´
Stpξqσ
L
pξq
¯
Some algebra reveals
Lemma 7.3
F
t´1u
β rV |Vref s “ p1´ β{2q
`
EntrµVeqs ´ Entrµrefeq s
˘
Proof. We first make some preliminary remarks. If we denote Gtpxq “ Stpxqσpxq{Lpxq, the density
of the equilibrium measure is given by
ρtpxq “ ´Gtpx´ i0q ´Gtpx` i0q
2ipi
(7.9) {densss}
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in particular the total mass is
1 “ ´
˛
Gtpxq dx
2ipi
Therefore, x ÞÑ BtGpxq has zero period around rγ´, γ`s. This implies that, for an arbitrary choice of
o P Czrγ´, γ`s, the function Gp´1qpxqt :“
´ x
o
BtGtpyqdy is analytic for x in a neighborhood of rγ´, γ`s
in Czrγ´, γ`s. As Gtpxq has at most inverse squareroot singularities, we conclude that Gp´1qt pxq
remains bounded when x approaches rγ´, γ`s. Besides, applying
´ x Bt to Gtpx` i0q `Gtpx´ i0q “ 0
and taking into account that
¸ BtGtpxqdx “ 0, we deduce that Gp´1qt px ` i0q `Gp´1qt px ´ i0q “ 0 as
well.
We can now start the computation of
F
t´1u
β rV |Vref s “ ´
β
2
ˆ 1
0
dt
˛
dx
2ipi
BtVtpxqW t0u;t1 pxq (7.10)
We substitute, and find by (5.14)
BtVtpxq
2
“ Ct `
´ˆ x
o
BtW t´1u;t1 px1qdx1
¯
`Gp´1qt pxq (7.11)
where Ct is independent of x. As
´ x
o
BtW t´1u1 pxq behaves as Op1{xq when x Ñ 8 while W t0u;t1 P
Op1{x2q, their product does not contribute to the contour integral (as we can take the residue at
infinity). Hence, only G
p´1q
t pxq contributes to the contour integral. We then substitute W t0u;t1 pxq for
its expression to deduce
F
t´1u
β rV |Vref s “ p1´ β{2q
ˆ 1
0
dt
˛
dx
2ipi
G
p´1q
t pxq
σpxq
˛
dξ
2ipi
σpξq
ξ ´ x Bξ lnGtpξq
where the contour for x surrounds the contour for ξ. If we exchange the two contours, we receive an
extra term picking up the residue at x “ ξ and contour integrating ξ
F
t´1u
β rV |Vref s “ p1´ β{2q
ˆ 1
0
dt
"
´
˛
dξ
2ipi
G
p´1q
t pξq Bξ lnGtpξq (7.12)
`
˛
dξ
2ipi
σpξq Bξ lnGtpξq
˛
dx
2ipi
G
p´1q
t pxq
σpxqpξ ´ xq
*
where in the second term ξ is now outside the contour of integration for x. The properties of G
p´1q
t
imply that
G
p´1q
t pxq
σpxqpξ´xq is integrable on rγ´, γ`s ˘ i0. We can then squeeze the contour of integration
to the union of ~γ ´ i0 and ´p~γ ` i0q, and as Gp´1qt pxq and σpxq both take a minus sign when x cross
rγ´, γ`s, the contribution of the upper and lower part of the contour cancel each other. So, only
remains the first term in (7.12), which can be written after integration by parts
F
t´1u
β rV |Vref s “ p1´ β{2q
ˆ 1
0
dt
˛
dξ
2ipi
BtGtpξq lnGtpξq
Squeezing the contour to rγ´, γ`s and using (7.9), we find
F
t´1u
β rV |Vref s “ ´p1´ β{2q
ˆ 1
0
dt
"ˆ γ`
γ´
dξ Btρtpξq lnpρtpξqq
*
Here we recognize
BtEntrµVteqs “ Bt
ˆ
´
ˆ γ`
γ´
ρtpxq lnpρtpxqqdx
˙
“ ´
ˆ γ`
γ´
Btρtpxq lnpρtpxqqdx
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given that
´
ρtpxqdx “ 1 is independent of t. Performing the integration over t P r0, 1s entails the
claim. l
To obtain the order 1, we need to compute the leading covariance W
t0u;t
2 and use the formula
(5.65) taking into account the disappearance of L’s:
W
t1u;t
1 “ K´1t
”
´ ιrW t0u;t2 s ´ rW t0u;t1 s2 ´ p1´ 2{βqBxW t0u;t1
ı
where ιrf spxq “ fpx, xq. The leading covariance is itself obtained from the formula (5.52) for n “ 2:
W
t0u;t
2 px1, x2q “ K´1t
“´ p2{βqMx2W t´1u;t1 ‰
The computation shows that:
W
t0u;t
2 px1, x2q “
2{β
2px1 ´ x2q2
´
´ 1` x1x2 ´ px1 ` x2qpγ` ` γ´q{2` γ´γ`
σpx1qσpx2q
¯
This is a classical result, and we remark that W
t0u;t
2 is independent of t and of the nature of the edges.
We also have
ιrW t0u;t2 spxq “
2
β
pγ` ´ γ´q2
16σ4pxq
These are all ingredients necessary to compute W
t1u
1;t and thus the term of order 1 in (7.6). We do not
push the computation further.
7.2 The reference partition functions
To complete the description of the asymptotic expansion of ZVN,β in the 1-cut regime, we describe as
promised the reference potentials, and the asymptotic expansion of ZrefN,β .
7.2.1 Preliminaries
The result builds on the properties of the double Gamma function Γ2, that we now review following
[Spr09]. The Barnes double Zeta function is defined by:
ζ2ps, b1, b2, xq “ 1
Γpsq
ˆ 8
0
e´txts´1dt
p1´ e´b1tqp1´ e´b2tq
for Re s ą 2, and admits a meromorphic analytic continuation to s P C. Barnes double Gamma
function is then defined by:
Γ2px; b1, b2q “ exp
´ d
ds
ˇˇˇ
s“0
ζ2ps; b1, b2, xq
¯
,
In particular, it satisfies the functional equation:
Γ2px` b2; b1, b2q “ Γ2px; b1, b2q
Γpx{b1q
?
2pi b
1{2´x{b1
1 , Γ2p1; b1, b2q “ 1 (7.13) {Gamma2id}
We will only need the specialization to b1 “ 2{β and b2 “ 1. It admits the asymptotic expansion, for
any K ě 1:
ln Γ2px; 2{β, 1q “ ´βx
2 lnx
4
` 3βx
2
8
` 1
2
´
1` β
2
¯
px lnx´ xq ´ 3` β{2` 2{β
12
lnx
´χ1p0; 2{β, 1q `
Kÿ
kě1
pk ´ 1q!Ekp2{β, 1qx´k ` opx´Kq (7.14)
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where Ekpb1, b2q are the polynomials in two variables defined by the series expansion:
1
p1´ e´b1tqp1´ e´b2tq “tÑ0
ÿ
kě´2
Ekpb1, b2q tk
and χps; b1, b2q is the analytic continuation to the complex plane of the series defined for Re s ą 2:
χps; b1, b2q “
ÿ
m1,m2ě0
pm1,m2q‰p0,0q
1
pm1b1 `m2b2qs
For instance:
χ1p0; 1, 1q “ ´ lnp2piq
2
` ζ 1p´1q
in terms of the Riemann zeta function. We also remind Stirling formula for the asymptotic expansion
of the Gamma function, for any K ě ´1:
ln Γpxq “
xÑ8x lnx´ x´
lnx
2
` lnp2piq
2
`
Kÿ
k“1
B2k x
´p2k´1q
2kp2k ´ 1q ` opx
´p2K´1qq (7.15) {Stirlingexp}
where Bk are the Bernoulli numbers: B2 “ 16 , B4 “ ´ 130 , B6 “ 142 , etc.
7.2.2 Soft edges only
We have Lpxq “ 1. We take as reference the Gaussian potential:
Vrefpxq “ 8pγ` ´ γ´q2
´
x´ γ´ ` γ`
2
¯2
Its equilibrium measure is the semi-circle law, and its Stieltjes transform is:
W
t´1u
1;ref pxq “
V 1refpxq
2
´ Sref σpxq
Lpxq , Sref “
8
pγ` ´ γ´q2
The partition function with potential Vref over RN is equal to [Meh04]:
ZrefN,β “
” Nź
j“1
Γp1` jβ{2q
Γp1` β{2q
ı
p2piqN{2
´ pγ` ´ γ´q2
16
2{β
N
¯pβ{4qN2`p1´β{2qpN{2q
(7.16) {SelbergGaussian}
and it differs from the partition function on A by exponentially small corrections (see Corollary 3.2).
(7.16) can be rewritten in terms of Barnes double Gamma function: if we express the Gamma function
using (7.13) with b1 “ 2{β and b2 “ 1, the product becomes telescopic. The result is:
ZrefN,β “ ΓpN ` 1qΓ2pN ` 1; 2{β, 1q
´γ` ´ γ´
4
¯pβ{2qN2`p1´β{2qN
ˆe´pβ{4qN2 lnN`pβ{4´1{2qN lnN`Nrpβ{2q lnpβ{2q`lnp2piq´ln Γp1`β{2qs
and its asymptotic expansion can be computed with help of (7.14)-(7.15). It yields an expansion of
the form (7.1) with
F
t´2u
β rVref s “ pβ{2q
”
´ 3
4
` ln
´γ` ´ γ´
4
¯ı
F
t´1u
β rVref s “ p1´ β{2q ln
´γ` ´ γ´
4
¯
´ 1{2´ β{4` pβ{2q lnpβ{2q ` lnp2piq ´ ln Γp1` β{2q
F
t0u
β rVref s “ χ1p0; 2{β, 1q `
lnp2piq
2
and explicitly computable higher F
tku
β;ref .
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7.2.3 One soft edge, one hard edge
Up to exchanging the role of γ˘, we can assume that γ` is hard and γ´ is soft. Then Lpxq “ px´γ`q.
We take as reference the linear potential:
Vrefpxq “ 4pγ` ´ xq
γ` ´ γ´
Its equilibrium measure is the Marcˇenko-Pastur law, whose Stieltjes transform is:
W
t´1u
1;ref pxq “
V 1refpxq
2
´ Sref σpxq
Lpxq , Sref “
2
γ` ´ γ´
The partition function for Vref over p´8, γ`s is the Laguerre Selberg integral:
ZrefN,β “
Nź
j“1
Γp1` jβ{2qΓp1` pj ´ 1qβ{2q
Γp1` β{2q
´2{β
N
γ` ´ γ´
4
¯pβ{2qN2`p1´β{2qN
and it differs from the partition function over A by exponentially small corrections. We transform it
using Barnes double Gamma function:
ZrefN,β “ Γ
2pN ` 1q
Γp1`Nβ{2qΓ22pN ` 1; 2{β, 1q
´γ` ´ γ´
4
¯pβ{2qN2`p1´β{2qN
ˆe´pβ{2qN2 lnN`pβ{2´1qN lnN`Nrβ lnpβ{2q`lnp2piq´ln Γp1`β{2qs
We then deduce the asymptotic expansion with coefficients
F
t´2u
β rVref s “ pβ{2q
”
´ 3
2
` ln
´γ` ´ γ´
4
¯ı
F
t´1u
β rVref s “ p1´ β{2q ln
´γ` ´ γ´
4
¯
´ 1` β lnpβ{2q ` lnp2piq ´ ln Γp1` β{2q
F
t0u
β rVref s “ 2χ1p0; 2{β, 1q ´
lnpβ{2q
2
` lnp2piq
2
and explicitly computable higher F
tku
β rVref s.
7.2.4 Hard edges only
We have Lpxq “ px´γ`qpx´γ´q. We take as reference potential Vref “ 0 on rγ´, γ`s. The equilibrium
measure is the arcsine law, and its Stieltjes transform is:
W
t´1u;ref
1 “
1
σpxq “
V 1refpxq
2
´ Sref σpxq
Lpxq , Sref “ ´1
The partition function for the zero potential on rγ´, γ`s is the Jacobi Selberg integral:
ZrefN,β “
Nź
j“1
Γ2p1` pj ´ 1qβ{2qΓp1` jβ{2q
Γp2` pN ´ 2´ jqβ{2qΓp1` β{2q pγ` ´ γ´q
pβ{2qN2`p1´β{2qN
We rewrite it in terms of the Barnes double Gamma function:
ZrefN,β “ Γ2p2N ´ 1qΓ32pN ` 1qΓ2pN ´ 1q
p2piqN pβ{2q3Nβ{2 Γ3pN ` 1qΓpN ´ 1qΓp2{β `N ´ 1q
Γp2N ´ 1qΓp2{β ` 2N ´ 1qΓ2p1`Nβ{2qΓN p1` β{2q
and we find the asymptotic expansion with coefficients:
F
t´2u
β rVref s “ pβ{2q ln
´γ` ´ γ´
4
¯
F
t´1u
β rVref s “ p1´ β{2q lnpγ` ´ γ´q ` 3pβ{2´ 1q lnp2q ` pβ{2q lnpβ{2q ´ β{2` lnp2piq ´ ln Γp1` β{2q
F
t0u
β rVref s “ 3χ1p0; 2{β, 1q `
27´ 13p2{β ` β{2q
12
lnp2q ´ lnpβ{2q ` lnp2piq
2
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with explicitly computable higher F
tku
β rVref s.
7.2.5 Energy and entropy
The asymptotic expansion of the reference partition takes the form, for any K ě 0:
lnZrefN,β “
Kÿ
k“´2
N´k F tkuβ;ref ` pβ{2q lnN ` κ lnN ` opN´Kq
where the exponent κ is as announced in (7.6). As the reference equilibrium measures are explicit, we
can check by explicit computation that their energy does agree with the potential-theoretic formula
(7.2). Using the change of variables x “ γ``γ´2 , we can also also compute the entropy of the reference
equilibrium measures. The result is
Entrµrefeq s “
$’’’&’’’%
´ 12 ` lnp2piq ` ln
´
γ`´γ´
4
¯
if γ` and γ´ are soft
´1` lnp2piq ` ln
´
γ`´γ´
4
¯
if γ˘ is soft and γ¯ is hard
´ lnp2q ` lnp2piq ` ln
´
γ`´γ´
4
¯
if γ` and γ´ are hard
(7.17)
Collecting the previous expressions, we find that independently of the nature of the edges:
F
t´1u
β rVref s “ p1´ β{2qSrµrefeq s ` pβ{2q lnppiβ{eq ´ ln Γp1` β{2q (7.18) {Entref}
Adding this contribution to the formula of Lemma 7.3 gives a proof of Theorem 7.1 relating
F
t´1u
β rV s to the entropy of the equilibrium measure for general potential V .
7.2.6 Finite order term
We also remark from the previous expressions that
F
t0u
β rVref s “
#soft` 3#hard
2
χ1p0; 2{β, 1q ` lnp2piq
2
´ #hard
2
lnpβ{2q
`
"
27´13pβ{2`2{βq
12 lnp2q if γ` and γ´ are hard
0 otherwise
(7.19)
7.3 Second step: decoupling the cuts
7.3.1 General strategy
This step is new. We are going to interpolate between the partition function of a pg ` 1q-cut model
with fixed filling fractions, to a product of pg`1q partition functions of 1-cut models. For this purpose,
we introduce a slightly more general model
ZV ;AN,,βpsq “
ˆ
A
Nh
h
” gź
h“0
Nhź
i“1
dλhi e
´Npβ{2qV pλhi q
ı” ź
0ďhăh1ďg
ź
1ďiďNh
1ďi1ďNh1
|λhi ´λh
1
i1 |sβ
ı” gź
h“0
ź
1ďiăi1ďNh
|λhi ´λhi1 |β
ı
which realizes our interpolation for s P r0, 1s. Although this s-dependent model is not of the form of
the β-ensemble announced in introduction, we justify in § 7.4 below that:
Lemma 7.4 Assume Hypothesis 1.1-1.3 for V , and consider the s-dependent model with s-dependent
potential:
Tspxq “ V pxq ´ 2p1´ sq
ÿ
h1‰h
ˆ
Ah1
dµVeq;pξq lnr|x´ ξ|s, x P Ah (7.20) {Vsfamily}
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The correlators W sn of the model Z
Ts;A
N,,βpsq have a 1{N asymptotic expansion of the form:
W sn “
ÿ
kěn´2
N´kW tku;sn ` opN´Kq
for any K ě ´2, for some N -independent functions W tku;sn . This expansion is uniform for s P r0, 1s.
Besides, W
t´1u;s
1 , W
t0u;s
1 and W
t0u;s
2 are independent of s, and simply denoted W
t´1u
1 , W
t0u
1 and
W
t0u
2 .
Integrating the log-derivative of ZTs;AN, psq along the family of potentials pTsqsPr0,1s given in (7.20), we
have the exact formula:
ln
ˆ
ZV ;AN,,β
ZT0;AN,,βps “ 0q
˙
“ ´Nβ
ÿ
h‰h1
˛
Ah
˛
Ah1
dxdx1
p2ipiq2 lnrpx´ x
1qsgnph´ h1qsW t´1u1 pxq
´ˆ 1
0
W s1 px1qds
¯
`
ÿ
h1‰h
β
2
˛
Ah
˛
Ah1
dxdx1
p2ipiq2 lnrpx´ x
1qsgnph´ h1qs
´ˆ 1
0
rW s2 px, x1q `W s1 pxqW s1 px1qsds
¯
and in the right-hand side, the uniformity of the asymptotic expansion when N Ñ 8 of W s1 and W s2
with respect to s allows integrating over s P r0, 1s term by term. We obtain, for any K ě 0:
ln
ˆ
ZV ;AN,,β
ZT0;AN,,βps “ 0q
˙
“ N2
ÿ
h‰h1
¨
AhˆAh1
pβ{2q ln |x´ x1|dµVeq;pxqdµVeq;px1q ` opN´Kq
`
Kÿ
k“0
N´k
ÿ
h1‰h
β
2
˛
Ah
˛
Ah1
dx dx1
p2ipiq2 lnrpx´ x
1qsgnph´ h1q
"ˆ 1
0
´
W
tku;s
2 px, x1q `
ÿ
k1,k2ě0
k1`k2“k
W
tk1u;s
1 pxqW tk
2u;s
1 px1q
¯
ds
*
7.3.2 The decoupled partition function
For s “ 0, we have:
ZT0;AN,,βps “ 0q “
gź
h“0
Z
T0{h;Ah
Nh,β
(7.21) {ZNorderedgroup}
and its asymptotic expansion follows from (7.1). We remind that, in the partition function ZAN,β where
filling fractions are not fixed, the eigenvalues are not ordered, while in (7.21) the groups of eigenvalues
are ordered. It is therefore convenient to study the asymptotic expansion of N !śg
h“0Nh!
ZT0;AN,,βps “ 0q.
Taking into account
ř
h h “ 1, Stirling expansion (7.15) yields:
N !śg
h“0Nh!
“
” gź
h“0

´1{2
h
ı
exp
!
´N
´ÿ
h
h ln h
¯
´ g lnN
2
´ g lnp2piq
2
`
ÿ
kě1
N´p2k´1qB2k
2kp2k ´ 1q
´
1´
gÿ
h“0

´p2k´1q
h
¯)
(7.22)
As the equilibrium measure of the s-dependent model with potential Ts is independent of s, the
equilibrium measure corresponding to the h-th model in (7.21) is the restriction to Ah of 
´1
h µ
T0{h
eq; ,
and it has only one cut. Noticing that the entropy is additive for measures with disjoint support, we
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find the an asymptotic expansion:
ln
ˆ
N !ZT0;AN,,βps “ 0qśg
h“0Nh!
˙
“ pβ{2qN2
ˆ gÿ
h“0
¨
dµVeq;hpxqdµVeq;hpyq ln |x´ y|
˙
`pβ{2qN lnN `N`EntrµVeqs ` pβ{2q lnppiβ{eq ´ ln Γp1` β{2q˘` κ lnN
`#soft` 3#hard
2
χ1p0; 2{β, 1q ` lnp2piq
2
` #hard
2
lnpβ{2q `#phard cutq 27´ 13pβ{2` 2{βq
12
lnp2q
`
gÿ
h“0
´
F
t0u;Ah
β rT0{hs ´
h ln h
2
¯
`
Kÿ
k“1
N´k
gÿ
h“0
´kh F
tku;Ah
β rT0{hs
`
ÿ
kě1
N´k
´
1´
gÿ
h“0
´kh
¯ Bk`1
kpk ` 1q ` opN
´Kq (7.23)
When we write the coefficients of the large N asymptotic expansion of lnpZT0{hNh,β{ZrefphqNh,βq as in (7.6),
we find that two possible sources2 of explicit dependence in h: either from pNhq´k which is the
natural variable of expansion for the h-th model, and a factor of 1{h from each occurrence of Ss (i.e.
each application of K´1s ) due to the normalization of the equilibrium measure of the h-th model. The
term of order N´k is:
F
tku;Ah
β rT0{hs “ F tkuβ rVrefphqs `
β
2
˛
Sh
dx
2ipi
`
Vrefphqpxq ´ T0pxq{h
˘´ˆ 1
0
W
tk`1u;s
1;phq pxqds
¯
(7.24) {coefhd}
where by convention Urefphq denotes the reference potential associated with the equilibrium measure
of the h-th model – it only depends on the edges of the support Sh and their nature, and not on the
filling fractions  – and Fβ,refphq are the coefficients of expansion in:
Z
refphq
N,β “ N pβ{2qN`κ exp
´ ÿ
kě´2
N´k FβrVrefphqs ` opN´Kq
¯
Besides, W
tk`1u;t
1;phq (here denoting the correlator of the h-th model) is obtained by k ` 2 successive
applications of K´1t to a quantity involving W t´1u;t1;phq hence proportional to ´1h . Therefore, W tk`1u;t1;phq is
proportional to 
´1`pk`2q
h . As a result, the contributions from (7.24) result in (7.23) in affine functions
of h, and the terms of degree 1 in h are the ones involving Vrefphqpxq.
7.3.3 Comparison with decoupled partition function
Note that there is no contribution of order N in the right-hand side, and that the contribution of
order N2 reconstructs with that in lnZT0;AN,,βps “ 0q the energy functional for µVeq. Putting all results
together, we find:
Proposition 7.5
ln
ˆ
N !ZV ;AN,,βśg
h“0Nh!
˙
“ pβ{2qN2ErµVeqs ` pβ{2qN lnN
`N`p1´ β{2qSrµVeqs ` pβ{2q lnppiβ{eq ´ ln Γp1` β{2q˘` κ lnN
`
Kÿ
k“0
N´k F tkuβ, rV s ` opN´Kq
2By explicit dependence in h, we mean dependence in the first variable for functionals of ph, µVeq;q.
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with κ given in (7.4), the constant term:
F
t0u
β rV s “
#soft` 3#hard
2
χ1p0; 2{β, 1q ` lnp2piq
2
` #hard
2
lnpβ{2q
`#phard cutq27´ 13pβ{2` 2{βq
12
lnp2q `
gÿ
h“0
´
F
t0u,Ah
β rT0{hs ´
h ln h
2
¯
(7.25)
`
ÿ
h‰h1
pβ{2q
˛
Ah
˛
Ah1
dxdx1
p2ipiq2 lnrpx´ x
1qsgnph´ h1qs`W t0u,V2 px, x1q `W t0u,V1 pxqW t0u,V1 px1q˘
and the corrections for k ě 1
F
tku
β, rV s “
gÿ
h“0
´kh F
tku;Ah
β rT0{hs `
Bk`1
kpk ` 1q
´
1´
gÿ
h“0
´kh
¯
`
ÿ
h‰h1
pβ{2q
˛ ˛
dxdx1
p2ipiq2 lnrpx´ x
1qsgnph´ h1qs
"ˆ 1
0
´
W
tku;s
2 px, x1q `
ÿ
k1`k2“k
W
tk1u,s
1 pxqW tk
2u,s
1 px1q
¯
ds
*
(7.26)
l
To compute the last term in (7.25) at least in principle, we need formulas for W
t0u;V
1 and W
t0u;V
2
in the multi-cut fixed filling fraction case. W
t0u;V
1 is computed by (5.59), and although we can use
(5.65) to compute W
t0u;V
2 , it is a classical result that:
W
t0u
2 px1, x2q “
2
β
ˆ
Bx1Bx2 ln θ
´ˆ x2
x1
$pxqdx` c
ˇˇˇ
τ
¯
´ 1px1 ´ x2q2
˙
where τ is the matrix of periods of the hyperelliptic curve Y 2 “ śγ“edgepx ´ γq, with respect to a
basis of cycles surrounding the segments rγ´;h, γ`;hs, $pxqdx is the dual basis of holomorphic forms
introduced in Section 5.2.3, and c is an arbitrary odd, half-integer, non singular characteristics for the
theta function – the result then does not depend on such a c.
7.4 Proof of Lemma 7.4: expansion of correlators in the s-dependent model
We indicate how the arguments used so far in the article can be carried to the s-dependent model
without any difficulty. The interested reader can find all the details – in the greater generality of
arbitrary pairwise interactions – in [BGK]. Let us take Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.3, as the weakening of
the latter to Hypothesis 1.2 can be done as in Section 6.
7.4.1 Equilibrium measure
The potential theoretic arguments leading to existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium measure
(Theorem 1.2) hold uniformly in s P r0, 1s, and the characterization of the equilibrium measure of the
s-dependent model – replacing (1.18) – with a potential T is, for any h P t0, . . . , gu, there exists a
constant Cs,h such that:
2
ˆ
Ah
dµT ;seq;pξq ln |x´ ξ| `
ÿ
h1‰h
2s
ˆ
Ah1
dµT ;seq;pξq ln |x´ ξ| ´ T t0upxq ď Cs,h (7.27) {caract}
with equality µT ;seq; almost surely.
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7.4.2 Concentration estimates
The s-dependent model differs from the β-ensemble – i.e. s “ 1 – by multiplication of the weight by:
exp
´
p1´ sqβ
ÿ
hăh1
ÿ
1ďiďNh
1ďi1ďNh1
ln |λhi ´ λh
1
i1 |
¯
“ exp
´ p1´ sqβ
2
¨
dLN pξ1qdLN pξ2q`pξ1, ξ2q
¯
where:
`pξ, ξ1q “
"
ln |ξ ´ ξ1| if pξ, ξ1q P Ah ˆ Ah1 and h ‰ h1
0 otherwise
is a smooth function. This is a perturbation of the β-ensemble by a smooth functional of the empirical
measure LN , therefore the large deviation estimates of Section 3 and especially Theorem 3.5 extends
to the s-dependent model, with the pseudo-distance D of (3.23) replaced by:
Dspµ, νq “
ˆ
´ s
ÿ
h‰h1
¨
AhˆAh1
drµ´ νspxqdrµ´ νspyq ln |x´ y| ´
ÿ
h
¨
A2h
drµ´ νspxqdrµ´ νspyq ln |x´ y|
˙
“
ˆˆ 8
0
dp
p
! ÿ
h,h1
ςsh,h1ppµh ´ pνhqppqppµh1 ´ pνh1q˚ppq)˙ 12 (7.28)
where ςsh,h1 “ s if h ‰ h1, and ςsh,h “ 1, and µh is the restriction of the measure µ on Ah. Observe
that ςs is nonnegative for all s P r0, 1s so that Dspµ, νq is indeed a pseudo-distance as it implies that
νˆ “ µˆ almost everywhere. We now explain how to control the large deviations of linear statistics
(Corollary 3.6) in terms of this modified distance, i.e. how to adapt the proof in Section 3.5.1. Let
ν “ řh νh and νh is a finite measure of zero mass, and let f be a smooth test function on A. Let
κhh1rf s be a smooth function on R which is equal to f in Ah, 0 outside a compact neighborhood of Ah,
and 0 in neighborhoods of Ah1 .ˇˇˇˆ
Ah
fpξqdνhpxq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ÿ
h1,h2
ˆ
A
ςsh1,h2κ
h
h1rf spxqdνh2pxq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ÿ
h1,h2
ˆ
R
dp ςsh1,h2
{κhh1rf sppq pν˚h2ppqˇˇˇ (7.29)
The matrix pςsh,h1qh,h1 is symmetric and non negative. We can use then use Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
so as to bound the right-hand side by:
?
2
ˆ ÿ
h1,h2
ςsh1,h2
ˆ 8
0
dp
p
pνh1ppq pν˚h2ppq˙ 12ˆ ÿ
h1,h2
ςsh1,h2
ˆ
R
dp |p|{κhh1rf s˚ppq {κhh2rf sppq˙ 12
In the first factor, we recognize the s-independent pseudo-distance D, while the second factor is
|κhhrf s|1{2. The operation of extension κhh can be defined such that |κhhrf s|1{2 ď C|f |1{2 for some
constant C independent of f . Thus, we conclude that the Corollary 3.6 holds, and in particular
the rough concentration estimates of Corollary 3.7 are valid in the s-dependent model uniformly in
s P r0, 1s.
7.4.3 Schwinger-Dyson equations
If f is a holomorphic function in Cz`Ťgh“0 Ah˘ and decaying like Op1{xq at infinity, we may write:
fpxq “
gÿ
h“0
Phfpxq, Phfpxq “
˛
Ah
dξ
2ipi
fpξq
x´ ξ
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Ph is a projector, and by construction Phf is holomorphic in CzAh, continuous across Ah1 for h1 ‰ h,
and behaves like Op1{xq at infinity.
As in Section 4, we can derive the rank 1 Schwinger-Dyson equation for the s-dependent model
with potential T by integration by parts. The result is a small modification of (4.2):ÿ
0ďh‰h1ďg
s
´
Ph b Ph1W s2 px, xq ` PhW s1 pxq ¨ Ph1W s1 pxq
¯
`
gÿ
h“0
´
Ph b PhW s2 px, xq ` PhW s1 pxq ¨ PhW s1 pxq
¯
` 1
N
´
1´ 2
β
¯
BxW s1 pxq `
´
1´ 2
β
¯˛
A
dξ
2ipi
L2px; ξ, ξq
Lpxq W
s
1 pξq
´N
˛
A
dξ
2ipi
Lpξq
Lpxq
T 1spξqW s1 pξq
x´ ξ ´
2
β
ÿ
aPpBAq`
Lpaq
x´ aBa lnZ
T ;A
N,βpsq
´
ÿ
0ďh‰h1ďg
s
ˆ‹
AhˆAh1
dξ1dξ2
p2ipiq2
L2px; ξ1, ξ2q
Lpxq
`Ph b Ph1W s2 pξ1, ξ2q ` PhW s1 pξ1q ¨ Ph1W s1 pξ2q˘˙
´
gÿ
h“0
‹
A2h
dξ1dξ2
p2ipiq2
L2px; ξ1, ξ2q
Lpxq
`Ph b PhW s2 pξ1, ξ2q ` PhW s1 pξ1q ¨ PhW s1 pξ2q˘ “ 0
(7.30)
and a similar modification of (4.3) for the higher rank Schwinger-Dyson equations.
7.4.4 Analysis of the Schwinger-Dyson equations
Let µVeq; be the equilibrium measure of the β-ensemble – i.e. s “ 1, and fix Uh pairwise disjoint
neighborhoods of Ah. We remark that the equilibrium measure in the s-dependent model with the
choice of a s-dependent potential:
Tspxq “ V pxq ´ 2p1´ sq
ÿ
h1‰h
ˆ
Ah1
dµVeq;pξq lnrpx´ ξqsgnph´ h1qs
satisfies from (7.27) the same characterization as µVeq;, hence by uniqueness is equal to µ
V
eq; for any
s P r0, 1s. This justifies the choice of Ts in Lemma 7.4.
Let us study the s-dependent model with this choice of s-dependent potential. The correlators are
still denoted W sk . The previous remark means that:
W s1 “ NpW t´1u1 `∆´1W s1 q, ∆´1W s1 P op1q
where W
t´1u
1 is the (s-independent) Stieltjes transform of µ
V
eq;, and the error is uniform in s P r0, 1s.
We now decompose the modified Schwinger-Dyson equations (7.30) and its higher rank analogue as
in (5.41), Section 5.3.1. The relevant operators Ks and ∆Ks are now
Ks “ K `Ds
∆Ks “ ∆K `∆Ds
∆J s “ ∆J ` 12∆Ds
where
Dsfpxq “ 2ps´ 1q
ÿ
h‰h1
PhW t´1u1 pxq ¨ Ph1fpxq
∆Dsfpxq “ 2ps´ 1q
ÿ
h‰h1
Ph∆W t´1u;s1 pxq ¨ Ph1fpxq
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Unlike K, Ksw cannot be explicitly inverted, but we can nevertheless prove the analogue of Lemma 5.1
and 5.2 by functional analysis arguments
Proposition 7.6 Assume Hypothesis 1.1. ImKs is closed in Hp1q2 pAq, and there exists an operator
p pKs0q´1, with domain ImKs and target the subspace of functions Hp1q2 pAq with zero A-periods, pro-
viding the unique such solution fpxq “ ppKs0q´1ϕpxq to the equation Ksfpxq “ ϕpxq. For any δ ą 0
independent of N , there exists s-independent constant Cpδq ą 0 such that
@ϕ P ImKs ˆ Cg, ‖ppKs0q´1ϕ‖δ ď Cpδq‖ϕ‖δ
Besides,
‖ppKs0q´1r∆X ss‖2δ ď C 1pδq
c
lnN
N
‖ϕ‖δ, X “ K or J (7.31) {Ks9}
Proof. Let us try to solve the equation Ksfpxq “ ϕpxq among functions such that ¸
Ah
fpxqdx
2ipi “ 0.
Following the computations of Section 5.2.2, we have`
Id` G ˝Ds `Π˘fpxq “ Gϕpxq (7.32) {Pari}
where
Πfpxq “ Res
ξÑx
σpξq
σpxq
fpξqdξ
ξ ´ x
We now prove that the operator pid` G ˝Ds `Πq with domain the subspace of functions in Hp1q2
with zero A-periods, is injective. Assume we have an element q in the kernel of this operator. The
expression
qpxq “ ´pG ˝Dsqqpxq ´Πqpxq
and the fact that Ph1qpxq is holomorphic in a neighborhood of Ah for h ‰ h1, shows that σpxqqpxq
admits continuous upper and lower boundary values on Sh, and is continuous across AhzSh. Hence
there exists an integrable measure νq, supported on
ŤH
h“1 Sh such that
qpxq “
ˆ
A
dνqpξq
x´ ξ
As qpxq has zero A-periods, we have νqpAhq “ 0 for every h. Besides, computation with (7.4.4) shows
that
@h, @x P Sh, Phqpx` i0q ` Phqpx´ i0q ` 2s
ÿ
h1‰h
Ph1qpxq “ 0
which means in terms of the measure νq:
@h, @x P Sh, 2p.v.
ˆ
Sh
dνqpξq
x´ ξ ` 2s
ÿ
h1‰h
ˆ
Sh1
dνqpξq
x´ ξ “ 0
Integrating this equation from the left edge of Sh to x in the segment Sh yields
@h, @x P Sh,
ÿ
h1
2ςsh,h1
ˆ
Sh1
ln |x´ ξ|dνqpξq “ ch
for some constant ch, where we remind that ς
s
h,h1 “ 1 if h “ h1, and s if h ‰ h1. Integrating this
equation against the measure dν over Sh, the constant in the right-hand side disappears as ν
qpAhq “ 0.
Then summing over h, we find ÿ
h,h1
¨
ςsh,h1 ln |x´ ξ|dνqhpxqdνqh1pξq “ 0
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but we have shown that in § 7.4.2 that this equality implies νq “ 0, hence q “ 0. This concludes the
proof of injectivity.
Therefore, pid ` G ˝ Ds ` Πq is invertible on its image. We proceed to show the continuity of
this inverse. For this purpose, we fix once for all contours γh surrounding Ah and not Ah1qh1‰h, and
set γ “ Ťh γh. We equip γ with a curvilinear measure. From the expression of these operators –
by moving the contour of integration to γ – one readily sees that pG ˝ Ds ` Πq can be considered as
endomorphisms of L2pγq, denote Ns, which is compact hence also trace class. Let γ˜ be the disjoint
union of the set t1, . . . , gu (equipped with the uniform measure) and γ (equipped with the curvilinear
measure), so L2pγ˜q “ Cg ‘ L2pγq. We consider further the operator
pNs : L2pγ˜q ÝÑ L2pγ˜q`pwhqgh“1, φ˘ ÞÝÑ ˆ´´ wh ` ¸Ah φpξq dξ2ipi ¯gh“1 , Nsφ
˙
and one can check as before that id` pNs is injective. As pNs is compact, Fredholm alternative ensures
that id ` pNs is continuously invertible. Its inverse is id ´ Rs where Rs is the resolvent operator ofpNs, and it has a smooth integral kernel. This is enough to prove continuous invertibility of pKs and a
bound for the norm of its inverse. The sought for inverse for pKs is
fpxq “ pr2 ˝ ppKs0q´1 ˝ Gϕpxq “ pId´Rsqp0,Gϕq
where pr2 is the projection on the second factor L
2pγq. The fact that this solution is actually in
Hp1q2 pAq can be read from (7.32). The very construction of pNs guarantees that ¸Ah fpxqdx2ipi “ 0 as
desired, and the estimate on the norm of ppKs0q´1 comes from the properties of the resolvent kernel.
The proof of the estimate (7.31) follows the steps of Lemma 5.2 and is omitted. l
For n ě 2 variables, we can then recast the Schwinger-Dyson equations of the s-deformed model
as “Ks `∆Ks‰W snpx, xIq “ Asn`1px;xIq `Bsnpx;xIq ` Csn´1px;xIq `Dsn´1px;xIq
with modified expression for A and B’s. For n ě 2, we have:
Asn`1px;xIq “ N´1pL2 ´ idq
"
s
´ ÿ
h‰h1
Ph b Ph1W sn`1px, x, xIq
¯
`
ÿ
h
Ph b PhW sn`1px, x, xIq
¯*
Btn`1px;xIq “ N´1pL2 ´ idq
" ÿ
JĎI
J‰pH,Iq
ÿ
h‰h1
sPhW s|J|`1px, xJq ¨ Ph1W sn´|J|px, xIzJq
`
ÿ
h
PhW s|J|`1px, xJq ¨ PhW sn´|J|px, xIzJq
*
Csn´1px;xIq “ ´ 2βN
ÿ
iPI
MxiW sn´1px, xIztiuq, (7.33)
Dsn´1px;xIq “ 2βN
ÿ
aPpBAq`
Lpaq
x´ a BaW
s
n´1pxIq
(7.34)
And for n “ 1 variable, we find the analogue of (5.43)
“Ks `∆J ssr∆´1W s1 spxq “ As2pxq `Ds0N ´ 1´ 2{βN pBx ` L1qW t´1u1 pxq `Np∆0V q1,0rW t´1u1 spxq
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with:
∆´1Pspx; ξq “
˛
A
dη
2ipi
2L2px; ξ, ηq∆´1W s1 pηq
∆Jsrf spxq “ ´Np∆0V q1,∆´1Pspx;‚q{2rf spxq `
ÿ
h‰h1
sPhr∆´1W s1 spxqPh1fpxq `
ÿ
h
Phr∆´1W s1 spxqPhfpxq
` 1
N
´
1´ 2
β
¯
pBx ` L1qfpxq
One can then repeat all the steps of Section 5.3, the keypoint being that we use the inverse ppKs0q´1
of Ks and its norm estimate constructed in Proposition 7.6. This results in the proof of an asymptotic
expansion, for any K ě 0:
W snpx1, . . . , xnq “
Kÿ
k“n´2
N´kW tku;sn px1, . . . , xnq ` opN´Kq
where the coefficients W
tku;s
n are N -independent, are given by a t-dependent recursion which is a
s-dependent modification of the recursions provided in Section 5.4.
7.5 Regularity with respect to the filling fractions
Let ‹ be the equilibrium filling fractions in the initial model µV ;AN,β . In order to finish the proof of
Theorem 1.3, it remains to show that the Hypotheses 1.1-1.2 for µV ;AN,β imply Hypothesis 5.1 for the
model µV ;AN,,β for the model with fixed filling fractions  P Eg close enough to ‹, that all coefficients of
the expansion extend as smooth functions of , and that the Hessian of F
t´2u
 with respect to filling
fractions is negative definite. These properties are proved in the Appendix, see Propositions A.2-A.4.
Lemma 7.7 If V satisfies Hypotheses 1.1-1.3, then pV, q satisfies Hypotheses 5.1 for  P Eg close
enough to ‹. Besides, the soft edges α‚h and W
t´1u
1; pxq (for x away from the edges) extend as C8
functions of , while the hard edges remain unchanged, at least for  close enough to ‹.
We observe that, once W
t´1u
1; and the edges of the support α
‚
,h are known, the W
tku
n; for any n ě 1
and k ě 0 are determined recursively by (5.50)-(5.48) and (5.67)-(5.65), where the linear operatorpK´1 is given explicitly in (5.20)-(5.27), and thus depends smoothly on  close enough to ‹. Similarly,
F
tku
,β for k ě 0 are obtained from (7.1) leading to (7.25)-(7.26), which shows their smooth dependence
for  close enough to ‹.
Corollary 7.8 If V satisfies Hypotheses 1.1-1.3, then W
tku
n; px1, . . . , xkq (for x1, . . . , xk away from the
edges) and F
tku
,β extend as C8 functions of  P Eg close enough to ‹. l
This concludes the proofs of Theorem 1.4 announced in Section 1.4.
8 Asymptotic expansion in the initial model in the multi-cut
regime
8.1 The partition function
We come back to the initial model µV ;AN,β , and we assume Hypotheses 1.1-1.3 with number of cuts
pg ` 1q ě 2. We remind the notation N “ pNhq1ďhďg for the number of eigenvalues in Ah, and the
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number of eigenvalues in A0 is N0 “ N ´řgh“1Nh. The Nh are here random variables, which take
the value N with probability ZV ;AN,,β{ZV ;AN,β . We denote ‹ the vector of equilibrium filling fractions,
and N‹ “ N‹. Let us summarize four essential points:
‚ We have established in Theorem 1.4 an expansion for the partition function with fixed filling
fractions:
N !śg
h“0pNhq!
ZV ;AN,,β “ N pβ{2qN`κ exp
´ ÿ
kě´2
N´k F tkuβ, rV s
¯
, (8.1) {81eq}
where κ is independent of the filling fractions.
‚ By concentration of measures, we have established in Corollary 3.8 the existence of constants
C,C 1 ą 0 such that, for N large enough,
µV ;AN,β
“|N ´N‹| ą ?N lnN‰ ď eCN lnN´C1N ln2N . (8.2) {81}
‚ Thanks to the strong off-criticality assumption, we have after Lemma 7.7 that F tkuβ, is smooth
when  is in the vicinity of ‹. From there we deduce that, for any K, k ě ´2, there exist a
constant Ck,K ą 0 and tensors pF tkuβ,‹qpjq “ Bbj F tkuβ, |“‹ , such that:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇN´k F tkuβ,N{N ´ K´kÿ
j“0
N´pk`jq
pF tkuβ,‹ qpjq
j!
¨ pN ´N‹qbj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Ck,K N´pK`1q|N ´N‹|K´k`1. (8.3) {r8}
‚ We establish in Proposition A.4 that the Hessian pF t´2uβ,‹ q2 is negative definite.
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.5.
8.1.1 Taylor expansion around the equilibrium filling fraction
By the estimate (8.2), we can write:
ZV ;AN,β “
ÿ
0ďN1,¨¨¨ ,NgďN
|N |ďN
N !śg
h“0Nh!
ZV ;AN,β,N{N “
ˆ ÿ
0ďN1,¨¨¨ ,NgďN
|N´N‹|ď
?
N lnN
N !śg
h“0Nh!
ZV ;AN,β,N{N
˙
p1` rN q, (8.4)
with:
rN ď pg ` 1qN e´C
1
2 N ln
2N . (8.5)
And, we have by (8.1) and (8.3), for any K ě ´2:ÿ
0ďN1,...,NrďN
|N‚´N‹|ď
?
N lnN
N !śg
h“0Nh!
ZV ;AN,β,N{N
“
ÿ
0ďN1,...,NrďN
|N´N‹|ď
?
N lnN
exp
´ Kÿ
k“´2
K´kÿ
j“0
N´pk`jq
pF tkuβ,‹ qpjq
j!
¨ pN ´N‹qbj `N´pK`1qRK
¯
. (8.6)
where N´pK`1qRK is a small remainder that can be bounded by (8.3) by
|N´pK`1qRK | ď N´pK`1q
Kÿ
k“´2
Ck,2K |N ´N‹|k ď CKN´pK`1qNK{2plnNqK “ CKN´K{2´1plnNqK ,
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on the set where |N ´N‹| ď
?
N lnN . Since N´pK`1qRK ď 1 for N large enough:ˇˇ
exppN´pK`1qRKq ´ 1
ˇˇ ď 2|N´pK`1qRK | ď 2C 1K N´pK{2`1qplnNqK .
where we finally used (8.3) and the condition |N ´N‹| ď
?
N lnN that restricts the sum.
Let us next prove that we can restrict the sum to |N´N‹| bounded by lnN rather than
?
N lnN .
Notice that, since ‹ is the equilibrium filling fraction, we have pF t´2uβ,‹ q1 “ 0. Moreover, we prove in
Proposition A.4 that pF t´2uβ,‹ q2 ă 0. Hence, we can find a finite constant C such that:
exp
´ Kÿ
k“´2
K´kÿ
j“1
N´pk`jq
pF tkuβ,‹ qpjq
j!
¨ pN ´N‹qbj
¯
ď Ceipiτβ,‹¨pN´N‹qb2`2ipivβ,‹¨pN´N‹q ,
where we have introduced:
vβ,‹ “
pF t´1uβ,‹ q1
2ipi
, τβ,‹ “
pF t´2uβ,‹ q2
2ipi
, (8.7) {Tabet}
As a consequence, letting Z‹N “ N !śg
h“0pN‹qh!Z
V ;A
N,β,N‹{N , we deduce that there exists a positive constant
c ą 0
ÿ
0ďN1,¨¨¨ ,NgďN
|N´N‹|ělnN
N !śg
h“0Nh!
ZV ;AN,N{N,β
Z‹N
ď C expt´cplnNq2u
whereas there exists a positive constant C such that
ZV ;AN,β
Z‹N
ě N !śg
h“0pN‹qh!
ZV ;AN,β,N‹{N
Z‹N
“ 1 .
As a consequence, we can improve (8.2) into
µV ;AN,β
“|N ´N‹| ą lnN‰ ď e´c ln2N . (8.8) {81b}
We can therefore improve the previous estimates by summing only over N which differ from N‹ by
at most lnN . We then observe that
exp
´ Kÿ
k“´2
K´kÿ
j“1
N´pk`jq
pF tkuβ,‹ qpjq
j!
¨ pN ´N‹qbj
¯
(8.9)
“ eipiτβ,‹¨pN´N‹qb2`2ipivβ,‹¨pN´N‹q
´
1`
Kÿ
k“1
N´k T tkuβ,‹ rN ´N‹s `OpN´pK`1qplnNqK`3q
¯
,
using the notations of (8.7), and for any vector X with g components:
T
tku
β, rXs “
kÿ
r“1
1
r!
ÿ
`1,...,`rě1
m1,...,mrě´2řr
i“1 `i`mi“k
´ râ
i“1
pF tmiuβ, qp`iq
`i!
¯
¨Xbpřri“1 `iq. (8.10)
where for any vector X with g components:
T
tku
β, rXs “
kÿ
r“1
1
r!
ÿ
`1,...,`rě1
m1,...,mrě´2řr
i“1 `i`mi“k
´ râ
i“1
pF tmiuβ, qp`iq
`i!
¯
¨Xbpřri“1 `iq. (8.11)
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Since the number of lattice points N satisfying |N ´N‹| ď lnN is a OplnNq, we can write:
ZV ;AN,β
ZV ;AN,‹,β
“
śg
h“0pN‹qh!
N !
! ÿ
N1,...,NgPZg
|N´N‹|ďηN
eipiτβ,‹¨pN´N‹q
b2`2ipivβ,‹¨pN´N‹q
´
1`
Kÿ
k“1
N´k T tkuβ,‹ rN ´N‹s
¯)
`OpN´pK`1qplnNqK`4q. (8.12)
where we have set ηN “ lnN .
8.1.2 Waiving the constraint on the sum over filling fractions
Now, we would like to extend the sum over the whole lattice Zg. Let us denote λβ,‹ “
min Sp p´F t´2uβ,‹ q2 ą 0. For any α ą 0 small enough, there exists a constant C2 ą 0 so that:ˇˇˇ ÿ
NPZr|N´N‹|ěηN
eipiτβ,‹¨pN´N‹q
b2`2ipivβ,‹¨pN´N‹qpN ´N‹qbj
ˇˇˇ
ď C2
ÿ
NPZg|N´N‹|ěηN
e´λβ,‹p1´αqg|N´N‹|
2 |N ´N‹|j
ď C2
ÿ
něηN
Volgpnq pn` 1qj e´λβ,‹p1´αqg n2 , (8.13)
where Volgpnq “ p2n`1qg´p2n´1qg ď g 2g ng´1 is the number of points in Zg so that n ď |N´N‹| ă
n` 1. Therefore: ˇˇˇ ÿ
NPZr|N´N‹|ěηN
eipiτβ,‹¨pN´N‹q
b2`2ipivβ,‹¨pN´N‹qpN ´N‹qbj
ˇˇˇ
ď C2p1` αqg 2g
´ ÿ
něηN
pn` 1qg´1`j e´λβ,‹p1´αqgnηN
¯
ď C3,j e´λβ,‹p1´αqgη2N , (8.14)
where C3,j is a constant depending on j. In other words, by waiving the restriction in the sum of
(8.12), we only make an error of order Ope´C4plnNq2q, which is OpN´8q. Then, we remark that:ÿ
NPZg
eipipN´N‹q¨τβ,‹¨pN´N‹q`2ipivβ,‹¨pN´N‹q pN ´N‹qbj “
´∇v
2ipi
¯bj
ϑ
„´
N‹
0

pvβ,‹|τβ,‹q. (8.15)
We have thus proved:
ZV ;AN,β
ZV ;AN,β,‹
“
#
Kÿ
k“0
N´k T tkuβ,‹
“∇v
2ipi
‰+
ϑ
„´
N‹
0

pvβ,‹|τ‹,βq `OpN´pK`1qplnNqK`4q. (8.16)
The term appearing as a prefactor of N´k is bounded when N Ñ 8. So, by pushing the expansion
one step further, the error OpN´pK`1qplnNqK`4q can be replaced by OpN´pK`1qq. This concludes
the proof of Theorem 1.5.
8.2 Deviations of filling fractions from their mean value
We now describe the fluctuations of the number of eigenvalues in each segment. Let P “ pP0, . . . , Pgq
be a vector of integers such that P´N‹,h P opN1{3q when N Ñ8. The joint probability for h P v0, gw
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to find Ph eigenvalues in the segment Ah is:
µV ;AN,βrN “ P s “
N !śg
h“0 Ph!
ZV ;AN,β,P {N
ZV ;AN,β
(8.17)
We remind that the coefficients of the large N expansion of the numerator are smooth functions of
P {N . Therefore, we can perform a Taylor expansion in P {N close to ‹, and we find that provided
P ´N‹ P opN1{3q, only the quadratic term of the Taylor expansion remains when N is large:
µV ;AN,βrN “ P s “
´
ϑ
„´
N‹
0

pvβ,‹|τβ,‹q
¯´1
exp
”´ gÿ
h“0
pβ{2qpPh ´N‹,hq
¯
lnN
ı
ˆ exp
´1
2
pF t´2uβ,‹ q
2 ¨ pP ´N‹qb2 ` pF t´1uβ,‹ q1 ¨ pP ´N‹q ` op1q
¯
(8.18)
In other words, the random vector ∆N “ p∆N1, . . . ,∆Ngq defined by:
∆Nh “ Nh ´N‹,h `
gÿ
h1“1
rpF t´2uβ,‹ q2s´1h,h1 pF t´1uβ,‹ q1h1 (8.19)
converges in law to a random discrete Gaussian vector, with covariance rpF t´2uβ,‹ q2s´1. We observe
that, when β “ 2, F t´1uβ,‹ “ 0 so that N ´N‹ converges to a centered discrete Gaussian vector.
8.3 Fluctuations of linear statistics
With a strategy similar to § 5.5, the result of Section 8.1 implies, for ϕ a test function which is analytic
in a neighborhood of A:
µV ;AN,β
“
eis
`řN
i“1 ϕpλiq´N
´
ϕpξqdµeqpξq
˘‰ „ exp `isMβ,‹rϕs ´ s2
2
Qβ,‹rϕ,ϕs
˘ ϑ
„´
N‹
0
`
vβ,‹ ` suβ,‹rϕs|τβ,‹
˘
ϑ
„´
N‹
0
`
vβ,‹rϕs|τβ,‹
˘
(8.20)
This formula gives an equivalent when N Ñ8, which features an oscillatory behavior. We have set:
uβ,‹rϕs “
´β
2
Bh
ˆ
ϕpξqdµeq;pξq
¯
1ďgďh
ˇˇˇ
“‹
“
´β
2
˛
dξ
2ipi
ϕpξq `$hpξq ´$0pξq˘¯
1ďhďg
(8.21)
where $h are the holomorphic 1-forms introduced in (5.24). The linear (resp. bilinear) form M rϕs
(resp. Qrφ, φs) are defined in § 5.5, and in (8.20) it is evaluated at  “ ‹. We recognize that the
right-hand side of (8.20) is the Fourier transform of the sum of two independent random variables:
one of them being Gaussian, and the other being the scalar product with uβ,‹rϕs of the sampling
of a g-dimensional Gaussian vector at points belonging to ´N‹ ` uβ,‹rϕspZgq. Therefore, among a
codimension g subspace of test functions determined by the equation uβ,‹rϕs “ 0, the ratio of theta
functions is 1 and we do find a central limit theorem for fluctuations of linear statistics, as in the one-cut
regime. But, when uβ,‹rϕs ‰ 0, we only find subsequential convergence in law – along subsequences
so that p´N‹qmodZg converges – of the fluctuations of linear statistics to the independent sum of
a random Gaussian vector and a random discrete Gaussian vector. So, the probability distribution of
those fluctuations display interference patterns. The absence of a convergence in law for N Ñ 8 is
due to blurring of interferences since the center of the discrete sampling oscillates quickly with N .
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A Elementary properties of the equilibrium measure with
fixed filling fractions
We now prove Theorem 7.7 stating that, if V is analytic in a neighborhood of A, if we denote g ` 1
the number of cuts of the equilibrium measure µeq in the initial model has pg ` 1q, and assume it
is off-critical, then µeq; still has pg ` 1q cuts and remains off-critical for  close enough to ‹, and
depends smoothly on such .
A.1 Lipschitz property
We may decompose:
µeq; “
gÿ
h“0
h µeq;,h. (A.1) {ijjij}
where µ;h are probability measures in Ah, and we know that µeq; minimizes the energy functional
Erµs (see Equation (1.10)) among such choices of probability measures. We first establish that linear
statistics of the equilibrium measure in the fixed filling fraction model are Lipschitz in . Let δ P p0, 1s
and set:
Σδ :“
 
 P pδ, 1´ δqg`1
gÿ
h“0
h “ 1
(
Lemma A.1 For δ ą 0 small enough, there exists a finite constant cpδq such that, for any  P Σδ,
for any κh P p0, 2hs such that řgh“0 κh “ 1, we have for any test function ϕ:ˇˇˇˆ
ϕpxq pdµeq;κ ´ dµeq;qpxq
ˇˇˇ
ď cpδq|ϕ|1{2 maxh|κh ´ h|. (A.2)
Proof. As we have seen in Theorem 1.2, µeq; is also characterized by saying that for (A.1), there
exists constants pC,hq0ďhďg so that:
@x P Ah, 2
ˆ
ln |x´ ξ|d`ÿ hµeq;,h˘pξq ´ V pxq ď C,h, (A.3)
with equality µeq; almost everywhere. Remind the definition of the effective potential (here including
the constant for convenience):
Upxq “ V pxq ´ 2
ˆ
ln |x´ ξ|dµeq;pξq ´
ÿ
h
C,h1Ahpxq, (A.4)
and of the pseudo-distance between two probability measures µ and ν:
D2rµ, νs “ ´
¨
ln |x´ y|dpµ´ νqpxqdpµ´ νqpyq P r0,`8s (A.5)
We have for all probability measures on A “ Ťh Ah:
Erµs “ β
2
´
D2rµ, µeq;s `
ˆ
A
Upxqdµpxq `
ÿ
h
C,h µrAhs ` I
¯
(A.6) {poi}
with I “
˜
ln |x´ y|dµeq;pxqdµeq;pyq. Indeed, straightforward algebra shows that
Erµs “ Erµeq;s ` β
2
´
D2rµ, µeq;s `
¨
tV pxq ´ 2
ˆ
ln |x´ y|dµeq;pyqudpµ´ µeq;qpxq
¯
(A.7)
“ Erµeq;s ` β
2
´
D2rµ, µeq;s `
¨
U˜V ;A pxqdpµ´ µeq;qpxq `
gÿ
h“0
Ch;pµ´ µeq;qpAhq
¯
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Using the characterization of µeq;, one finds that
Erµeq;s ´ β
2
gÿ
h“0
Ch;h “ β
2
I
which completes the proof of (A.6). We next choose κ ‰  and write that if µκ is any probability
measure such that µκpAhq “ κh, we must have
Epµeq;κq ď Epµκq. (A.8)
Since µeq;κ and µκ put the same masses on the Ah we deduce from (A.6) that
D2rµeq;κ, µeq;s `
ˆ
Upxqdµeq,κpxq ď D2pµκ;µeq;q `
ˆ
Upxqdµκpxq. (A.9)
We next choose µκ supported in the support of µeq; so that since U vanishes there and is non-negative
everywhere, we deduce
D2rµeq;κ, µeq;s ď D2
“
µκ, µeq;
‰
. (A.10) {poiu}
We put µκ “ t µeq; ` p1 ´ tqν for t P r0, 1s and a probability measure ν on Ťh Ah whose support is
included into that of µeq; and such that for all h
th ` p1´ tqνpAhq “ κh . (A.11) {fil}
We have from (A.10):
D2
“
µeq;κ, µeq;
‰ ď p1´ tq2D2“ν, µeq;‰.
We take 1´ t “ maxh ´1h |κh ´ h| which belongs to r0, 1q if κh P p0, 2hs and is such that νpAhq ě 0
as it should for ν to be a probability measure. We finally choose ν such that D2rν, µeq;s is finite (for
instance the renormalized Lebesgue measure on the support of µeq;) to conclude that there exists a
constant c˜pδq valid for all  P Σδ such that:
D2
“
µeq;κ, µeq;
‰ ď c˜pδqmax
h
|h ´ κh|2. (A.12)
Recalling that:
D2
“
µeq;κ, µeq;
‰ “ ˆ 8
0
dk
k
|pµeq;κpkq ´ pµeq;pkq|2, (A.13)
we deduce that for all ϕ P L1,
ˆ
ϕpxqdpµeq;κ ´ µeq;qpxq “
ˆ pfpkqppµeq;κ ´ pµeq;qpkqdk, (A.14)
and hence this implies that for all ϕ with Fourier transform such that |ϕ|1{2 “
` ´ |k| |pϕpkq|2dk˘1{2 is
finite, we have: ˇˇˇ ˆ
ϕpxqdpµeq;κ ´ µeq;qpxq
ˇˇˇ
ď cpδq |ϕ|1{2 max
h
|κh ´ h|. (A.15)
l
Lemma A.2 If µeq; is off-critical and its support has gpq ` 1 cuts denoted rα´h pq, α`h pqs, then for
1 in a vicinity of , µeq;1 is off-critical and has the same number of cuts, of the form rα´h p1q, α`h p1qs,
and α‚hpq are Lipschitz functions of 1. Moreover, for δ ą 0, let A included in
Ť
1tx : dpx, Sq ď δu
when the union ranges over a small neighborhood of . Then in the same neighborhood, ÑW t´1u1, pxq
is Lipschitz uniformly for x R A.
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Proof. Restricting to x in the domain U where V is analytic, let us rewrite the leading order of the
first Schwinger-Dyson equation`
W
t´1u
1;1 pxq
˘2 ´ V 1pxqW1;1pxq ` Q1pxq
L0pxq “ 0, (A.16) {kiqp}
where:
Q1pxq “
ˆ
L0pξq V
1pxq ´ V 1pξq
x´ ξ dµeq;1pξq, (A.17) {A16}
and we have chosen L0pxq “śaPBApx´ aq. Solving the quadratic equation (A.16) we find:
W
t´1u
1;1 pxq “
V 1pxq
2
´
d
L0pxqV 1pxq2 ´ 4Q1pxq
4L0pxq , (A.18) {A17}
where the dependence in 1 only appears through Q1pxq. Owing to Lemma A.1, since V 1 is analytic
in a neighborhood of A, Q1pxq is analytic for x in this neighborhood, and is Lipschitz in 1, uniformly
for x in any compact of this neighborhood. The edges of the support of µeq;1 are precisely the zeroes
or poles of R1pxq “ pLpxqV 1pxq2 ´ 4Q1pxqq{Lpxq on A. Since µeq; is off-critical, for 1 “  these
zeroes and poles are all simple. By a classical theorem of complex analysis, it implies that the zeroes
of R1 in A occur as Lipschitz functions 
1 ÞÑ a‚hp1q, in particular µeq; keeps the same number of cuts.
Lemma A.1 also implies that W
t´1u
1;1 pxq is a Lipschitz function of 1 for any fixed x R A. l
A.2 Smooth dependence
The following result allows the conclusion that dµeq;{dx (or W t´1u1; ) is smooth with respect to  for
x away from the edges.
Proposition A.3 Lemma A.2 holds with C8 regularity instead of Lipschitz.
Proof. We first prove that the Stieltjes transform W
t´1u
1; pzq is a differentiable function of the filling
fractions, for any z P CzS. We take ,κ,κ1 P Σδ. We choose z, z1 P C at distance at least δ1 of A for
δ1 ą 0 fixed but small enough. Let ψzpxq “ 1z´x and ψz,z1pxq “ ψzpxq ´ ψz1pxq. As in § 3.5.2, we can
build functions ϕzpxq and ϕz,z1pxq defined for x P R, which coincide with ψz and ψz,z1 for x P A, and
for which:
|ϕz|1{2 ď Cpδ1q |ϕz,z1 |1{2 ď Cpδ1q|z ´ z1|
After Lemma A.1, we have:
|W t´1u1;κ pzq ´W t´1u1;κ1 pzq
ˇˇ ď C |κ´ κ1|1 (A.19)ˇˇ`
W
t´1u
1;κ pzq ´W t´1u1;κ1 pzq
˘´ `W t´1u1;κ pz1q ´W t´1u1;κ1 pz1q˘ˇˇ ď C 1 |z ´ z1| |κ´ κ1|1 (A.20)
We fix η P Rg`1 such that řgh“0 ηh “ 0, and for a given z and κ, we consider the function t ÞÑ
W
t´1u
1;κ`tηpzq defined over
Vκ,η “
 
t P R, κ` tη P Σδ
(
We deduce from (A.20) and Rademacher theorem (stating that Lipschitz functions are almost surely
differentiable), that:
BsW t´1u1;κ`sηpzq “ lim
tÑ0
W
t´1u
1;κ`ps`tqηpzq ´W t´1u1;κ`sηpzq
t
exists for s in a subset Uzκ,η with probability 1 in Vκ,η. Let Nrζsδ1 be a countable ζ-net of:
A˜δ1 :“
 
z P C, dpz,Aq ě δ1( .
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By the previous point, we find a subset Uδ1,rζsκ,η with probability 1 in Vκ,η, such that for any s P Uδ
1,rζs
κ,η
and z P Nrζsδ1 , BsW t´1u1;κ`sη exists. We then choose the ζ-nets to be increasing when ζ decreases, and
denote:
Uδ1κ,η “
č
ně1
Uδ1,r1{nsκ,η
Uδ1κ,η has still probability 1 in Vκ,η, and for any s P Uδ1κ,η in this set, BsW t´1u1;κ`sηpzq exists for all
z P Ťně1Nr1{nsδ1 . By (A.20), this implies the existence of a Lipschitz (with respect to z) differential
(with respect to s) for all z P A˜δ1 and any s P Uδ1κ,η. By Montel theorem and (A.19), z ÞÑ BsW t´1u1;κ`sηpzq
is a holomorphic function in z for any s such that it exists.
By (A.17), Qκ`sη is the expectation value of an analytic function under µeq;κ`sη, therefore:
Qκ`sηpxq “
˛
C
dξ L0pξq
2ipi
V 1pxq ´ V 1pξq
x´ ξ W
t´1u
1;κ`sηpξq
with a contour C included in A˜δ1 . Besides, Qκ`sηpxq is a holomorphic function of x in a neighborhood
U of A in C as V is. Hence, s ÞÑ Qκ`sηpxq is differentiable for s P Uδ1κ,η for each x P U, and Lipschitz
in z. By Montel theorem, its derivative – where it exists – is holomorphic in z P U. Then, (A.18)
implies that s ÞÑW t´1u1;κ`sηpxq is differentiable for s P Uδ1κ,η and any x P CzBSκ`sη.
Now, let us fix a compact neighborhood of  P Σδ such that the regularity result of Lemma A.2
applies. When we intersect Vκ,η with a small enough neighborhood of an off-critical  P Σδ, Lemma A.2
guarantees that µeq;κ remains uniformly off-critical. Arguments already used in Lemma A.2 for
Lipschitz regularity implies that edges at which W
t´1u
1;κ`sη has a squareroot behavior are functions
s ÞÑ αpκ` sηq differentiable for s P Uδ1κ,η. And, by (A.18), we can write at a hard edge α – necessarily
independent of s:
W
t´1u
1;κ`sηpxq “
M
rαs
κ`sηpxq
px´ αq1{2
and at a soft edge αpκ` sηq:
W
t´1u
1;κ`sηpxq PM rαsκ`sηpxq ¨
`
x´ αpκ` sηq˘1{2
with differentiable numerators for s P Uδ1κ,η, and functions M rαsκ`sηpxq differentiable in s P Uδ1κ,η and
holomorphic in x a neighborhood of the edge α. Therefore, for s in this set, we have the behaviors:
BsW t´1u1;κ`sηpxq P O
`px´ αpκ` sηqq´1{2˘
at any edge. Given the properties of the Stieltjes transform, we also know that:
‚ BsW t´1u1;κ`sηpxq behaves like Op1{x2q when x Ñ 8 – remember that the term in 1{x in W t´1u1;κ`sη
has constant coefficient.
‚ for any x P S˚κ`sη, we have BsW t´1u1;κ`sηpx` i0q ` BsW t´1u1;κ`sηpx´ i0q “ 0.
‚ for any h P v0, gw, ¸
Ah
BsW t´1u1;κ`sηpxq dx2ipi “ ηh.
There is a unique function which such properties, it reads:
BsW t´1u1;κ`sηpxq “ 2ipi
ÿ
h
ηh$hpxq (A.21) {limie}
where $ are the holomorphic 1-forms on the Riemann surface of equation σ2 “ śαPBSκ`sη px ´ αq
introduced in (5.24). They are completely determined by the edges, and depend smoothly on them.
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Since the right-hand side of (A.21) is a continuous function of s, we deduce that s Ñ W t´1u1;κ`sηpxq is
actually C1 for s such that κ ` sη is in a vicinity of . These arguments holding for any η,κ, we
deduce that κÑW t´1u1;κ is Gaˆteaux differentiable, and hence Fre´chet differentiable, in a neighborhood
of . Therefore, all the reasoning of the proof of Lemma A.2 can be extended to show that the edges
are C1. The differential equation (A.21) (for any fixed x away from the edges) then implies C2, and
inductively, C8. l
A.3 Hessian of the value of the energy functional
We are now in position to prove:
Proposition A.4 If µeq; is off-critical, then F
t´2u;V
1 is C2 with negative definite Hessian at least for
1 in a vicinity of .
In other words, the g ˆ g matrix τV with purely imaginary entries:
@h, h1 P v1, gw, pτV qh,h1 “ 12ipi
B2F t´2u;V
BhBh1 (A.22)
is such that Im τV ą 0.
Proof. Let η,η1 P Rg`1 so that řh ηh “ 0 and 1 be in a vicinity of . The last paragraph has shown
the existence of a integrable, signed measure with 0 total mass:
νη “ lim
tÑ0
µeq;1`tη ´ µeq;1
t
(A.23)
By (A.7):
F t´2u,Vκ ´ F t´2u,V1 “ ´
`
Erµeq;κs ´ Erµeq;1s
˘
“ β
2
´
´D2rµeq;κ, µeq;1s `
¨
U˜V ;A1 pxqdpµeq;κ ´ µeq;1qpxq `
gÿ
h“0
Ch;1pκh ´ 1hq
¯
Since U˜V ;A1 vanishes on S1 and the derivatives of 
1 Ñ µeq;1 are smooth and supported in S1 , we
deduce that F
t´2u,V
1 is a C2 function of 1 and its Hessian is:
F
t´2u;V
η,η1 “ ´
β
2
gÿ
h“0
D2rνη 1Ah , νη1 1Ahs (A.24)
where D was the pseudo-distance defined in (3.23). Therefore, the Hessian is definite negative. l
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